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Words from the IACDS President

New IACDS president 
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What an absolute thrill and honour it is to 
be the new president of the International 
Association of Concrete Drillers and Sawers.

It’s also a huge personal honour to 
be following in the footsteps of my dad, 
Peter White, who was president in 2009. 
It was my dad that gave me the massive 
bug for this industry and he, along with 
my company D-Drill, is very excited that 
I have been made president, so it’s a very 
proud moment for the whole family.

It’s been quite a big deal here in the 
UK and I’ve had a fair bit of media cov-
erage surrounding my appointment as 
president. The media seem to like that I 
am the first female president, but I think, 
over the years, everyone has got to know 
me as the managing director of D-Drill 
in the UK and someone that pushes our 
industry forward, at every opportunity.

Construction is perceived to be 
a very male-dominated industry, par-
ticularly in specialities, such as concrete 
drilling, sawing and demolition. But I 
think we all agree that it shouldn’t matter 
about gender, it’s about your ability and 
knowledge to do the job. 

I believe my appointment proves that 
construction has taken great strides over re-
cent years all over the world and is becoming 
an environment where women can thrive.  

If you look at growth in the past 
couple of years, construction has been 
up and down across most of the globe 
compared to other sectors and that is 
something that we have to change.

In the UK, for example, it’s abso-
lutely vital, that we get construction 
growing on a consistent basis to give 
companies the opportunity to invest, 
expand and employ.

We have just had a General Election, 
which has delivered a majority Conserva-
tive government, a centre-right party. 
This is what the construction sector was 
hoping for because the industry felt this 
was more likely to be better for business 
and would help deliver more projects.

On the back of that result, we need 
to see greater investment in infrastructure 
and housing in order to get steady, consis-
tent growth over the next few years. Then 
we can all invest with confidence in new 
talent to replace those people who left the 
industry during the recession. 

We also have the question about the 
UK’s place in the European Union and 
the new government has promised a ref-
erendum on the topic. From my perspec-
tive, I don’t really want another couple of 
years of uncertainty around business and 
I think that is what this referendum and 
the build-up to it will create.

During my presidency I will ensure 
I speak up for construction, especially 
our specialist sector companies,  to make 
sure policy makers hear our voice.

In the UK, I know the issues we face 
extremely well, but during my time as 
president I want to know what colleagues 
around the world are thinking and the 
barriers you are coming up against too.

There have also been several changes 
to the IACDS committee. Firstly, I would 
like to thank outgoing president Lars Sand-
ström for the fantastic job he has done.

Also, Anna and Daniel Trachsel are 
stepping down as secretaries and we thank 
them for all their work. Jose Blanco is 
stepping in to become our new secretary 
while Norikazu Shibuya remains vice 
president and Switzerland’s Philippe 
Wingeier is also a new vice president.

I am a big believer in this associa-
tion and I believe that when we work 
together and speak with one voice we 
can provide a very powerful force within 
our industry around the world. But I will 
need everyone to let me know the issues 
so we can act together.

I really believe this can be an exciting, 
positive couple of years for me role and 
our industry and by bringing forward 
new ideas and best practice, we can push 
each other to be improving all the time. 

You wouldn’t believe just how much 
I love our industry and how much I want 
it to succeed. When I tell reporters in the 
UK that I think ‘concrete cutting is sexy’ 
they think I am joking. But I mean it, I 
wouldn’t change what I do. I know there 
are things that we can put right and,  
that’s something we can do together.

Let’s hope the next two years are 
really good for business, are a lot of fun 
and finally bring our wonderful industry 
the recognition it deserves.

Julie White, President of IACDS

Dear Readers
2015 is now well on the way. The market in Europe is moving in the right direc-
tion after a rather slow start in first quarter.  We are now in May and it seems 
like some of the European markets have started to waken. The US construction 
industry is also progressing well. At the recent annual meeting of the International 
Association of Concrete Drillers and Sawers in Paris, the US Concrete Sawing and 
Drilling Association reported that its members had increased revenue by almost 
US$3bn (€2.7bn) since the last count. The total revenue of the global concrete 
cutting industry was estimated at €10.8bn up from €8.1bn, with mostly the US 
markets accounting for the increase. Hopefully the European market will follow 
suit and we can then look forward to a prosperous concrete cutting industry in 
the next two to three years. 

There was an historical event at the recent IACDS annual meeting, as the first 
female president of IACDS was elected. The new president, Julie White, is head 
of the UK concrete sawing and drilling contractor D-Drill, which was founded 
by her father Peter White. See pages 62-63 for further information on IACDS.

This year is special for us at PDi as we are celebrating our 15th anniversary. 
The magazine was launched at the end of 2000, with the main introduction at 
Bauma in Spring 2001. The initial years were a struggle and it took until 2005 
to build a solid foundation. The magazine has since consolidated and established 
its position and is now very well known in the industries we cover. In reaching 
this position we would like to thank the industries, manufacturers and advertis-
ers who have supported us over the years and of course our loyal readers. I also 
would like to direct special thanks to all contributors and especially our staff that 
continuously and devotedly produce interesting stories and ensure the magazine 
reaches our readers on time.

This issue has several interesting stories, features and site reports, including 
coverage of the trade exhibition Intermat in Paris.  There was a lot of interesting 
equipment on display at the show, which also included the first edition of the 
European version of World of Concrete. We are also publishing several special 
product articles, including our annual breaker and mobile crushing feature. The 
issue also contains a feature about concrete foundation pile breakers. Pile break-
ing is a form of controlled demolition and there are a number of manufacturers 
in this field. In this issue we also continue our special feature about the Indian 
demolition and concrete cutting industries. In the second part of the Indian 
survey we look at activities in the Mumbai area and in particular the demolition 
of the air traffic control tower at Mumbai international airport. 

By the time this issue is published the European Demolition Association’s 
annual convention will have taken 
place at the Scandic Grand Marina 
Hotel in Helsinki, Finland. We have 
included a short summary in this 
issue and will be followed by a full 
review in the next issue of PDi.

PDi celebrates 15 
years in business
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Words from the EDA President

Time for action

Pilar de la Cruz, EDA President, VD 
Voladuras Demoliciones y Desguaces 
SA, Spain

The European Demolition Association, 
EDA, was founded in 1978 and has being 
around for quite some time. The key focus 
for the organization for many years was to 
help the industry develop in each country, 
through its National Associations.

For the EDA Board being present in 
Brussels was important, but this was not 
a key priority till recent years.

At the same time, for the European 
Union a small and niche activity such 
as demolition and/or any of the related 
activities (decontamination, recycling,…) 
was not a top priority. Not even the 
construction itself, was taken as a key 
industry for development.

But after a few years of economic 
crisis, the European Commission realized 
the importance of the construction sector, 
launching a communication (“Strategy for 
the sustainable competitiveness of the con-
struction sector and its enterprises”) and a 
series of actions to develop this activity, 
mainly the High Level Strategic Forum, 
which was active from 2013 to 2015.

One of the Thematic Groups of this 
High Level Strategic Forum was focusses on 
Environmental issues, which soon became 
a source of information and actions to 
another communication of the European 
Commission: “Towards a circular economy: 
a zero waste programme for Europe”.

This roadmap was accompanied by 
communications on sustainable buildings, 
green employment SMEs, and a legislative 
proposal for the review of waste legislation.

This is EC-Brussels language, but it 
means the European Union was focusing 
on the key waste streams, to empower 
and economy based on efficient waste 
management and recycling. 

Demolition waste is one of the larg-
est waste flows in Europe, both by volume 
and weight, so the European authorities 
are very serious about implementing 
legislation, strategies and policies to regu-
late and control its proper management, 
towards a high level of recycling.

In fact, the European Commission 
launched (on May 28,2015) a Public 
Consultation on Public Consultation on 
the Circular Economy. That very same 
day, EDA was invited to participate on 
the initiative of the European Commis-
sion to create a protocol to regulate the 
activity, from the pre-demolition audit, 
the waste management plans and all the 
tracking or reporting of waste disposal.

This protocol aims to “Develop a 
common set of principles, which are ap-
plicable in the entire EU and based on the 
highest common standards in each stage of 
the waste management chain that would 
be recognized in all Member States”.

So, as you may realize by now, 
the demolition industry is more active 
in Brussels than ever before. It is time 
for action, for EDA, but also for every 
member of the industry (associations, 
contractors, suppliers, consultants,…), 
to make sure our feedback matters and 
it is communicated properly.

If you are interested in getting 
involved or have some feedback please 
contact EDA at: 
www.europeandemolition.org

Pilar de la Cruz
President of the European 
Demolition Association

About EDA
The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading plat-
form for national demolition associations, demolition 
contractors and suppliers. The EDA has a strong focus 
on developments in Europe, which are of interest to the 
demolition industry.

info@europeandemolition.org 
www.europeandemolition.org
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Aquajet recruits chief executive
The Swedish hydrodemolition equipment 
manufacturer Aquajet Systems, based in 
Holsbybrunn, has appointed Roger Simons-
son as chief executive.

“We have many plans for the future and 
feel a need for more energy and new impetus,” 
said Aquajet owner Stefan Hilmersson. “We 
have been looking for about a year. It has 
been a rigorous process and are now happy to 
have tied Roger to us.” Simonsson has been on 
Aquajet’s board for two years and knows the 

Montabert has taken part in the Intermat 2015 innovation awards, presenting its Anti- 
seismic BRV system designed to promote environmental safety. The patent applied Montage 
innovation is an electronic system intended to regulate a rock breaker’s power according to 
the vibrations generated. Using sensors placed in sensitive areas, the system is designed to 
temper the rock breaker’s power, based on the guidelines provided by the contractor, and in 
a transparent manner for the user.  

Clients typically have to use a laboratory that measures seismic velocities, thus generating 
additional financial and organizational costs.  This Anti- seismic BRV system can eliminate 
these costs. It also allows the operator to optimize the environmental safety/productivity ratio. 
The accessible power range is equivalent to that of three rock breakers.  

www.montabert.com

In the US Genesis Attachments has appointed 
Jeremy Lindsay as its Eastern Canada Re-
gional Manager. Lindsay was previously with 
Liebherr Group Canada where he managed 
the national marketing and sales coordina-
tion for the earthmoving, material handling, 
mining, mobile, crawler and maritime crane 
divisions. He brings to Genesis more than a 
decade of global sales and key account expe-
rience in the scrap and demolition industries 
and will focus on Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec 
and the Maritime Provinces.

Montabert’s Anti-Seismic BRV system

GENESIS APPOINTS EASTERN 
CANADA REGIONAL MANAGER

company. He has a long experience of working 
in international companies with an emphasis 
on distributor organizations.

“A strong distributor network is very 
important in order to reach out to our custom-
ers,” said Simonsson. “Product development 
and production resources have been strength-
ened in recent years within the company, so 
now Aquajet is ready to take the next step. 
The strategy is growth.” 

www.aquajet.se
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SANDVIK APPOINTS BALTIC DISTRIBUTOR
Sandvik Construction has appointed Baltem 
as its distributor for its mobile crushers and 
screens in the Baltic. Sandvik customers 
throughout Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia 
will be able to benefit from even greater 
levels of aftersales care, spare parts and 
dedicated customer service through Baltem. 
The company is a subsidiary of Sumitomo 
Corporation and has become a reputable 

name in the Baltics since its establishment 
in 1999.

“We are sure that the combination of 
Sandvik equipment and global aftermarket sup-
port, together with Baltem’s local knowledge, 
customer and industry expertise, will enable 
our customers throughout the area to benefit 
from a winning combination,” said Sandvik 
Construction distributor manager Kauko Juuri.

Atlas Copco closing mobile 
crushing and screening business

DEUTZ BOARD CHANGES

Atlas Copco is discontinuing its Powercrusher 
business, which manufactures and sells 
mobile crushers and screeners for quarrying, 
civil engineering and recycling.

Atlas Copco will stop the manufacturing 
in the plant in St. Valentin, Austria, during 
2015 and will arrange for customers to 
receive aftermarket service support for the 
existing fleet in the future.

“We are discontinuing this business 
as it does not fit strategically for us,” said  
Atlas Copco’s Mining and Rock Excavation 
Technique business area president Johan Hal-
ling. “We will ensure existing Powercrusher 
customers will continue to have their equip-
ment serviced in the best way.”

Deutz supervisory board chairman Lars-Göran 
Moberg, has resigned for personal reasons 
effective at the end of the Company’s Annual 
General Meeting on 29 April. Deutz thanked 
Moberg for the contribution that he has made 
as supervisory board chairman since May 
2009. It is expected that Hans-Georg Härter, 
a member of the Deutz supervisory board 
since 2013, will be proposed and elected 
as chairman.HILTI 

ACCELERATES 
GROWTH
In 2014, the Hilti Group increased sales 
in local currencies over the previous year 
by 7.5% and in Swiss Francs by 3.6% to 
CHF4,497M (€4303M).  Overall, the eco-
nomic environment developed favourably for 
Hilti in 2014, albeit with substantial regional 
differences. Growth of the construction sector 
was positive in Northern and Central Europe, 
the Middle East, North America and in some 
Asian countries while markets in Southern 
Europe and parts of Eastern Europe and Latin 
America were facing difficulties. In addition, 
the Group continued to be subject to negative 
exchange rate impacts, in particular in Russia, 
Eastern Europe, Latin America and Japan.

Against this backdrop, Hilti posted 
growth in all market regions. Expressed 
in local currencies, growth was most pro-
nounced in emerging markets with 14.6% 
in Latin America, 14.9% in Eastern Europe / 
Middle East / Africa and 10.6% in Asia/Pacific. 
Despite a severe winter, sales in Northern 
America grew by 9.5%. After a slightly nega-
tive result in 2013, Europe has returned to a 
growth of 3.5%.

< 
erkat|longitudinal 
drumcutters

Typical applications 
for erkat longitudinal 
drum cutters include 
trenching, accurate 
excavation of special 
shaped excavations, 
slag removal in steel 
mills, cleaning pile 
tops and soil mixing.

erkat|cutter weels

is designed for use on 
excavators from 20 to 
50 tons weight.  
It is ideal for cutting 
narrow trenches or 
slots in rock and con-
crete to a maximum 
width of 40 cm and a 
maximum  depth of 
1 m. >

erkat|drumcutters >

are ideally suited for 
trenching, tunnelling, 
special foundation work, 
demolition and for mixing 
different materials in 
the ground.
They can be rotated 
through 360° without 
having to disconnect 
the drum cutter from 
the excavator. . 

erkat|patch planer

has been designed for 
the precise cutting of 
asphalt during road 
repair and maintenance. 
It can work on horizontal, 
vertical and inclined 
surfaces and can even
be used upside down 
to plane the roofs of 
tunnels. >tunnels.

CUTTER TECHNOLOGY
Erkat, a german company, is the leader in the development, manufacture and the 
use of hydraulic rotary drum cutters. Erkat drum cutters are sold as attachment for 
excavators, backhoes and skid-steer loaders and used in a wide variety of appli-
cations including excavating, road building, mining, tunneling and trenching.

cutting|the|world

erkat | spezialmaschinen | service | gmbh
jeremiasstraße 4 | 36433 leimbach 
germany

phone   +49 3695 85025-0
fax  +49 3695 85025-99
e-mail   info@erkat.de                www.erkat.com

Jason Franken, 
President CSDAA

2014 was a challenging year and based on several industry reports the general consensus 
is that Australia’s domestic building and construction are on the rise for 2015. This is 
welcome news for suppliers and contractors. Talking with contractors I have received 
feedback on how much work is available and who is winning the big jobs. The trend still 
seems to be lowest bid/rate wins the work, which is not good for our industry and those 
that are investing in it. Unscrupulous builders have no moral issue in shopping around 
purely based on rates/prices until they reach the bottom of the barrel.

This is a problem that has been troubling not only Australian industry but also 
international sawing and drilling industries as well. So where do we start and how can 
we change this undesirable trend? Unlike many countries Australia does have work-
place health and safety legislation, which mandates employer and employee training 
compliance.

In the past 18 months the CSDAA has focused on this legislation and implemented 
compliance clauses that regulate competency and duty of care provisions under the WHS 
Act. This is designed to provide sawing and drilling operators the opportunity to attain 
recognition and qualifications that are endorsed by a registered training organisation. 
The accreditation and competency of this training qualification, meets the legislative 
requirements under the WHS Act & Regulations.

I am providing this information as a resource, to reference and use when assessing 
how to comply with individual or company obligations under the new national WHS 
legislation, not as a scare tactic.

The WHS Act defines the following; A ‘person conducting a business or undertak-
ing’ (PCBU - the new term that includes employers) may be an individual person or an 
organisation conducting a business or undertaking.

Examples of PCBU – individuals, include: partners in partnerships, sole traders, 
self- employed, and individual trustees of trusts.

Examples of PCBU – organisations, include: public companies, private companies, 
trustees that are companies and cooperatives that are companies.

The primary duty of care requires an employer (PCBU) to ensure, so far as is reason-
ably practicable, ‘the provision of any information, training, instruction or supervision 
that is necessary to protect all persons from risks to their health and safety arising from 
work carried out as part of the conduct of the business or undertaking,’ (Section 19 (f ).

The duty of officers requires an officer of a corporation to exercise due diligence to 
ensure that the PCBU is complying with the WHS Act. One of the duties or obligations 
that must be complied with is ‘ensuring the provision of training and instruction to 
workers about work health and safety’ (Section 27).

What does this mean for you? Currently the majority of sawing and drilling operators 
in Australia have been instructed and taught various aspects of sawing and drilling by 
on the job training.  This has been an accepted practice because there was no accredited 
training available for our niche industry.

On the job training will still play a part in the sawing and drilling industry. However, 
it will no longer be the instrument for an employee to attain competency. The accredited 
qualification can only be delivered by an RTO and they are the only recognised facilitator 
to assist PCBU’s to meet their obligations.

There has been a lot of discussion generated during the past 18 months regarding 
industry training and with mixed reactions. The training will be available nationally to 
all sawing and drilling contractors, be they CSDAA members or non-members.  Astute 
non-members know the benefit of becoming a member will provide discounts on training 
fees and ensure their workforce is fully trained and informed. The CSDAA knows that 
contractors will assess and choose if membership is right for them.

For those who are not aware our association is supported by the Australian Industry 
Group, Australia’s largest national industry association providing governance for the 
CSDAA and several other associations. Their services include financial, administration 
and statutory requirements and they ensure the association is operated within the CSDAA 
constitution, relevant Acts and Regulations. Through this we are able to ensure strong 
governance and transparency.

I would like to finish with a short spiel on social media ethics. Freedom of speech 
is a right given to all in a democratic society, having the potential to express thoughts, 
feelings and emotions. It is easy to give praise; encouragement; and goodwill just as it is 

to harass; discredit; and insult.
The CSDAA executive committee 

is proud of the work they are doing to 
support our industry. They are con-
tinuing to drive change and support 
members through relevant services, 
supported by strong governance. The 
annual general meeting will see signifi-
cant changes to the executive commit-
tee and we would encourage members 
to nominate for positions.

The president of Australia’s Concrete, 
Sawing and Drilling Association, 
Jason Franken shares some of his views 
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having to disconnect 
the drum cutter from 
the excavator. . 

erkat|patch planer

has been designed for 
the precise cutting of 
asphalt during road 
repair and maintenance. 
It can work on horizontal, 
vertical and inclined 
surfaces and can even
be used upside down 
to plane the roofs of 
tunnels. >tunnels.

CUTTER TECHNOLOGY
Erkat, a german company, is the leader in the development, manufacture and the 
use of hydraulic rotary drum cutters. Erkat drum cutters are sold as attachment for 
excavators, backhoes and skid-steer loaders and used in a wide variety of appli-
cations including excavating, road building, mining, tunneling and trenching.

cutting|the|world

erkat | spezialmaschinen | service | gmbh
jeremiasstraße 4 | 36433 leimbach 
germany

phone   +49 3695 85025-0
fax  +49 3695 85025-99
e-mail   info@erkat.de                www.erkat.com
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NEW SANDVIK 
CONSTRUCTION WEBSITE  

XINGYI CUSTOMER MEETING

Sandvik Construction has launched its new 
website http://www.construction.sandvik.com/ 
to reflect the specific needs and requirements 
of the company’s customers throughout the 
world. The new website has been developed 
to serve as the primary communication portal 
for Sandvik customers, industry professionals, 
distributors and the global construction media. 

The new website contains features 
Sandvik customers have specifically asked 

for, and will be more easily adaptable to 
their changing needs. Specific dealer portals 
and access areas have been created to allow 
Sandvik distributors to gain information 
more easily. This will benefit customers 
through ensuring improved communication 
as well as providing customer service and 
aftermarket care of the highest levels.

“Our customers want to know about our 
latest developments, find information about 

how our equipment may help them, read news 
and case stories from around the world, and 
vitally, how they can ensure their investment 
with us is maximized,” said Sandvik global 
marketing communication manager Satu 
Rämö. “The website is not just a tool for us 
to communicate messages to our customers, 
but vitally to develop a two-way relationship 
that will allow our customers, and dealers, to 
enhance their relationship with us.”

Dynaset dealer meeting 2015 

1000th machine 
from Blue 
Machinery Scotland

Dynaset’s annual dealer meeting gathers 
its worldwide dealers to Finland. The dealer 
meeting is an excellent opportunity to get 
better and deeper knowledge about the 
company and Dynaset hydraulic equipment. 

This year’s event includes a factory visit 

in Ylöjärvi, a large number of product and 
application demonstrations, sales and techni-
cal training, meeting with sales contacts and 
with Dynaset staff and a whole lot more.  A 
report of the meeting will be featured in this 
year’s issue 4 of PDi. 

Chinese floor system manufacturer Xingyi held 
a recent customer seminar attended by 48 
customers from different corners of the world. 
Xingyi’s expertise and product range covers ter-

razzo and epoxy mortar, paving and polishing, 
stone and concrete polishing. The next seminar 
will be held on 10-11 November 2015. 

www.xingyistone.cn  

International light and compact equip-
ment manufacturer Wacker Neuson Group 
achieved record results for 2014, reporting 
a rise in revenue and profits for the year. 
Group revenue increased 11% to a record 
high of €1.28bn up from €1.16bn in 2013. 
Profit before interest and tax increased 43% 
to €136M, while net earnings per share grew 
49% to €1.30 compared with €0.87 in 2013 
and a record high for the Group.

RECORD YEAR FOR 
WACKER NEUSON

Poor first 
quarter for Volvo
In the first three months of 2015 Volvo 
Construction Equipment’s net sales dropped 
by 5% to SEK12,737M (€1,358M) compared 
to €1,426M in the same quarter of 2014. 
Operating income was affected by lower 
sales volumes, a provision for expected credit 
losses and lower earnings in China, and fell to 
€38M, compared to €69M in the first quarter 
of 2014. These factors weighed on operating 
margin, which slumped to 2.8%, down from 
4.8% in the same period the year before.

In the UK Keltbray has transferred over 40 
plants from the London Earls Court exhibition 
centre to the nearby Marcus Garvey Park 
Community Garden, where they have been 
replanted. Keltbray is undertaking demolition 
of Earls Court for Capco.

Following many years of neglect and 
vandalism of  the garden passionate gardener 
Sean Adamson picked up the challenge in 
2012 to improve the area and drive it for-
ward as a community project. With support 
from Hammersmith Community Gardens 
Association, a Facebook page, liaison with 
local schools and residents, local people have 
come together for regular gardening days to 
transform the garden into a valued green space 
for the local community.

“We are grateful to Keltbray for enabling 
us to reuse the plants, which included cordy-
lines, lavender, cistus, buxus, privet, yucca, 
hebes and bluebells,” said Adamson. “We 
would also like to thank Keltbray for helping 
us to remove the plants from site. They were so 
helpful, and just kept on going through the rain 
to dig up some pretty difficult plants. The plants 
from Earls Court have made a huge visual im-
pact. Many local residents have now come to 
see Marcus Garvey Park as their ‘back garden’ 
and so this kind of improvement means a lot to 
those that visit on a regular basis.”

Keltbray helps 
with plant transfer

Blue Machinery Scotland has sold its 1000th 
piece of equipment, a Powerscreen Pre-
miertrak 400 mobile jaw crusher, to Central 
Demolition of Bonnybridge, Stirlingshire. 
Coincidentally Central Demolition was also 
its first customer purchasing a Powerscreen 
Powergrid 17 years ago. 

Central Demolition specialises in de-
molition and dismantling, licensed asbestos 
removal, earthmoving, site clearance, plant 
and tipper hire and recycling. Formed in 1993, 
Central Demolition has evolved to become a 
leading national organisation in its specialist 
fields, with broad expertise in all its activities. 
The company believes it is reclaiming at least 
90%-95% of crushed demolition waste, inert 
materials, soils and skip waste fines at its 
Bonnybridge recycling station. 
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“Contractors use our breakers for incredible projects. 
From underwater demolition of a dam to tunnel cross 
passages, they take them to unique locations and into 
challenging conditions, and sometimes pair them 
with some unusual equipment,” said an Atlas Copco 
salesman in Canada. That was the case on a project 18 
floors above the ground in Toronto, where Atlas Copco 
breakers were used to remove 168 concrete balconies 
from an apartment building.

The building’s concrete was spalling and debond-
ing from steel reinforcement joists that had corroded. 
Complete demolition and replacement of the 4.9m by 
1.5m concrete balconies was the only choice. It was a 
big task, as tenants would remain in the building dur-
ing demolition. It also had to be finished as quickly as 
possible to minimize disruption and noise levels.

In 2012, Toronto based King Restoration, special-
izing in concrete restoration and brick demolition, 
was hired for the demolition. Owner Paul King was 
confidant that, with a Brokk 50 remotely controlled 
demolition robot and an Atlas Copco SB52 hydraulic 
breaker attachment, his crews could complete the proj-
ect safely and in just six months. The short time span 
won King Restoration the bid over competitors that had 
projected two years using traditional handheld tools. 
Not only would the equipment shorten the timeframe 
for the project, but both the Brokk 50 and the SB 
52 kept King’s workers safer. Brokk machines can be 
operated from a safe distance while maintaining a clear 

view, and the VibroSilenced design of the SB breakers 
reduces vibration and noise levels.

Since the Brokk machine’s footprint is small and 
weighing around 500kg, using it on a mast climber 
was no problem. Likewise, the Atlas Copco breaker is 
quick and easy to position. The service weight of the 
Atlas Copco SB 52 breaker is 54kg, and has an impact 
rate of 750-1,700blows/min. These two pieces of 
equipment were small and light enough to work safely 
on a mast climber, yet had enough power to quickly 
break up concrete. 

Because the Brokk machine has a three-piece boom 
system it can reach up, over and below objects. Instead 
of raising the platform to be just under the balconies, 
so crews could hold jackhammers at a comfortable 
level, they were able to position the platform close to 
the balconies. This allowed them to place a wheelbarrow 
underneath as the first defence against falling debris. In 
addition to the benefit of easy positioning, the Brokk 
and SB 52 could also break up the concrete much faster. 
“This duo did the work that three of my men could do 
with handheld jackhammers, and it could do it all day 
long,” said King. 

A demolition crew began at the top of the building 
so balconies below that were still intact would catch any 
debris that might fall. The workers moved from one 
balcony to the next with a mast climber, using the Atlas 
Copco breaker to demolish an average of 10 balconies 
per day. As the demolition crew finished breaking up 

ATLAS COPCO’S AND BROKK 
COMBINE FOR TORONTO CHALLENGE

the balconies, a forming crew followed on another mast 
climber.  Any steel joists that were damaged or corroded 
were repaired and sandblasted prior to applying an 
epoxy coating and mesh for additional strength. Once 
the steel beams were ready, forms were placed to receive 
fresh concrete to complete each balcony repair. 
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Komatsu Europe International has introduced the PC490/
LC-11 hydraulic excavator to the European market. It has an 
operating weight between 46.5t and 48.9t and is powered 
by Komatsu’s EU Stage IV engine of 270kW.

“This new excavator does so much more than simply 
meet EU Stage IV emission regulations,” said Komatsu 
product manager Vince Porteous. “It offers significant 
advances in fuel consumption, provides 3G communica-
tions, improves operator comfort and includes new safety 
features.” It uses AdBlue additive to reduce NOx emissions 
and a variable geometry turbocharger and an exhaust gas 
recirculation valve for temperature and air management 
control.

The PC490/LC-11 has a heavy-duty undercarriage and 
retains the same lift capacity and lateral stability as the pre-
vious model. The operator can select the lift mode, to raise 
hydraulic pressure and increase lifting force by up to 7%.

The hydraulic system has been upgraded to reduce 
hydraulic loss and improve efficiency. All major compo-
nents on the new PC490/LC-11 have been designed and 
produced by Komatsu. This integrated design uses a closed 
centre load sensing hydraulic system that takes hydraulic 
efficiency to the next level using variable speed matching 
technology. Variable speed matching allows the engine 
speed to adjust based on the hydraulic pump output for 
both light and heavy-duty applications.

The excavator is equipped with the Komatsu equipment 
management monitoring system, which gives operators, 
and technicians greater monitoring and troubleshooting 
capabilities. The device continuously monitors all critical 
systems, preventative maintenance, and provides trouble-
shooting assistance to minimize diagnosis and repair time.

The PC490/LC-11 is equipped with the latest Komtrax 
remote monitoring technology with data access through 
the web or through Komtrax Mobile or Smartphone. 
Komtrax is further enhanced to monitor AdBlue levels, 
diesel particulate filter regeneration and provide fuel theft 
alerts, through 3G telecommunication. A new operator 
identification system reports key operating information 
for multiple operators.

Komatsu’s new 
47t class hydraulic 
excavator

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC 
outshines competition
Chicago Pneumatic CPLT M10 light towers have been chosen 
by one of South Africa’s leading opencast mining contractors 
Diesel Power Open Cast Mining following a live demonstration 
where the light tower outperformed competitive models. 

CP, represented by its South African distributor United 
Sales & Service, demonstrated the CPLT M10 through a 
day-night demonstration closely monitored by DPOCM’s 
technical staff.

The night demonstration included DPOCM measuring 
the lux results and the CP tower outshone its rivals with 
110lux at 50m, 21lux at 100m and 3lux at 150m. The tests 
resulted in the CPLT M10 outperforming the competition 
models by being the only light tower to record lux measure-
ments beyond 150m.

It was this superior lighting performance, which ulti-
mately convinced DPOCM to opt for the CP light towers.  
”Price is always an important factor when choosing any 

equipment, but the performance of the CPLT M10 light 
tower was just too good to turn down,” said DPOCM techni-
cal director Steve Lambert. “Previously we always rented 
light towers, however we were convinced to purchase 10 
due to the flexibility it gives us to deploy them when and 
where they are needed and crucially the assurance that we 
are using high quality products.”

All the CPLT M10 light towers are in use at one of 
DPOCM’s copper mine operations in Botswana and sup-
ported by CP distributor USS. ”We looked carefully at the 
light tower supplier and their aftermarket services, and I 
am pleased to say the support offered to date has been 
exemplary,” said Lambert.
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TURN YOUR 
DREAMS

INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original 
diamond array technology that changed 
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior 

performance you can see and feel. 

Be more competitive    
WITH MB 

A jaw action crusher bucket from the Italian manufacturer MB can 
transform a standard excavator into a mobile machine for recycling 

construction and demolition waste.

Crushing with the excavator mounted crusher bucket 
directly in a quarry or yard allows the reuse of the mate-
rial directly on site. The MB crusher bucket reduces the 
costs of transportation and disposal of waste material.  
The crusher bucket, therefore, has an impact on the 
environment, which is very different from that of a 
fixed or mobile crusher. With a single mobile machine, 
savings can be made in staff, fuel and maintenance.

MB currently offers different sizes of crusher 
bucket, from the smallest, the MB-C50, for mini ex-
cavators, the MB-L, which can be fitted on skid steer 
loaders and backhoe loaders, to the largest BF150.10, 
suitable for excavators from 70t.

This year MB introduced two new models, the 
BF80.3, suitable for excavators that exceed 18.5t and 
the BF135.8, for excavators weighing over 43t.

In the past 10 years MB has changed the methods 
of crushing material used in all types of construction, 
enabling new opportunities and providing solutions to 
comply with technical requirements and environmental 
regulations. MB products are designed, engineered 
and manufactured entirely in Italy and protected by 
international patents.

www.mbcrusher.com
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As important as breakers are to construction and demolition projects, they 
do not always get the positive attention they deserve. Manufacturers are 

doing their best to change this. Jim Parsons reports.

Unsung HEROES 

In the game of American football, the so-called skill 
players who run, pass, and catch the ball usually get all 
the attention. But their talents are of little use without 
the big, burly players at the scrimmage line. They are 
the ones who repeatedly collide with equally big, burly 
defenders long enough to allow plays both simple and 
intricate to unfold.  

As critical as that role is, it is also one where 
anonymity is typically coveted, for the only time a 
lineman’s name is called is usually when he has done 
something wrong.

Breakers play a similar albeit higher profile role in 
the world of construction and demolition. They are the 
tools tasked with reducing something usually intended 
to endure into disposable pieces. The more efficient 
breakers are completing this relatively unglamorous 
work, the more quickly the site can be cleared so that 
something new can be put in place. 

Afterward, the only thought given to what the 
breaker did to make that possible is the contractor’s deci-
sion if and when to use that tool again. That is a choice 
breaker manufacturers try to make easy by continually 

striving to make their products more productive, longer 
lasting, and easier to operate and maintain. 

Those last factors have gained increased importance 
in recent years with growing concerns about the long-
term effects of repetitive stress on workers, in this case, 
the weight and vibrations of hand-operated breakers, 
and the time and cost necessary to keep tools of all sizes 
in top operating condition. Indeed, many contractors 
value them more than breaking power, for what good 
is all that energy if it has to be paid for more than once 
through healthcare and repair costs.

PDi reviews some of the latest innovations that 
are keeping breakers large and small in step with the 
ever-higher expectations of their prospective users. 
These products may never rise above their status as low-
profile contributors to the construction and demolition 
process. But those that do their jobs efficiently, reliably, 
and safely will never be unappreciated.

Furukawa Rock Drilling debuts new FXJ line
The newly designed FXJ line of hydraulic breakers 
from Furukawa Rock Drilling is one of a kind in the 

market, thanks to the new mono-block design. With 
this new design there are no through bolts, ensuring 
more power and resistance. With multiple patented 
enhancements, the FXJ series improves day-to-day 
performance, offering less maintenance and downtime, 
smoother operation, superior strength, and the highest 
level of reliability. A wider hydraulic flow range allows 
for use on a broad range of carriers reducing inventory 
while increasing utilization. All FXJ models are also 
designed to accommodate automatic grease systems 
for quick daily maintenance.

The FXJ175 is a mid-size hammer designed for use 
on 12t to 21t excavators and pedestal booms. Operators 
appreciate performance features, such as a stroke con-
trol, which lengthens or shortens the stroke and adapts 
the impact energy to the material being broken. Internal 
maintenance is greatly reduced due to the mono-block 
cylinder and less parts. 

The FXJ275 will cover a wide range of excavators 
from 18t to 30t. With the slim body design there will 
be no job that is too demanding. 

Designed for excavators in the 25t to 42t range, 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FXJ175 FXJ275 FXJ375 FXJ475

• Operating weight (kg) 1,015 1,775 2,525 3,205
• Height with rod (mm) 2,043 2,468 2,715 2,892
• Operating pressure (MPa) 16-18 16-18 16-18 16-18
• Oil flow (l/min) 100-160 145-220 170-260 200-300
• Impact rate (b/min) 450-900 350-620 350-450/550 250-450
• Impact energy (J) 3,610 5,120 7,310 9,620
• Rod diameter (mm) 120 140 155 170
• Rod effective length (mm) 620 680 715 720

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS V1800 V2500

• Carrier weight (t) 25-30 27-40
• Operating breaker weight (kg)  1,885 2,570
• Tool diameter (mm) 140 160
• Flow Range (L/min) 140-220 175-250
• Striking Rate (b/min) 310-800 800
• Impact energy class (J) 8,135 10,846

the FXJ375 is a hard hit-
ting breaker that has no 
rivals. With years of research 
behind each hammer, it is no 
surprise the FXJ outperforms 
the competition. It starts from 
the inside out with a patented 
mono-block cylinder. A larger 
piston diameter and increased 
back head pressure improves 
the breaker impact perfor-
mance. An optional hi-lo speed 
control actuated from the cab 
matches the breaker and excava-
tor to the application. 

Excavators in the 33t to 55t class 
are the perfect match for the FXJ475. 
Whether breaking blue granite in Scan-
dinavia or reducing oversize boulders in 
Spain, the FXJ475 performs its job qui-
etly and with ease. The unique one-piece 
enclosure and damper system reduces noise 
levels for use in noise sensitive environments. A higher 
back head pressure and larger piston diameter increases 
impact performance. Greasing has been made easy 
with a unique lubrication system for the front section 
and front bushings, which improves the service and 
lifetime of the rod. 

Atlas Copco’s 2015 Cobras shed 
their skin for more efficient operations

Atlas Copco has introduced its 2015 range of Cobra 
PROe and TTe petrol breakers. The unique percussion 
mechanism delivers engine power with minimum losses 
to the tool tip, resulting in impact energy of 60J for 
the PRO version and 40J for the TT version. Both are 
available with 25mm x 108mm shank sizes, making the 
Cobras shorter and lighter, and minimising vibrations 
even further.

 The redesigned Cobra PROe and Cobra TTe have 
up to 10% fewer vibrations than earlier models. “Using 
a handheld breaker for long periods can be exhausting 
for the operator,” said product line manager Oleg Ko-
robotchkine. “But thanks to the improved Atlas Copco 
hand-arm protection system, operators can work longer 
and stay well within limits of recommended health and 
safety standards. And as it can run on the alkylate petrol, 
operators’ exposure to harmful exhausts is significantly 
lower as well as the environmental footprint.”

Cobra PROe is ideal for breaking, asphalt cutting 
and post driving. With 60J at the tool tip it can break 
silica rich rocks and reinforced concrete.  

Cobra TTe has the optimum punch for tie tamp-
ing. With 40J at the tool tip, the TTe delivers enough 
energy to push the ballast back under the ties and low 
enough to prevent the pulverization of ballast.

The Cobra system is a standard choice for many 
utilities around the world when the access to the work-
ing site is limited due to the conditions or difficult in an 
emergency case. By offering more power and a greater 
variety of sizes, the 2015 Cobra system aims to make 
it even easier for civil and rescue workers to conduct 
construction tasks or save lives in every situation.

Montabert V1800 and 
V2500 Evolution hydraulic breakers

The Montabert V1800 and V2500 Evolution hydrau-
lic breakers feature an automatic two-speed variation 
system, adjusting their impact energy and striking rate 
to deliver high energy per blow on hard ground, and 
high frequency on soft ground, providing construction 
and demolition contractors, as well as aggregates pro-
ducers, with unmatched productivity when processing 
homogeneous materials.

The heavy range hydraulic breakers have been rede-
signed to extend service life and reduce operating costs.

The V1800 and V2500 feature a new heavy-duty 
housing that reflects the design of larger two-speed 
models, as well as the design of fully variable Montabert 
hydraulic breaker models. In addition, the hydraulic 
breakers’ fully enclosed heavy-duty cradles minimize 
ambient noise on the jobsite and protect working parts 
from dust and debris.

The new V1800 and V2500 feature two steel bush-
ings. Operators can easily replace the lower bushing in 

the field without dismounting the breaker from the 
carrier. The two models also feature a modified lower 
suspension that extends the service life of the suspen-
sion system by reducing the wear on working parts. 

An optional soft-start feature is now available on 
the Montabert V1800 and V2500 hydraulic breakers. 
Equipped with the soft-start feature, installed before or 
after purchase, the hydraulic breaker delivers high fre-
quency and low energy at the onset of operation. After 
a few seconds, the breaker resumes normal operation, 
delivering higher energy at a lower frequency. 

Ideal for activities such as rock splitting and over-
size breaking, the soft-start feature minimizes blank 
firing effects by creating a niche in the material for 
better positioning and energy transfer, preserving the 
breaker’s tool retainers and front guide. Further, the 
operator can manually adjust the hydraulic breaker into 
high frequency and low energy mode when working 
on soft ground.

Standard features of the V1800 and V2500 include 
a blank-fire protection system that reduces harmful 

metal-to-metal contact and an energy 
recovery system that recycles recoil 
energy from the piston to increase 
strike power.

In addition, the breakers’ up-
per and lower suspension extends 
the excavator’s work-group life by 
absorbing harmful vibrations, while 
an automatic cradle or excavator-
mounted grease station delivers 

continuous grease flow, reducing 
bushing and tool wear. An optional air pressurization 
kit is available for underwater applications.   

Working tools available for the V1800 and V2500 
include a general purpose moil, a blunt tool and a chisel.

New E-Series Cat hammers combine 
design simplicity with advanced features 

Ten new Cat E-Series hammers, designed for use with 
mini excavators, skid-steer loaders and backhoe load-
ers, are available in silenced and side-plate versions. 
Four sizes, H35, H45, H55 and H65, are offered in 
two mounting configurations for installation on both 
Caterpillar and competitive carriers.

Silenced hammers use a fully enclosed housing 
to suppress noise. Non-silenced, side plate models 
are available for all four sizes. Flat top models al-
low versatility for installation on Caterpillar and 
other manufacturers’ equipment. Pin-on models 
are available for the H55E and H65E in applica-
tions that require a dedicated, hammer equipped 
Cat machine.

Several features assure convenient installation, 
comfortable operation, and long hammer life. These 
hammers are designed to match auxiliary flows and 
pressures of the Cat machine. Plus, hydraulic ports are 
positioned for convenient installation. As soon as the 
hammer is plugged in, it is ready to perform.
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The suspension system on the silenced models in-
clude buffers at the top and bottom to absorb reflective 
forces and isolate them from the machine. A suspension 
jack helps to dampen vibration and sound. The result is 
quiet, reliable operation and reduced operator fatigue.

To protect the hammer from internal stress, an 
automatic shut-off can be activated. This instantly stops 
the piston when the hammer breaks through material, 
which in turn protects the hammer from blank firing.

These new E-Series hammers include 47% 
fewer parts than the previous D-Series. This allows for 
quicker and easier servicing. When it comes to daily 
maintenance, a single grease point is located and easily 
accessed. Tool changes are accomplished with common 
hand tools.

Globram extends product range 
The Globram RM 90 model was recently reintroduced 
to the range. With the introduction of the RM 88 several 
years ago, demand for the RM 90 dropped drastically 
and the model was almost forgotten. As a result the RM 
90 was only produced on demand.

In recent months, manufacturer Euroram-
Rockmaster noticed an increased demand for the RM 
90 from its customers. Dealers who had been working 
successfully with the RM 90 in the past, once again 
showed great interest in this model.

During the annual end-of-the-year market analysis, 
it became clear that the increased demand is the result 

of a shift in the excava-
tor weight classes. The 
market share of the 11t 
to 12t machine class has 

grown considerably. This 
weight class especially can 
benefit from the increased 
productivity of the RM90.

Before reintroducing 
the Globram RM 90, en-
gineers completely revised 

the model, and equipped 
the breaker with the latest 
features. The RM90 now has 
a completely new casing, with 
special noise absorbing coat-

ing. The breaker is equipped 
with the intelligent breaker 
system, a fully automatic sys-
tem that will self-adjust power 
and blow frequency based on 
the material to be broken. For 

optimum efficiency, softer materials 
require a higher hitting frequency, 
while harder materials benefit from a 
greater impact power.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS H35Es/H35E H45Es/H45E H55Es/H55# H65Es/H65E

• Carrier weight range (kg) 1,100-2,400 1,500-3,200 2,500-6,000 3,000-9,000
• Impact frequency (b/min) 600-1,680 780-1,800 600-1,680 720-1,740
• Energy class (J) 407 542 813 1,085
• Rated flow (L/min) 12-35 25-62 30-85 40-115
• Max pressure (kPa) 16,500 17,000 16,500 16,500

TECH- NICAL SPECIFICATIONS RM 90 

• Operational weight (kg)  650 
• Breaker-only weight (kg) 490  
• Energy class (J) 1,400 
• Machine class (t) 7-15 

Idromeccanica Ramtec’s 
made in Italy breakers

With nearly 40 years of experience, Idromeccanica Ram-
tec is one of Italy’s leaders in earthmoving equipment, 
distributing its products to more than 50 countries 
worldwide. 

Idromeccanica Ramtec’s hydraulic breakers, avail-
able in weights from 80kg to 3t, are suitable for any 
machine from 1t to 50t. The breakers are used for a 
wide range of projects, such as the demolition of cement 
structures, quarry works, road works and several other 
applications. The breakers can also be supplied with 
automatic greasing devices that work with the vibration 
of the breaker. The new and improved models are all 
able to tolerate high back-pressure, allowing them to fit 
newer machines equipped with pressurised oil plants. 
Underwater and silenced versions are also available, 

Idromeccanica Ramtec offers a range of hydraulic 
plate compactors from 170kg to 900kg fitting machines 
from 1t to 20t. These products are used to compact 
trenches, prepare a solid base for road paving, and other 
similar tasks. Idromeccanica’s compactors can also be 
used as a pile driver by means of a special device.

Other products include wide selection of hydraulic 
shears, crushers, selection grabs, rippers, and buckets for 
any job and need. A large number of non-original spare 
parts are also available for the most common hydraulic 
breakers such as Atlas Copco, Furukawa, Krupp, Mon-
tabert, NPK, Okada, Rammer, Soosan, and Toku. Parts 
are guaranteed to be available at all times, with shipment 
to any part of the world.

All Idromeccanica Ramtec products are made exclu-
sively in Italy, ensuring top quality and value, as well as 
a prompt and efficient after-sales service. The company 
uses the latest manufacturing technology, resulting in 
high quality and precision. 

Okada breakers continue 
a tradition of quality

The Okada Aiyon Corporation has been a leading 
manufacturer of a variety of demolition equipment 

and attachments since 1938. Long an innovator, the 
company continually looks for ways to expand the ca-
pabilities and versatility of its demolition attachments. 
As a result, Okada has become one of the world’s lead-
ing authorities on hydraulic attachment technology. 
The firm’s precision engineering and stringent quality 
control help ensure long product life and consistently 
high quality output.

For example the Okada series, released in 2013, 
continues a tradition of high-quality, high-performing 
products that first arrived in the 1970s. Each product 
is inspected regularly during production, with a 100% 
bench inspection before delivery to ensure compli-
ance with quality control standards. The breakers are 
operator-friendly, with reduced vibrations, an anti-blank 
firing system, anti-abrasion box-style bracket design, and 
blow speed control adjuster. The Okada breakers have 
been used by thousands of users around the world, and 
provide an ideal solution for specific site challenges.

Premium breaking in Brazil
A  Brazilian mine operator is using a Rammer 3288 
hydraulic hammer in a secondary breaking application 
to maximize production at a facility in Brumadinho. 
The 2.04t hydraulic hammer is helping to increase the 
production of Itabirite at the Flapa Mining site. Part of 
the Top Mix Group, the company operates in the heavy 
construction, dredging, mining, assembly and operation 
of processing and ore crushing plants.   

Founded in 1993, Flapa Mining has a reputation for 
innovation and the effective management of its staff and 
equipment. Excellence of these processes resulted in the 
award of ISO Quality Certification and PBQPH, and 
in the delivery of a more complete service to its clients. 

At the company’s Fábrica Mine, Jangada Mine, 
Capão Xavier Mine, and Capitão do Mato Mine, which 
are all operated by main contractor Vale, this quest for 
innovation and efficiency led to the purchase of the 
Rammer 3288 to break up oversized boulders prior to 
crushing and processing. 

“The iron ore is extracted from the mine primarily 
using explosive methods,” said general manager Paulo 
Thiago Miranda. “Any oversized material that is too large 
for the crusher is broken again using the Rammer 3288.”

Miranda also says that the Rammer hammer rep-
resented a significant investment, but that his company 
was willing to pay a premium to get the best available 
hammer. “We consider Rammer a premium brand,” 
said Miranda. “It is a bigger financial investment, but 
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CONCRETE SURFACE PREPARATION LINE =
QUALITY-PERFORMANCE-RELIABILITY

SM-320 THE ORIGINAL SHAVE MASTER

Diamond-Drum
Concrete Shaver
Self-Propelled
Hydrostatic Power

Cutting depth
up to 16mm

El. Motor or
Gasoline 
20HP

For more information please visit www.airtec.ch

AIRTEC Company              MARINDUS Company
CH-4455 Zunzgen            USA-Englewood & Bogota
info@airtec.ch                    info@marindusco.com 

GRINDING ON CONCRETE

SURFACE CORRECTION

REDUCING LEVELS

DYNASET Oy  | www.dynaset.com  |  info@dynaset.com | Tel. +358 3 3488 200

Dynaset is the global leading manufacturer of hydraulic 
generators, power washers and compressors. Dynaset 
hydraulic equipment converts the mobile machine’s 
hydraulic power into electricity, high pressure water, 
compressed air, magnet and vibration.

COMPACT I RELIABLE I POWERFUL
HPW HYDRAULIC HIGH PRESSURE WATER PUMP

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS XP4500 

• Service weight (kg) 4,380
• Tool diameter (mm) 180
• Oil Flow (l/min) 275/345
• Working pressure (bar) 180
• Impact energy (J) 15,250

we have fewer maintenance problems and a marked gain 
in production. We understand that the Rammer is the 
hammer with the most advanced technology available 
in the Brazilian market, maybe in the world. Also, it has 
the credibility of the Sandvik name behind it.” 

With the relatively remote location of the mine and 
its dependence upon the reliability of the Rammer unit, 
Flapa is reliant upon the after-sales support provided by 
local Rammer dealer, Rock Brit.  “Despite the tough 
working environment and long working hours in dusty 
conditions, the hammer has stood up extremely well,” 
said Miranda. “In the first seven months of operation, 
we have had to order no parts. On the one occasion 
that it was sent to Rock Brit, it was only for washing 
and reading of the Ramdata diagnostic information.” 

Corimag breaker tools
Corimag is one of the leading manufacturers of high-
quality tools for hydraulic hammers. Reliability is 

acknowledged by some of the most important world-
wide OEMs. All tools are manufactured using steel, 
selected according to our particular specifications. The 
unique heat-treatment is based on extensive research 
to improve fatigue strength, hardness, impact strength, 
and resistance to wear of all tools

Corimag’s X profile tools were developed and 
patented in 1996. The X profile promotes dust dis-
charge, reducing the cutting effort and cutting edge 
temperature. An X profile version of Cormag’s HMP 
tools for hard and abrasive rock breaking combines 
the inherent hardness of the metal core insert with 
the advantage of the dust discharge. This tool can 
endure high operating temperatures, keeping its 
sharp shape and providing a service life as much as 
10 times longer than a conventional tool, plus reduce 
replacement costs.

Corimag also produces a special self-lubricating 
bushing, used mainly for heavy hydraulic breakers. 
These bushings reduce friction and temperature, 
while increasing breaker efficiency and almost com-
pletely eliminating seizures. The risk of breakage is 
also reduced.

The quarry-tested Promove XP4500 
In 2002, when Promove decided to step into heavy 
weight hammers, an Italian basalt quarry was chosen 
for testing the first prototypes. A 3t unit named P45 
PS and now known as the XP3100 and fitted onto a 
Cat 330C excavator was used for more than one year 
in breaking boulders. After the positive result of the 
test, another two units arrived in the quarry to increase 
the production.

Currently a new XP4500 mounted on a Hitachi 
ZX520 continues the job done by those smaller ham-
mers over ten years of extremely hard work. 

Thanks to its blank-firing prevention system, Pro-
move’s XP hammers proved to be highly reliable in sec-
ondary demolition, as well as in tunnelling. Furthermore, 
features like impact energy verses frequency adjustment 
allow the breakers to be utilized for hard rock and light ap-
plications, such as road maintenance or municipal works.

The XP4500 noise and vibrations level are the 
lowest on the market. The nitrogen chamber over the 
head of the piston absorbs excess vibrations, returning 
energy to the percussion. In addition, the power unit is 
insulated from the outside casing by a series of heavy-
duty polyurethane dumping elements. As a result, the 
operator and carrier benefit from comfortable opera-
tion and substantially reduced risk of damages from 
excessive vibrations.

The XP4500 represents Promove’s idea of high 
quality in demolition equipment and has the com-
bination of high breaking performance, outstanding 
reliability, low maintenance requirements, and fast 
support to customers. The breaker requires less oil flow 
than any comparable model in its class, resulting in less 
fuel consumption and a lower cost/m3.
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New drive for 
DSB INNOCRUSH 

Inhouse Research, Development 
and Production of:
• Segments and Crowns
• Laser welded core drills in diameter from 8 to 300 mm
• Brazed core drills from 8 to 1500 mm
• Laser welded diamond blades in diameter from 105 to 1200 mm
• • Brazed diamond blades from 105 to 2500 mm
• Grooving and special diamond tools
• Grinding segments and shoes/pads

Diamantwerkzeuge und Maschinen GmbH • Industriestr. 24  
D-33161 Hövelhof  • Tel.: +49 (0) 5257-507-0 • Fax: +49 (0) 5257-507-40 
info@kern-deudiam.de • www.kern-deudiam.de

KERN-DEUDIAM Premium Diamond Tools 
made in Germany

The Austrian producer of mobile crush-
ing and screening machines dsb inno-
crush has developed the new Innodrive. 
Currently only the smallest innocrush 
30, is equipped with this drive system. 

The crusher, with a rotor diameter 
of 1m, is directly driven with V-belts 
by a 186kW Caterpillar diesel engine. 
The belt tension varies hydraulically and 
is coupled to the running motor. The 
crusher starts up with a short term slip 
between belt and slice. 

Additionally this drive is accessible 
after removing the safety guard, allowing 
an easy change of the V-belts. 

The innocrush 30 has an output of 
up 300t/h and weighs 30t for transport. 
It has a hydraulically foldable main con-
veyor belt, reducing the risk of damage 
to the magnetic metal separator. 



Made in Germany
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THE CONCRETE  
cutting globetrotter
The world is shrinking and concrete cutting 
tasks are expanding. Being a concrete cutter 
was previously regarded as local employment. 
But now many concrete cutting operators and 
contractors often move around the world tak-
ing their knowledge and expertise with them. 
One of these is Andreas Kuelz who moved from 
Karlstad, Sweden to Germany and then Canada, 
where he is currently a Mentor Operator with 
Graff, which is part of the Penhall Group.

PDi has thrived in featuring stories about people 
working in this industry since the magazine was first 
published in 2000. This article is about a concrete cutter 
who changed his life, but not his profession. Kuelz was 
born and raised in Karlstad, a city in the mid western 
province of Varmland, Sweden. He worked as a concrete 
cutter in his home city for several years, before moving 
to Germany and continued his profession as concrete 
cutter, got married and moved to Canada.

Father working for Sweden‘s 
biggest demolition company

Since 2006 Kuelz has lived in Kitchener, Ontario, 
with his wife Mandy and three children Kayla, Alexa 

and Morgan. Kitchener is about 100km 
from Toronto and has a population of 230 000, which 
is about three times the size of Karlstad. He works 
for the concrete cutting contractor Graff, part of the 
Penhall Group, as a Mentor Operator. Penhall is cur-
rently one of the world’s largest concrete cutting and 
demolition groups. 

Kuelz has been working with concrete cutting 
for most of his adult life. “I got in contact with the 
industry quite early as my father was a Brokk opera-
tor at the Swedish demolition and concrete cutting 
at Rivteknik (meaning demolition techniques) in 
Karlstad. When I was free from school I used to join 
my father at different worksites,” said Kuelz. Rivteknik 

was well known and the 
biggest demolition com-
pany in Sweden. Many 
other contracting com-
panies have sprung from 
Rivteknik. It was people 
from Rivteknik that 
originally used Brokk 
demolition robots reno-
vating the various road 
tunnels in New York 
during the late 1970s 
and early 1980s. The 
two Swedish demolition 
veterans, Roy Johans-
son and Roland Jarl, 
running their own US 
demolition companies 
in New York for many 
years, originally came 
from Rivteknik.

Kuelz has memories 
of working as concrete 
cutter in Sweden and it 

was of high importance for his learning of the craft. 
“I remember making a great job at a worksite called 
Commerce in Skovde the summer of 1992. I learned a 
lot on just this one job,” said Kuelz. “We demolished, 
drilled and cut a lot. Another example of jobs with big 
importance was at a large paper mill plant in Borlange 
during the summer of 1993. These two jobs were in 
particular important milestones in my early career 
this industry.”

Path to Canada
The path to family and living in Canada started in 
1994. Kuelz, whose father originally came from the 
former East Germany, has been able to speak fluent 
German since he was a small boy. He recalls that the 
job situation in Sweden changed dramatically in the 
beginning of the 1990s. He had completed his military 
service, Rivteknik had closed and his chances to get a 
full time job as concrete cutter were poor. He managed 
to get a government supported job at a concrete cutting 
company called Arnessons Betongborrning for a while. 
One of the projects he worked on was in Germany, and 
his family moved there. They settled in Mannheim and 
he started a small concrete cutting firm. Here in 2000 
he met his wife to be. “My wife came from Stratford 
in Canada and she started to become homesick so we 
decided to take on a new challenge lives and move to 
Canada, which we did in 2006,” said Kuelz.

Before they moved Kuelz checked the area where he 
planned to live in Canada for concrete cutting firms. In 
only the second week in his new home country Kuelz 
went with his father-in-law to Toronto and on the way 
home stopped at the concrete cutting firm Graff and left 
his CV. By the time he got home there was a message 
on his answer machine calling him for an interview. The 
interview was a success and Kuelz started with Graff, 
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which is now called Graff/Penhall following Penhall’s 
acquisition of Graff in 2006. 

Both similar and different
Kuelz enjoys working as a concrete cutter in Canada. He 
thinks that there are not generally any big differences 
between being a Canadian concrete cutter and doing 
the same in Sweden. “One clear similarity is that it is 
freezing cold in both countries during the winter,” said 
Kuelz. “One negative thing here and also in the US is 
that you need to bring your own power to the worksite. 
That never happens in Sweden. When we for instance 
work in large office buildings we need to bring a large 
transformer that an electrician needs to install before we 
can work. Most buildings have 600V and our machines 
use 480V. This you never see in Sweden.” 

There are differences like a lot of machinery in 
Canada runs on diesel, which is no so good for the en-
vironment. He also thinks that life is easier for concrete 
cutters in Sweden. The equip-
ment is lighter and easier to 
work with and there is plenty of 
equipment that aids daily work 
and makes it smoother. One 
example is Swedish drill stands, 
which are lighter, and often have 
a gyro function, which makes 
drilling smoother and more 
precise. “I think it is not always 
built-in among supervisors in 
Canada and the US to invest in 
equipment that makes the daily 
work easier and more efficient 
for operators,” said Kuelz. “If we 
want to improve working condi-
tions the initiative must come 
from the operators who forward 
ideas to the supervisors. This is 
in general different in Sweden 
where supervisors and owners of 
the companies are very keen to 
try new and better equipment 
and tools.”  

He said that there have been 
changes within the concrete cut-
ting field in Canada since he 
moved there. “When we moved 
to Canada the difference between 
Canada and Sweden was bigger. At 
that time the equipment was quite 
old and not so user friendly. The 
wall saws we used during that time 

were mostly Longyear 360 or Hydrostress,” said Kuelz. 
“High cycle equipment was unthinkable at that time. 
Everything was hydraulic. But in 2009 we purchased 
a high cycle wall saw from the US company Diamond 
Tech. in California. But at that time the high cycle 
equipment had some teething problems. The drilling 
equipment we used came mainly from Milwaukee or 
Black & Decker fitted on rather big and clumsy stands 
and the motor was normally in one piece with the 
feeder. Today we are mostly using Hilti drilling and 
sawing equipment. I got my bellowed Hilti TS-20 in 
2012 and since then we have bought six more.” 

Kuelz said that safety is number one on Canadian 
worksites. The workers safety is valued very highly and 
there is no difference from Sweden. He is very satisfied 
with his employer Graff and Penhall. “Penhall has an 
admirable policy when it comes to their workers’ safety,” 
said Kuelz “They always back up their staff if something 

has gone wrong on the worksite. If it is for instance more 
safe to rent a $400 lift there are never any discussion. 
Safety comes first. Hardhat, safety gloves, a visor and 
safety shoes are obvious on the sites.” When operating a 
flat saw it is mandatory to wear high voltage gloves and 
isolated rubber boots and the handles of the flat saw are 
always made of none energized material. 

On thing that is different between concrete cutting 
in Canada and Sweden is the efficiency. “Canada is 
more efficient on the job and I think that it has to do 
with the hardness of the concrete. Here the concrete is 
much softer. I can wall saw about 100m with a depth 
of about 230mm in a day here in Canada. Lately with 
newer equipment I can do even more then that and 
the downtime, when the equipment stands still due to 
failure has decrease a lot thanks to improved machines 
and equipment,” said Kuelz. He also said that meth-
ods sometimes vary between Canada and 

Members of the Kuelz family: In the middle mama Mandy, 

from the left Morgan,  Alexa and Kayla.
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Sweden. When you cannot make overcuts a Swedish 
concrete cutter will drill in each corner. In Canada and 
also the US chainsaws or ring saws are solely used when 
finishing up a corner. 

It is still more hydraulic equipment that is used 
in Canada, but high cycle equipment is on a strong 
increase. “These days we just maintain our hydraulic 
machines. When they are done, high cycle equipment 
replaces them and no new hydraulic equipment is 
bought. I think most of our bosses are convinced that 
high cycle is the future,” said Kuelz. “If I have a problem, 
and that is not often, I call Hilti and I can get a spare 
machine in about an hour. High cycle equipment can 
also be used on most jobs where before we used hydraulic 
machines or where hydraulic equipment is too heavy to 

operate. In all our trucks we have a Longyear 360 or a 
hydraulic wall saw system from Tyrolit, but sometimes 
the hydraulic hoses are not long enough and then we 
use our high cycle equipment.”

Kuelz thinks it is just a question of time before 
high cycle is the only equipment that is used. “We have 
proved so many times that the production rate doesn’t go 
down with high cycle, which was the previous criticism 
against high cycle, but not any more. Today I often see 
small firms also using high cycle,” said Kuelz.

Graff is currently discussing the possible purchase 
of a Husqvarna Prime system containing high cycle ring 
cutter and chainsaw. Kuelz thinks this system is a perfect 
option and he has been arguing that the Prime system 
will save time in the production and space in the trucks. 

Canadian requirements
Among Canadian concrete cutting firms and in particu-
lar within Penhall there are requirements for how much 
a concrete cutter should perform per hour or per day. 
This will depend on the job and material. But on aver-
age a concrete cutter should wall saw about 2m/h. But 
safety is paramount and if there is a risk for the operator 
production is secondary. What is very important within 
Penhall is that the concrete cutters have a positive at-
titude towards the clients or other contractors and that 
the operators are independent and solve problems on 
their own, but with safe working methods.

The use of high cycle equipment has resulted in 
more European equipment like Hilti and Tyrolit. Graff 
mostly use Hilti drill systems and wall saws and recently 
bought two Hilti wire saws. For electric flat saws mostly 
US Diamond Products are used and diesel driven flats 
saws are mostly Husqvarna. The diamond tools come 
solely from Diamond Products, Hilti and Husqvarna. 
Kuelz believes that Diamond Products is the strongest 
supplier of diamond tools in Canada.

Kuelz receives new jobs through email and works 
mainly in the southwest region of Ontario, which in-
cludes the regions Kitchener, Windsor and Niagara. “It 
is a rather big area to cover and it is often I drive about 
400km in one day. My truck is fitted with everything 
I need for my work like wall saw, flat saw, three drill 
systems, power cutter, water tank and core bits up to 
350mm and blades up to 1200mm and some other extra 
equipment,” said Kuelz.

A perfect ambassador for concrete cutting
Kuelz prefers to spend as much time as possible with his 
family. During the week there is not so much free time as 
he works long hours and his wife works some evenings. 
But during the weekends the family like to spend time 
together. “January is normally a bit quite so we used 
to go south during this time. Unfortunately I have not 
been back to Sweden since 2006, but I am planning to 
go back to Sweden this year,” said Kuelz. “But Canada 
is now home and my wife and I have good jobs that we 
enjoy and we have a nice house so we have no plans to 
move to Europe.” 

Kuelz hopes that Graff will have use for his services 
in the future and can continue to develop his skills 
and share his knowledge and train new and younger 
employees. “I like this type challenge and that is 
something I can see myself doing at some point in the 
future,” said Kuelz.

By the time this article was completed Kuelz 
changed his job. He is still with Graff/Penhall of course 
but he has taken a position as Account Manager, which 
is a job that includes both selling and working as supervi-
sor. Kuelz is the first Account Manager hired in about 
a decade with a background from working in the field. 
Kuelz is very excited about his new position and PDi 
would like to seize the opportunity and congratulate 
him to the new job. “Good luck Andreas!”

A Hilti in action.

The truck ready for action.
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SILA 5000A2
The Sila 5000A2 air cleaner has a capacity of 4,200m3/h 
and has been developed to clean the air in large rooms 
and manage large amounts of air born dust. The machine 
is equipped with two HEPA H13 filters with an area of 
26.86m2. The design allows the upper filter to be less 
burdened with heavy dust, which prolongs the capacity 
of the air cleaner. The machine has two outlets where 
one outlet can create a negative air pressure while the 
other circulates the air in the room. Despite the machine’s 
high capacity the power consumption is only 2 x 500W.

Sila 5000A2 is equipped with two coarse filter 
hatches that makes filter change easy and protects the 
HEPA-filter from shocks and blows. For transport the 
Sila 5000A2 is equipped with two large flat free wheels. 
The machine can be transported horizontally and is also 
equipped with a lifting eye, one filter guard per filter 
and variable speed. 

The Sila 5000A2 uses the same coarse filters, HEPA 
filters and evacuation hose as the Sila 2000A2. As an 
option there is a decontamination magnetic frame, 
which eliminates the use of tape against the air cleaner 
when used against temporary walls. Instead of using 
a traditional evacuation hose a 200m long disposable 
hose is available.

www.silaproducts.com

Case launches wheel loaders at Intermat  
At the Intermat show Case Construction Equipment launched 
the new range of F series wheel loaders that feature Hi-eSCR 
in-house technology, rear mounted engine, Proshift 5-speed 
transmission and the heavy-duty cooling cube. 

Low emissions technology
The F Series complies with EU Stage IV / Tier 4 Final with the 
Hi-eSCR technology developed by FPT Industrial, Case’s sister 
company. It uses SCR introduced by FPT on trucks in 2004 
and on Case wheel loaders in 2011, and does not require a 
particulate filter or EGR valve. This design uses built-for-life-
components is maintenance free and fuel efficient.  

Heavy duty cooling
The design, with five radiators mounted to form a cube, 
instead of overlapping, ensures a constant flow of fresh, 
clean air from the sides and the top. This cube structure also 
provides easy access for effective cleaning. 

Fuel savings and higher productivity 
Models up to 20t feature the Proshift 5-speed transmission. 
The lock-up results in fuel savings of up to 2litres/h and faster 

cycles compared to conventional transmissions. Productivity 
of these models is further improved by the rear mounted en-
gine, which results in a better weight distribution, increasing 
the bucket payload by up to 15% compared to other loaders 
of the same weight.

Highly effective LED lighting
The new F Series includes a lighting package with six LED 
lights providing a far-reaching spread of light of over 21,000 
lumen of lighting power.  

Premium seat for best-in-class comfort
Case teamed up with seat manufacturer Grammer for 
the F Series’ new leather seat. A low frequency absorber 
provides a smooth ride at all speeds. The fore and after 
isolator ensures a comfortable ride on rough terrain, and 
the active seat suspension with electronic automatic 
weight adjustment and dynamic dampening system deliv-
ers ultimate comfort. The adjustable armrests, extra-wide 
cushion, high and adjustable backrest, adjustable head-
rest and 80mm height adjustment enables operators to 
personalise the seat set-up.

Sandvik Construction’s compact QS331 has been designed to accept large feed sizes and 
achieve high production capacities. This produces benefits for customers by delivering 
improved productivity on such applications as Type 1, crusher run or in primary gravel 
crushing.

The ‘S’ type gyratory cone crusher has proven itself in stationary applications for over 
30 years, becoming one of the most reliable cone crushers on the market and now in a 
fully mobile version.   Customer benefits are delivered, as the ‘S’ type gyratory cone is 
able to accept a feed size up to 90% larger than current standard cones. 

The CS430 cone crusher sets the 36t mobile QS331 apart. There is a choice of three 
concaves, and four bush settings to control the closed side settings and material grada-
tion.  Due to the large feed acceptance, jaw crusher production may be optimized by 
opening the CSS, thereby reducing fuel consumption and wear. 

HIGH PRODUCTION FROM SANDVIK 

At the recent Intermat show German engine 
manufacturer Motorenfabrik Hatz introduced 
another version of the 2Litre turbo engine 
4H50TIC, which was introduced in 2014. The 
version 4H50TI was developed specifically 
for export to countries where only diesel 
fuel with high sulphur content is available. 
By adapting existing components, such as 

common rail, injectors and high-pressure 
pump and eliminating sulphur sensitive 
components, such as exhaust gas recircula-
tion oxidation catalyst, the engine can be 
operated with diesel fuel with sulphur con-
tent of up to 5000ppm. This is in particular 
important for many markets in Africa, South 
America and Asia.

HATZ LAUNCHES NEW ENGINE AT INTERMAT
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The 10th edition of Intermat attracted 183,000 visitors, 8.5% 
down compared to the record-breaking figures of 2012. Given 
the climate of uncertainty and volatility prevailing in the global 
market, the decline is far from dramatic. On the upside, the num-
ber of exhibitors grew by 5%, to 1,410 companies. Some of them 
were first time exhibitors for whom Intermat became a launch pad 
into international business. Andrei Bushmarin reports. Photos: 
Andrei Bushmarin, Mikael Karlsson and Jan Hermansson.

INTERMAT 2015: DOWNSIZED 
BUT UNDIMINISHED 

With visitors from 168 countries including the Middle 
East, North Africa, Intermat reconfirmed its status as 
an international show. The successful launch of the first-
ever World of Concrete Europe project featuring 200 
new exhibitors was another remarkable achievement for 
the organizers. This explains an unprecedented number 
of manufacturers of concrete cutting and surface prepa-
ration equipment that exhibited at Intermat this year. 

New kids on the block 
The concrete cutting industry dominated Hall 7, with 
some exhibitors staging live presentations outside. Apart 
from the big three of Husqvarna, Tyrolit-Hydrostress 
and Hilti, which rarely miss an important show, a good 
number of medium and small players exhibited in Paris, 
some for the first time. 

Special Electric Power Tools
Sept is a fledgling manufacturer of electric power tools 
for grinding and scarifying applications based in the 
French town of Roanne. In line with its focus on power, 
comfort and ecofriendliness, Sept only uses brushless 

and HF motors in its machines. The highlights at 
Intermat, which was the company’s first exposure to an 
international audience, included Tapir, a floor grinder 
featuring a brushless motor and a dust collection system. 
Also in display was a hand-held wall grinder Petipotam 
XM 165 with air jacket Scourpio, which helps reduce 
operator fatigue by distributing the load evenly across 
the body. 

In addition there was a ceiling grinding system 
consisting of lifting device Eland, grinder Petipotam 
XM 165 and a dust collector, and a walk-behind crack 
chaser with brushless motor. Sept international business 
development director Claude Besson said that he was 
very satisfied by the attendance and the interest the 
machines attracted from visitors. The French manufac-
turer is going to continue its international expansion by 
exhibiting at Bauma in Munich next year. 

www.sept-tools.com 

Diatom: young company 
with experienced management  

Diatom, a Luxembourg-based manufacturer of dia-

mond consumables, was another Intermat first-timer. 
A relatively young company, it was established by the 
industry’s old hands. One of Diatom’s founders and its 
managing director Yann Maincion had worked for Saint-
Gobain Abrasives for over 15 years. With production 
facilities in Spain, Diatom focuses on making diamond 
tools for concrete cutting and surface preparation pro-
fessionals. To complete its product portfolio, Diatom 
offers various sawing and grinding machinery from 
market-leading brands. 

Already an exclusive distributor for Pentruder HF 
range, Diatom is launching the SPE/Innovatech surface 
preparation equipment onto the French market. The 
company has also entered a distribution agreement 
with Lissmac for its floor and masonry saws. The ma-
jor attractions from Diatom at Intermat were a radio 
remote control compatible with all Pentruder HF sawing 
systems and a brand-new electric HF chain saw. The 
saw, which uses the ICS existing guards and chains, is 
powered by the same power pack as other models from 
the Pentruder range. 

www.diatom.lu 
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INTERMAT 2015: DOWNSIZED 
BUT UNDIMINISHED 

Diam Industries: supplier 
of hardware and consumables 

Diam Industries is a supplier of diamond tools and con-
crete cutting and drilling machinery. Originally set up 
in 1992 as a French subsidiary of a German toolmaker, 
it spun off as an independent company in 2007. Diam 
assembles a wide range of diamond consumables for con-
struction and stone applications, as well as sawing, drilling 
and grinding equipment at its factory near Strasbourg. 

At this Intermat the French manufacturer used 
the exhibition to debut two new machines, the electric 
core drilling system C380-E30 and table saw DK701. 
Weighing 40kg, the compact C380-E30 is designed 
for drilling up to 355mm holes in water pipework. 
The system comes complete with a 3kW electric mo-
tor and special brackets, which allow it to be fastened 
to the pipe in a tilted position. The other was a table 
saw DK701, available in two versions with a single or 
a three-phase motor, features an aluminium frame, a 
height adjustment system and a thermal and electrical 
overload protection system. 

www.diamindustries.com   

SURFACE PREPARATION  
Increased productivity with 
new Husqvarna PG 820 RC

Intermat did not attract quite the number of concrete floor 
grinding and polishing manufacturers normally seen at 
Bauma or World of Concrete, but there were quite a number 
of companies represented. One was Husqvarna that showed 
their new remotely controlled Husqvarna PG 820 RC. This 
offers high productivity, powerful performance and eminent 
ergonomics. Thanks to battery power it is also easy to transport 
to and from site. 

The increased productivity derives from more machine 
hours per day, as the operator can connect hoses and power 
cable move the dust collector, inspect the floor and prepare 
the next set of tools, all while the machine is still running and 
doing the job. 

The remote control unit also offers the possibility to op-
timise the grinding parameters and to assure quality for the 
specific application. This control enables consistent operation 
and results even when changing operator.

PG 820 RC also comes with ergonomic advantages, thanks 
to the remote control. The operator is not exposed to vibra-
tions and sideway forces of the machine and does not feel 
fatigued. Additionally, the integrated battery power makes the 
transportation effortless.

Smart grinders from Scanmaskin
A few companies had their booths next to the main entrance 
and the special entrance to the World of Concrete section of 
the show. This was a perfect location not missed by many 
visitors. One of the exhibitors was Swedish manufacturer of 
concrete floor grinding and polishing equipment Scanmaskin. 
They showed their latest models containing small to large 
diameter grinders and remotely controlled and various kinds 
of dust extractors designed to cope with the different grinder 
models. The new smart grinder and polisher Scan Combiflex 
800 DSP was also on display together with the new propane 
driven Scan Combiflex 800 Propane.

www.scanmaskin.se
 

HTC has the tool
HTC also used Intermat and World of Concrete Europe to 
show the European market their latest AirFlow EZ tool system. 
AirFlow is a tool holder that creates an increased and controlled 

flow of air around the tools. The increased airflow cools the 
tool and at the same time directs the air born dust towards 
the evacuation intake. AirFlow creates longer tool life, reduces 
working temperature, maximize cutting rate and offers more 
effective dust removal. Other news on the HTC stand was 
the upgraded dust extractor HTC 80 iD II and T-Rex Super II.

www.htc-floorsystems.com
 

Klindex extends the Hercules range 
Klindex, based in Italy, used Intermat to show the latest addi-
tion to its Hercules range, the floor grinder 650 VS DCS with 
auto levelling planetary system. Like other Hercules models, it 
features the double cutting system that allows dual application 
of the machine. In the counter-rotating mode, the grinder is 
used for grinding and polishing of concrete, marble and natural 
stone floors. By activating the DCS the operator increases the 
rotational speed of the grinding discs, thus turning the Hercules 
into a high-performance machine for industrial floor preparation. 
In this mode, it is suitable for fast removal of resins and glues, 
aggregates exposing and levelling of very uneven surfaces. The 
machine has a working width of 650mm, with the disc rotational 
speed varying from 600revs/min to 1,300revs/min. 

www.klindex.it 

Blastrac launches two new grinders 
The Dutch surface preparation specialist unveiled two new floor 
grinders, the single-head BGS-250 and the triple-head plan-
etary model BMG-735RS. With a working width of 250mm, the 
BGS-250 is designed for grinding small to medium horizontal 
surfaces made of concrete, asphalt or natural stone. Weighing 
70kg, the machine is compact and easy to manoeuvre. A flex-
ible coupling ensures optimum contact between the grinding 
disc and the floor at all times.      

Blastrac’s other exhibit, the BMG-735RS, is designed for 
heavy-duty industrial applications. Equipped with three 240mm 
planetary discs, it has a working width of 750mm. The machine 
features a heavy-duty frequency drive, an LCD screen to moni-
tor operating parameters, a separate drive system for central 
rotation and three-disc planetary distribution and the patented 
adapter plate DIAMAG for easy tool changeover. Thanks to dust 
and vibration-free operation, the BMG-735RS is recommended 
for use on sites with high hygiene and safety standards.   

www.blastrac.eu 
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DEMOLITION ATTACHMENTS   

Rotar attachments 
give a “jaw-dropping performance” 

Intermat was a success for Netherlands-based attachments 
specialist Rotar. With a large booth in Hall 6 and a demo area 
outside, the company was well prepared to demonstrate the 
capabilities of Rotar products. On the display indoors there 
were the 8.5t RSS 100 scrap shears, the RDP 20 S demolition 
pulveriser and the RG 9-N sorting grabs. Among them the 
biggest eye-catcher was the RSS 100 scrap shears: according 
to the manufacturer, its sleek and powerful design attracted 
attention even those outside the demolition industry. In the 
demo area, the brand-new static pulveriser RSP 20S was a 
major star. It was the RSP 20S’s premier public showing after 
the final field tests completed in the late 2014. In the words 
of Joris Joosten, Rotar’s Sales Support Engineer, the new pul-
veriser gave “a jaw-dropping performance” to the spectators, 
crushing large blocks of concrete containing rebar as thick as 
25mm within minutes. Also operating in the demo area were 
the pulveriser RDP 42 S, the demolition combi-shears RDC 32 
S and the HEX 1000 EVO screening bucket. 

www.rotar.com 

New attachments from Arden Equipment 
With upgrades to almost every product line, Arden Equipment’s 
booth was bursting with novelties. The range of scrap shears 
was extended by the addition of the AS55 - a 5.5t model 
designed for 25 to 75t excavators. The new shears, which is 
capable of cutting through 60cm IPE beams, comes with a 
speed valve, as standard and central greasing is an option. 
Also on display was the new BR2500 rail breaker, suitable for 
24 to 37t carriers. The offering of universal shears was beefed 
up with the CU007 and CU22 models. Intended for 6 to 10t 
excavators, the CU007 is equipped with a 500b booster for 
better concrete processing. The CU22 for 18 to 27t carriers 
boasts interchangeable jaws that can be replaced in under 
15 minutes. In the secondary demolition line-up, the biggest 
news was the BBH800B-A crusher for 13 to 80t machines. 
The crusher is equipped with the new jaws geometrically 
optimised to allow better penetration and a 2.6kW electro-
magnet powered by an external source. Also new from the 
French manufacturer was the multi-tine grab GA452, fitted 
with a 15t rotation motor. Its body and tines are made of cast 
steel, with the bolt-on ultra-resistant steel sleeves protecting 
the cylinders. The cast tines can be either closed completely or 
semi-closed vertically or horizontally, enabling the customer 
to choose their own version. 

www.arden-equipment.com 

Boosted power from Trevi Benne
Trevi Benne made an impressive impact with their large and 
well-designed booth. The headline for their product range 
should be flexibility and efficiency with super-power. The 
Trevi Benne range of hydraulic attachments for demolition 
and recycling proposes offers flexibility paired with maximum 

power. But now the company has taken a step further with 
the launch of their power-booster system installed on several 
models. With the power-booster system the power of the at-
tachments is increased three to four times with the size and 
weight of the tool remaining the same.

www.trevibenne.com

Guided by Indeco
At Intermat, Indeco presented the first issue of the ‘Focus On’ 
series of guidebooks, designed to provide the industry with 
indications on how to use its construction, mining, demolition 
and recycling applications.

The first issue is dedicated to tunnelling, ‘Focus On - Tun-
nels: excavation with hydraulic breakers. A Guide to methods, 
tools and advantages’. Written in conjunction with Bari Poly-
technic, the guide shows how hydraulic breakers can be used 
when excavating tunnels. A special press conference was held 
where Indeco president Michele Vitulano was presenting the 
whole idea with the new guidebooks. In their booth, Indeco 
presented some of their latest products.

www.indeco.it

Darda upgrades crusher range  
German manufacturer Darda showed the latest addition to 
its crusher range, the CC430 model for demolition robots and 
2.5t to 4.8t mini-excavators. Weighing 240kg, the CC430 
has a jaw opening of 431mm and a crushing force of up to 
382kN. By installing additional teeth, the crushing force can 
be increased up to 675kN. 

According to the manufacturer, the new crusher boasts a 
number of advantages over its forerunner CC420, including a 
25% increase in productivity due to redesigned cutting tips and 
optimised hydraulics, more stable cover plates, improved protection 
of hydraulic hoses, a bigger opening width of the cutters for rein-
forced concrete and a longer service life of the wear bushing. The 
combination of power and compactness makes the CC430 crusher 
a very handy tool on demolition sites with space constraints.   

www.darda.de 

Padley & Venables 
The UK-based company Padley & Venables has been manu-
facturing tools for the rock drilling and demolition industries 
since 1911. The company operates two manufacturing plants 
in England, including the heat treatment facilities where, aside 
from heat-treating its own products, it provides sub-contract 
heat treatment services to different specialised industries. With 
subsidiaries in Germany and Australia and a dealer network 
covering over 55 countries, P&V is a major international player 
in rock drilling and demolition. It also makes special tools for 
professional contractors, such as moil points, diggers, clay 
spades, chisel ends and asphalt cutters. A long-time exhibitor 
of Intermat, P&V expressed satisfaction with this year’s edition, 
reporting the usual high level of attendance. 

www.padley-venables.com 

Frutiger enters dust control business 
Switzerland-based Frutiger is a world-renowned manufacturer 
of wheel washing systems marketed under the MobyDick 
brand. Having produced its first system in 1986, the company 
went on to become a global leader in the wheel washing and 
vehicle cleaning industry. Although wheel washing remains 
Frutiger’s core expertise, it has recently added fog cannons 
to its portfolio. 

The reason behind Frutiger’s decision to diversify into the 
dust control business was increased demand for efficient dust 
suppression solutions. With dust control regulations becoming 
increasingly more stringent, the washing systems are no longer 
enough to meet the new standards. Having joined forces with 
Belgian manufacturer Savic Engineering, Frutiger developed a 
range of fog cannons, which it launched under the well-known 
name of MobyDick. The MobyDick cannons come with a 20-
25bar pump and special nozzles to create very fine water mist. 
For instance, the MD Cannon 50 generates 50 to 150μ droplets 
in outside applications and 20 to 80μ inside. Typical areas of 
applications are material-handling sites, recycling yards, quar-
ries and steel and cement plants. Frutiger has recently devised 
and supplied to a recycling yard in Switzerland an all-in-one 
dust suppression system involving 10 mist cannons. 

www.frutiger.ch 

New Ermator T10000
Previously launched in the US, Pullman Ermator introduced 
the new Hepa dust extractor Ermator T10000 at Intermat for 
the European market.

T10000 is an 11kW machine with an airflow of 900m³/h. 
It is equipped with jet pulse filter cleaning, longopac, sock 
filter and H13 filters. Collection is done in the longopac, which 
allows for the most effective and hygienic way to change 
collection bags.

The T10000 can be fitted with the company’s pre separator 
C5500, which can be attached directly to the machine. With 
an easy to mount kit, the pre separator can hang directly from 
the machine, and when it needs to be moved, it is moved as 
one complete machine instead of two. 

The pre separator has a generous tank to cope with dust 
from the biggest and most powerful vacuum cleaners and can 
take in up to 90% of all dust. With the pre separator attached 
to the vacuum cleaner, time is significantly reduced since there 
are fewer stops to change bags and filters and the filter life 
is extended as well.

www.pullman-ermator.com

DUST CONTROL
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RECYCLING 

DEMOLITION ROBOTS 

Rubble Master launches rental concept
The Austrian manufacturer of compact mobile recycling and 
screening units, Rubble Master, used Intermat to launch a new 
concept. With the implementation of RM Rental, Rubble Master 
presents itself as always as a pioneer. The company began to set 
up a rental fleet ten years ago in Austria. The success shows the 
decision was right: RM rental fleets have become established 
not only in Austria, Switzerland and France, but also in other 
European countries. RM Rental, like the RM umbrella brand, 
stands for simple and profitable solutions. 

www.rubblemaster.com

MB unveils a screening bucket for loaders 
The Italian crushing and screening bucket manufacturer MB used 
Intermat to launch a screening bucket for loaders. Weighing 
450kg and boasting a 0.5m3 bucket capacity, the MB LS-140 
fits carriers with an operating weight of 2.6t upwards. Designed 
for screening of natural materials, before and after the crushing 
phase, it allows users to reduce crushing times by up to 60%. 

Initially wary about participating in the show, MB ended 
up quite happy with its outcome. The high level of interest from 
visitors more than compensated for a slight drop in numbers. 
Apart from its inside booth, MB had an outside area to dem-
onstrate the capabilities of its equipment. Among them was 
the BF90.3 model, the first crusher bucket manufactured and 
patented by MB in 2001. The BF90.3 is suitable for excava-
tors weighing over 20t. Despite its compact dimensions, the 
bucket performs at a productivity rate up to 40m3/h. This was 
joined by the MB-S18 screening bucket designed for 20t to 
35t excavators and the MB-L160 crusher bucket for skid steers 
and backhoe loaders. MB is a family-owned company, with 
the headquarters in Fara Vicentino, Italy and six subsidiaries in 
different corners of the world. It is one of the global leaders in 
mobile recycling and it exports to over 150 countries.   

www.mbcrusher.com 

A new Warrior in Powerscreen ranks  
Powerscreen showed the most recent addition to the Warrior 
mobile screening product family, the compact Warrior 600 model. 

With this screen, the Warrior range now counts six machines to 
meet a variety of customer requirements. The Warrior 600 screen 
features the option of conversion from three-way split mode to 
two-way split mode. It also boasts a screenbox capable of 6g 
of acceleration. The high-strength, high amplitude, two-bearing 
screenbox helps easy handling and separation of large items 
from material fines in recycling tasks, such as soils from tree 
stumps and logs, fines and rock from overburden and blasted 
rock. Other user benefits include a rapid set-up time and ease of 
operation, aided by hydraulic folding side conveyors, rigid feed 
hopper sides and two speed tracks. 

www.powerscreen.com 

McCloskey International shows full product range 
Canada-based McCloskey International has been designing 
and manufacturing equipment for mining, construction, de-
molition, road building and recycling operations since 1985. 
At Intermat the company rolled out all four product lines. 
These were represented by the J45R and J40 jaw crushers, 
the 516RT trommel, the R70 screener and the ST80T V-Bin 
stacker. The new jaw crusher J45R combines the productivity 
of the 1143mm x 686mm single toggle jaw with a high energy 
screenbox and a recirculating conveyor system to create a full 
crushing, screening and recirculating system. 

Also on display was the 516RT tracked trommel for en-
hanced mobility as well as the R105 scalping screener. In the 
demonstration area the R70 heavy-duty scalping screener feed-
ing the J40 jaw crusher and the ST80T V-Bin stacking conveyor 
for stockpiling the material were busy at work. According to 

McCloskey international sales development manager Julie An-
dras, the show was well attended despite the absence of some 
key players. The J45R and J40 jaw crushers were the biggest 
crowd-drawers, and both were sold by the end of the show.  

www.mccloskeyinternational.com 

A hybrid impact crusher from Rockster Recycler 
Rockster Recycler used Intermat to demonstrate a hybrid impact 
crusher it had recently developed for French road-building 
contractor Eurovia. Based on the proven R1100D model, 
the new R1100De features the patented Duplex system that 
allows switching between the jaw and impact crusher modes 
within a few hours. 

To enhance the machine’s performance, Rockster, in coop-
eration with a Finnish components manufacturer, developed a 
hybrid engine configuration involving an electric motor. Unlike 
diesel engines, electric motors can deliver full torque within 
milliseconds, handle load cycles more efficiently and allow a 
continuous, constant speed of the crushing unit regardless of 
the engine’s loads. As electricity might not be readily available 
on recycling sites, the diesel engine is used to drive the genera-
tor for the electric motor. The permanent magnet technology 
reduces energy consumption and increases the engine’s and 
the generator’s performance. The condensers cushion all load 
peaks. Eurovia’s France operations manager Laurent Perraguin 
has testified to the efficiency of the hybrid configuration by 
saying that productivity went up by almost 30% to 450t/h 
while fuel consumption was reduced by the same amount. 

www.rockster.at 

Demolition robot 185 from Avant Tecno 
Decked out in the bright green and red colours, the remotely 
controlled demolition robot 185 was the centrepiece of Avant 
Tecno’s outside booth. With the dimensions of 2,290mm x 
795mm x 1,590mm and the operational weight of 2t, the 
machine is designed for inside and limited access demolition 
jobs. The robot comes complete with an 18.5kW electric motor 
and the telescoping boom with a vertical reach of 5.5m and 
horizontal reach of 4.5m. Other highlights include 360° slew-
ing, a service display and a heavy-duty steel plate protection. 
Thanks to the special design, majority of its weight lies below 
the slewing ring, providing excellent stability.      

www.avanttecno.com 

Wide variety of carriers and attachments at 
Brokk’s booth

Brokk showed a number of recent products. In recent years 
Brokk has developed a number of attachments for their demoli-
tion robots. The German demolition attachment manufacturer 

Darda is part of the Brokk Group and was exhibiting in the 
same booth and launched the new concrete crusher CC 430. 
Brokk also displayed their rock drilling system, a special shear 
for cutting steel plates and tanks, the Darda TC 120, several 
Darda crushers and a rotating milling head attachment. Ro-
bots displayed in the booth were Brokk 100, Brokk 160 and 
Brokk 400.

www.brokk.com
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Husqvarna Construction Equipment
Husqvarna Construction Products launched a number of new 
products at World of Concrete in Las Vegas earlier this year. 
Intermat with World of Concrete Europe became the first show 
in Europe where the new products where displayed. In terms 
of diamond tools the Diagrip system has been extended with 
new products. Another new diamond tool on show was the 
dry cutting blade VeriCut first shown in Las Vegas. In addition 
a new remotely controlled version of the largest concrete floor 
grinder and polisher Husqvarna PG 820 RC was released. 
Husqvarna also showed the new drill stand for big diameters 
of core drilling, Husqvarna DS 900. The new light weight 
high cycle chain saw Husqvarna K 6500 Chain was launched 
making the Prime family complete. Also on display were three 
new packages for the Husqvarna range of demolition robots, 
the additional feature package, the cooling package and the 
heat protection package.

www.husqvarnacp.com

Hilti DD Cut-Assist
At Intermat Hilti presented and demonstrated the diamond 
coring machine DD 350-CA with the new automatic support 
module for core drills, Hilti DD Cut-Assist.

Thanks to the support module drilling can be performed 
effortlessly even in extreme conditions. This Hilti innovation that 
fits over the core drills Hilti DD 350 and DD 500, allows for drill-
ing automatically while the users perform other tasks on site.

After installation of the column and the setting of the 
automatic feed module, a single button is enough to turn on 

the system. DD Cut-Assist manages independently all stages 
of drilling, including surface detection, water management, 
and slow start for a better beginning or start of the Iron boost 
function that increases torque. 

At the end of drilling, the system automatically goes 
back, stops the water supply and stops the engine. Users can 
dismantle and install the core drill for the next application.

Tyrolit Hydrostress
Tyrolit showcased the new wall saw, WSE811***.  This is 
currently the world’s lightest wall saw with a cutting depth of 
up to 315mm and ideal for most cutting tasks.

What makes the WSE811*** stand out from the competi-
tion is the balance between the weight and performance. With 
the saw head, control unit, and drive all being combined into a 
single package, this lightweight has a maximum power output 
of 9kW at 16A at just 25.4 kg. 

Due to the integrated design the wall saw operates with 
only one power supply and a single water connection. Perfectly 
coordinated, weight-optimised system components, such as 
the track and blade guard allow for easy setup and takedown, 
ensuring simple operation and maximum mobility when cutting 
windows and doors. 

The WSE811*** is driven by a P2 drive. With this high-
frequency technology, integrated permanent magnets reduce 
heat as well as motor speed, take the strain off machine 
components and cut maintenance requirements. 

Combining Tyrolit wall saw blades with TGD technology 
ensures the best possible results and a high level of reliability.

DIAMOND TOOLS AND 
CONCRETE CUTTING EQUIPMENT   

MINI 
EXCAVATORS 

Yanmar expands the SV 
range with three new models  

Yanmar presented at Intermat three additions to its SV range 
of mini excavators with ultra-short rear swing radius. Ranging 
in operating weight from 1.5t to 2.5t, the SV16, SV18 and 
SV 22 minis boast compact dimensions and can be easily 
transported on a small trailer or light truck. Thanks to their 
size, the machines are suitable for work in urban areas and 
landscape applications. 

The minis are designed with operator comfort in mind, 
with all operating functions being controlled using joysticks. 
The ceiling light comes on automatically when the door is 
opened. To ensure safety of night time operation, the machines 
are fitted as standard with an LED light located on the lower 
part of the boom. Three additional LED lamps and a flashing 
revolving light on the cab can also be fitted as an option. The 
refuelling system has a new protective design to prevent spills 
contaminating the interior of the machine. All three models 
feature a digital instrument panel to monitor maintenance 
operations and display any abnormalities. The proportional 
PTO control on the right-hand joystick allows a wide range 
of attachments.

www.yanmar.fr 

Intelligent control units from Epec 
Epec is a Finland-based manufacturer of smart control units 
used in excavators, loaders, material-handlers and similar ma-
chinery. Electronic control units are intelligent devices that can 
independently measure and control sensors, actuators, joysticks 
and valves. These control systems help increase the efficiency 
and productivity of machines by optimizing and constantly 
monitoring loads, pressures, temperatures and other working 
parameters of the machine. 

The latest additions to the Epec range unveiled at Intermat 
were high-performance and easily configurable Epec 6100 
main unit and Epec 6100 data remote access unit for mobile 
machinery. Combining modern computing and software 
technology, the units are freely programmable by Codesys 
3.5, which provides an opportunity to maximize machine 
usability and efficiency. 

Epec 6100 units are equipped with versatile interfaces that 
allow the machine to be connected to higher-level information 
systems, for instance, production monitoring databases. They 
can also be used as calculation units or remote access units, 
providing access to the Internet services such as Epec remote 
management service. 

www.epec.fi 

Hatz debuts new generation of diesel engines 
Hatz, a Germany-based manufacturer of diesel engines used 
in various construction machines, presented the first of a new 
engine family, the water-cooled 4-cylinder 4H50TIC model. 
This and all subsequent models from H-series will be built 
around the common rail technology, turbochargers and external 
exhaust gas return system. When designing the 4H50TIC, Hatz 
engineers focused on downsizing, with the result being a tur-
bocharged 2litre engine, with a weight of 173kg and maximum 
power of 55kW. The engine meets the EU 97/68 Stage IIIB 
and EPA Tier 4 final standards without using particle filters.

One of the new engine’s key elements is the common rail 
system off-highway CRS from Bosch featuring a 1,600bar fuel 
rail. The combination of the common rail technology and the 

redesigned exhaust gas return system results in exhaust gas of 
a quality, which requires no particle filter. With a maintenance 
interval of 500h, the 4H50TIC is reliable and user-friendly. 
The engine comes with a sensor-controlled engine protection 
system, switching it off in the case of an emergency. 

www.hatz-diesel.com 

ENGINES AND 
MOTORS  
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AQUAJET UPGRADES 
Aqua Cutter 710V II

Aqua Cutter 710V II demonstrated 
during the Hydrodemolition Days at 
the Aquajet factory.

Christopher Parkhill, Singapore. The new Aqua Cutter 710V II inspected by visitors at 
the Aquajet Hydrodemolition Day.

Derek Bade, Australia.
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AQUAJET UPGRADES 
Aqua Cutter 710V II

Sweden’s hydrodemolition equipment manufacturer Aquajet 
has upgraded its top of the range Aqua Cutter 710V II. The 

launch coincided with the company’s open days at its head-
quarters in Holsbybrunn, with participants from 17 countries, 

including Korea, Australia, USA and Canada.

After five years on the market, the Aqua Cutter 710V has been 
given a major upgrade.

An improved control system, incorporating new interactive 
display graphics, makes it easier for operators to handle. Together 
with softer and more precise movements of the machine the aim 
is to achieve a better end result. 

The Evolution system now makes it possible to compensate 
for different quality of concrete, as well as different cutting depths. 
This can be done in several ways, such as using different modes to 
cut multiple depths or by having different speed zones. A major 
improvement is a new 3D function where different forms can be 
made also on the depth. 

Aquajet claim the unit is now almost unlimited in setting any 
shape, such as cutting out a circle with a sloping bottom or cutting 
out an area in different levels.

A basic mode has been added to the system when only 
the basic functions are needed in hydrodemolition. For more 
advanced users and applications, numerous options are available 
for fine-tuning a machine’s operations, many from the remote 
control, such as control of the pump and the robot, pressure 
and revs/min.

The tower on the 710V II is 8kg lighter and easier to raise, yet 
it is stronger with improved torsional stiffness. The mast movement 
has been extended to 300 mm, together with a 2m extended side 
shift provides a wider working reach.

The 710 has also been given a new quick connection in the 

front, making it easier and faster to change to circular power heads, 
rotolance or other accessories. 

For customers in need of a machine to handle even higher 
reaction forces, with larger pumps, the 710V XL version is 
available. Besides the new features of the 710V II, it has a wider 
undercarriage of 1230mm to 1830 mm, compared to the standard 
1030mm to 1630 mm.

Gaining international acceptance 
The concept of hydrodemolition is slowly gaining popularity and 
international acceptance, as an alternative to jackhammers, accord-
ing to Aquajet representative in Australia Derek Bade, who views 
Australia is an emerging market for hydrodemolition. “ We also have 
a growing concern regarding water, particularly in remote areas with 
limited water supplies,” said Bade. “The limited water consumption 
of the Aquajet units makes them interesting in those areas.’

A similar concern is raised in Singapore by another Aquajet 
agent Christopher Parkhill where there is a limited supply of water, 
manpower and space.  Parkhill adds that in Hong Kong the noise 
of jackhammers is not accepted, and work is limited during day 
and not allowed at all at night.

Aquajet machines are currently in use in an underground 
railway project in Singapore, as well as in underground road and 
rail tunnel projects in Hong Kong. A main task for these units is to 
roughen up the surface in preparation for spraying on fire retardant 
material on the tunnel walls. 
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In the concrete cutting business since 1987, Netherlands-based 
ZBM Rotterdam prides itself on the ability to complement its 
offering of machines and tools with something more intangible 
yet just as valuable. According to its founder Wladimir Stuit, the 
company aims to convey the knowledge it has accumulated over 
the years to help contractors achieve the best possible result. 
Andrei Bushmarin reports.

A Rotterdam native, Wladimir Stuit is a stalwart figure 
in the Dutch concrete cutting scene. His career in this 
business began back in 1980 at Norton where he worked 
his way up from a sales and service trainee to a sales 
executive. Seven years later he left Norton to embark on 
his own project ZBM Rotterdam. Having seen many ups 
and downs, twists and turns in the course of 28 years, 
the company is now going stronger than ever.   

Norton years 
For Stuit, Norton was an education in the workings 
of the concrete cutting industry. Tutored by fellow 
product managers, he learnt how to choose machinery 
and diamond consumables fitting a job’s specific require-
ments, how to provide field support to customers and 
how to train and motivate dealers. At the time Norton 
focused on building a global sales network and Stuit 
was appointed to provide customer support to Holland-
based clients. He was soon promoted to the position 
of a sales director responsible for the Netherlands and 
Scandinavia. 

After the doldrums of 1983-84, sales in those 
regions almost tripled in 1986. Despite this success, 
Stuit felt that there were opportunities to strengthen 
Norton’s positions, especially in the low-value segment, 
that the management missed out on. Unable to embrace 
the management’s view on the company’s strategy, he 
resigned in 1987.

Establishing ZBM Rotterdam 
Having left Norton, Stuit wasted no time in launching 
his own company ZBM Rotterdam (Sawing and Drill-
ing Machinery). It started out selling diamond blades, 

core bits and small sawing and drilling equipment to the 
companies based in a 100km area around Rotterdam. 
Predictably, the first four years were the hardest. Eco-
nomic conditions at the time were far from favourable, 
and the fledgling supplier struggled to build its customer 
base. But they do say ‘the harder the battle, the sweeter 
the victory’. Some of ZBM’s very first clients remain 
loyal to the company to this day. Once the difficult 
initial period was over, ZBM began to grow, both in 
terms of turnover and personnel. The company changed 
its location four times during these 28 years, each time 
moving into larger premises.  

Resilience and farsightedness  
When the global economy plunged into recession in 
2009, the construction industry was among the worst 
affected. That year ZBM’s turnover plummeted by 
almost 45%. Faced with survival, the supplier took a 
difficult decision to cut its margins by lowering prices 
while keeping the quality of products intact. Stuit, as 

a managing director, believed that the company would 
be better off losing some of its short-term profit rather 
than long-term customers. And ZBM clients appreciated 
that choice by sticking with the company through the 
stormy times. As soon as the recession loosened its grip, 
turnover bounced back to the 2008 levels, thus proving 
Stuit a farsighted manager.  

Tight knit outfit 
Going on its 29th year, ZBMis a tight knit group 
of multitaskers. Five people, including Stuit, handle 
incoming orders, provide after sales service and onsite 
consultancy, repair machines and re-tip diamond tools. 
Diamond core bits and blades remain the company’s 
chief expertise. The Dutch supplier cooperates with 
four major manufacturers. ZBM is an official distribu-
tor for EHWA’s Zenesis tools in the Netherlands. It 
also develops its own specifications on a tailor-made 
basis. On the machinery side, ZBM’s offering includes 
different models of hand-held and rig-based equipment 
from Weka, Cardi, Cedima, Milwaukee and SSB Fidan. 
Tuned in to the modern digital world, ZBM runs a 
web shop, which sells online every item from its ample 
offline catalogue.   

A man of many enthusiasms 
Stuit is articulate, well read and, like most Dutch people, 
multilingual. An avid art collector and a history buff, he 
tends to take a philosophical view of the world and the 
industry he has been part of for 35 years. When asked 
about the challenges it is facing, he points out that the 
concrete cutting business is most certainly over-regulated 
in Europe, which creates a lot of problems for entrepre-
neurs. A shortage of qualified workers poses another 
major obstacle for its development. Construction is not 
as alluring for youngsters as it used to be. This creates a 
generation gap between the older and younger workers, 
with the former heavily outnumbering the latter. On the 
upside, specialization still prevails over generalization in 
this business. Small  and mid-size contractors dominate 
the market, and they prefer to focus on their chosen 
specialty, instead of spreading themselves too thin. This 
helps them keep up the professionalism and makes the 
job of suppliers like ZBM a lot easier.

www.zbmrotterdam.nl 

Wladimir Stuit, the founder and managing director of 
ZBM Rotterdam, shows various machinery and con-
sumables his company supplies to concrete cutting 
and drilling professionals. 
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Built during the second World 
War a 48m x 28m x 22m bunker 
in Hamburg, Germany was one 
of the largest of its kind.

DEMOLISHING
a roof top bunker in Hamburg 
The heavily reinforced concrete structure was built 
to provide protection for more than 2,000 people. In 
May 2014, demolition specialists AVG-Nord started to 
convert the relic into an apartment block with 33 self 
contained apartments.  

The bunker had a 2.7m thick roof supported on 
3.5m thick walls.  Due to the proximity of other apart-
ments, pedestrians and traffic, strict limits were imposed 
on noise, vibration and dust levels. For this reason, 
AVG-Nord decided on using two Erkat ER 1500 drum 
cutters to do the job.

Demolition Method
Located on the top of the building, the two drum cutters 
started by cutting their way down through the roof. After 
having removed the roof, they then worked their way 
down two walls. The drum cutters cut out the majority 
of the walls, leaving a thin section behind. This acted 
to contain dust and debris within the confines of the 
site as well as reducing noise levels.

Site Conditions
Minimum inconvenience to the residents and passers 
by was always a high priority and these conditions were 
important in the choice of demolition method. While 
using the rotary drum cutters for the majority of the 
demolition work, noise levels from the site were so low 
that it was difficult to determine whether they were 
working or not.

Production Results
The demolition process was completed within the sched-
uled five months and in that time, 750 truck loads of 
material had to be transported from the site.  Despite 
the presence of a substantial amount of rebar, each drum 
cutter managed to achieve an average production rate of 
between 5m3/h to 6m3/h and removed a total of 8,000m3 
of reinforced concrete.

Diameter of the rebar varied from location to loca-
tion with maximum diameter of 19mm. When cutting 
concrete with rebar, consumption of the picks on the 
cutter drums was expected to rise substantially, but 
average pick consumption was calculated at lower than 
half a pick for each cubic metre. 
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METSO ASSISTS IN JAPAN’S TSUNAMI AREA
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Metso is supplying six Lokotrack mobile crushing 
plants to Japanese civil engineering contractor Shimizu 
Corporation to assist in a major landfill project in the 
2011 tsunami area in the Tohoku region of Japan. The 
LT120 crushing plants, which will be used to crush up 
to 7Mt of aggregates, were supplied by Metso’s Japanese 
distributor UBE Machinery, who will also take care of 
service and parts related tasks.

The earthquake and tsunami caused significant 
sinking of the ground level in several coastal areas in 
the northern part of Honshu island. Before any new 
construction the level has to be raised several metres 
with aggregates. 

At the sites in the Tohoku region, the LT120’s 
will be operated as single units, producing 0-200mm 
aggregates for landfill. All Lokotrack units delivered to 

Shimizu will be equipped with Metso’s new boom and 
hammer combination.

“Our new-generation Lokotrack LT120 jaw plant is 
a high-capacity primary plant that, depending on the feed 
material, is able to produce over 400t of crushed materials 
on a continuous basis. This unit is ideal for jobs requiring 
big production volumes,” said Metso mobile equipment 
business unit senior vice president Timo Nakari.

KOBELCO’S 
new cranes at Intermat
Kobelco used their outdoor Stand E6 
D 059 at Intermat to launch the two 
new G series crawler cranes, the 135t 
capacity CKE1350G and the larger 
250t capacity CKE2500G. 

The CKE1350G has a maximum 
lifting capacity of 135t at a radius 
of 4.5m and boom lengths range 
from 15.2m to 76.2m. Its fixed jib 
offers a maximum lifting capacity of 
27t and the maximum combination 
of boom with fixed jib boom is 61m 
plus 30.5m, and reaches to a working 
radius of 74m. Its luffing jib offers a 
maximum lifting capacity of 36t and 
the maximum combination of luff-

ing boom with luffing jib is 44.8m 
plus 53.3m or 47.9m plus 32m, and 
reaches to 64m working radius. 

The CKE2500G has a maximum 
lifting capacity of 250t at 4.6m and 
nested boom length spans from 
15.2m to 91.4m. Its fixed jib offers a 
maximum lifting capacity of 27t, and 
the maximum combination of boom 
with fixed jib is 76.2m plus 30.5m 
and reaches to 96.6m working radius.

Its luffing jib offers a maximum 
lifting capacity of 80t and the maxi-
mum combination of luffing boom 
with luffing jib is 61m plus 61m, and 
reaches to 84m working radius.
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THE CRAFT OF BREAKING 
DOWN PILES 
An essential part of the foundation building process, pile breaking or trimming can 
be performed in different ways. The simplest yet the most time-consuming and un-

safe method is to use hand-held pneumatic breakers. Fortunately there are far more 
advanced techniques available today. Andrei Bushmarin reports 

Varying in size and shape, concrete piles fall into two 
main categories of prefabricated and cast-in-situ. Each 
type dictates a specific approach to trimming of the 

concrete over-pour. As the choice of a pile-breaking 
method can influence a project’s budget and time-
frame, it serves to know what options are available. 

Currently suppliers offer a variety of pile-trimming 
techniques, some long proven and some quite new 
and cutting-edge. 

MotoCut, based in Finland, entered the pile trimming busi-
ness three years ago with a universal model of a pile cutter 
suitable for use with 5t to 25t excavators. Weighing 300kg, 
MotoCut’s device features two diamond blades to cut the 
pile simultaneously on two sides. A trapezoidal screw moves 
back and forth through the cutting unit, with springs keep-
ing each blade pressed to the pile. The small portion of the 
concrete remaining in the centre of the pile is taken out by 
a grapple claw. The claw is also used to stack cut-off pieces 
onsite. The device is fully controlled from the excavator cab 
through a display unit that can be programmed for different 
cutting patterns. Since the operator does not have to stand 
next to the pile during trimming, there is no risk of injury. 
MotoCut’s pile cutter received the Quality Innovation of the 
Year award from the Finnish Quality Association in 2012.  

www.motocut.fi 

MotoCut heats up the 
competition with a 
new type of pile cutter  
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With a track record of almost 40 years, Netherlands-based 
Taets is one of the trendsetters in the pile-trimming business. 
Over this period Taets has built a strong brand name and a 
worldwide sales network. The company’s portfolio includes 
hydraulic pile breakers for prefabricated and cast-in-situ 
piles. The prefab range counts 11 basic specifications for 
piles varying in size from 150mm to 550mm. Lightweight 
durable and easy-to-operate, the Taets devices can trim up 
to 200 piles in an 8h shift. Taets 314 and 380 breakers are 
highly versatile models for cutting cast-in-situ piles. Readily 
adjustable to the pile size, the breakers leave rebars intact 
while ensuring the complete absence of cracks below the 
cut-off level. 

www.pilebreaker.com 

Recepieux is a process of pile trimming developed by epony-
mous company from France. Unlike the pile cutters or break-
ers, it relies on using expansion grouts rather than hydraulic 
force. The pile breaking is done in three steps. First, the rebar 
should be protected with foam rubber sleeves from top down 
to the cut-off level and lifting hooks should be inserted into 
the fresh concrete. Then a non explosive cracking agent, such 
as betonamite, is introduced into the pile through delivery 
ducts to expansion chambers positioned at cut-off level. It 
induces a horizontal crack at the cut-off point, after which the 
concrete over-pour can lifted away. The benefits of this method 
include the complete absence of noise, dust and vibration. 
The technique can be used on a wide variety of piles ranging 
from continuous flight auger piles to concrete injection piles 
and diagraph walls. 

www.recepieux.com  

Pile breakers from Italian company Mantovanibenne are 
based on a concept similar to Taets’. Designed for fitting 
to 10t to 35t excavators, the Mantovanibenne breakers can 
trim round and square section piles. All models are shaped 
in a way to protect the hydraulic system in any working 
conditions. The machines are built around the principle of 
modularity. By varying the number and the type of modules 
it is possible to create an attachment for piles of any size and 
shape. Each module is supplied with a kit complete with 
three cylinder tips. 

www.mantovanibenne.com

Taets: a major force in 
pile breaking     

Recepieux – the “soft” pile 
trimming technique      

Modular breakers from 
Mantovanibenne      
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Every color of the Bauta Double comes in ten different bonds: 
SCSSSS: Special diamond tool
SCSSS: Extremely soft diamond tool for concrete floors with a glossy hard surface
SCSS: Extra soft diamond tool for extra hard concrete
SCS: Soft diamond tool for hard concrete
SCM: Medium hard diamond tool for fast cutting of normal concrete

SCSSSS: Specialverktyg.
SCSSS: Extremt mjukt verktyg för betonggolv med en glansig hård yta
SCSS: Extra mjukt verktyg för extra hård betong.
SCS: Mjukt verktyg för hård betong.
SCM: Mellanhårt verktyg aggressiv slipning av hård betong.
SCL: Hard diamond tool for normal concrete (longer diamond life)
SCX: Extra hard diamond tool for soft concrete and filler  

remnants
SCXX: Very hard diamond tool for rain damage concrete and rough  

concrete surfaces
SCXXX: Extremely hard diamond tool for newly cast concrete
SCXXXX: Special diamond tool

Bauta Crush 
BAUTA CRUSH is a diamond tool with 
large PCD-Chips. Very efficient and  
aggressive at the removal of coatings and 
milling of concrete.

Tiger Gold
The Tiger Gold is an aggressive diamond tool 
used for removal of thick coatings up to 7 mm 
(0,28in) If you want to release pressure from 
the surface while still effectively removing the 
coating, you can combine the Tiger Gold tool 
with a grinding tool like the Bauta Double 
Black or Blue.

Bauta Double Silver 
This is a tool with very rough  
diamonds to scrub the surface and get it 
clean from concrete membrane or coating.

Bauta Double Brown 
This tool is a diamond tool with  
medium coarseness. For medium rough 
grinding before thicker coating.

Bauta Double Green 
This tool provides a fine and smooth surface. 
The Bauta Double Green is perfect for grind-
ing before varnishing or before other thin 
surface protection is used. The Bauta Double 
Green is also used in the first step in our 
polishing system Scan Combifloor for shiny 
concrete floors.

Bauta Double White 
This tool provides a very nice and smooth 
surface. It is ideal for use on concrete, and 
both wet and dry natural stone. the Bauta 
Double White is often used in the second step 
in our polishing system Scan Combifloor.

Twin Tiger 
The Twin Tiger is a very aggressive diamond tool 
used for removal of thick coatings up to 7 mm, 
(0,28in) from hard surfaces.

Tiger Silver 
The Tiger Silver is an aggressive diamond tool used 
for removal of coatings up to 4 mm, (0,16in) If you 
want to release pressure from the surface and/or 
get a grinding effect while removing the coating, 
you can combine the Tiger Silver tool with a grind-
ing tool like the Bauta Double Black or Blue.

Piranah 
The Piranha is a very useful diamond tool for 
removal of thinner coatings up to 3 mm, (0,12in) 
from concrete surfaces. It can, e.g., be used for 
removing paint, flake flooring, glue residue, carpet 
residues. Piranha removes coating from the con-
crete or stone surfaces with minimum damage on 
the surface under the coating. Notice that porous 
and soft concrete floors can tear on the tool.

Bauta Double Black 
This is a tool with rough diamonds for rough 
grinding.This is a useful tool to use before any 
coating of the surface with putty, thermoset  
coatings ortiles etc. 

Bauta Double Blue 
This is a tool for fine grinding  
before painting or thinner  
coatings. 

Bauta Double Red 
This tool can be used for grinding concrete, 
and both wet and dry natural stone. It can 
also be used as an extra step in the polishing 
system Scan Combifloor. That would in-
crease the longevity of the tools used after.

Bauta Double Yellow 
This tool is used if you want to add a grinding 
step to our Scan Combifloor system in order 
to increase the life of the plastic bond polish-
ing tools. The Bauta Double Yellow is great 
to use when grinding natural stone, both wet 
and dry.

SCANON grinding tools from SCANMASKIN

Razorback Silver 
The Razorback Silver is a very useful dia-
mond tool for removal of thinner coatings 
up to 3 mm, 0,12in) from concrete surfaces. 
It can, e.g., be used for removing paint, flake 
flooring, glue residue, and carpet residues. 
The Razorback tool removes the coating and 
grinds the surface at the same time. 
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CATERPILLAR LAUNCHES  
new demolition and sorting grapples
Caterpillar Work Tools has added three new demolition and 
sorting grapples, the G310 GC, G313 GC and G315 GC to the 
current G300 Series. 
The Cat G300 GC grapples are designed for use on 
hydraulic excavators weighing 10t to 19t. “Our new 
demolition and sorting grapples are built to handle 
materials and fit our customers’ budgets,” said Caterpil-
lar Work Tools marketing communications manager Bert 
Heijligers. “They are designed to reach a broader family 
of customers and to compete in a fast growing market. 
All GC grapples are backed by Caterpillar’s commitment 
to quality”.

The G300 GC grapples are available with a fixed 
upper head or with a top plate for mounting an adapter 
bracket, allowing them to be exchanged among multiple 
carriers. When used with the dedicated Cat CW quick 
coupler, the grapples can be exchanged in seconds 
for other Cat work tools. Cat excavators have pre-

programmed hydraulic settings to accommodate G300 
Series grapples.

The new grapples have a low height and a shell 
and hinge design. Hydraulic components are protected, 
and the one-piece push bar, provides powerful closing 
forces for the grab shells. The G300 GC series also fea-
ture hydraulic, 360° rotation, enabling the grapples to 
approach material from virtually any angle, minimizing 
the need to move the carrier. The square design allows 
maximum accessibility to material.

Maintenance panels on the G300 GC grapples pro-
vide easy access to main components, and weekly service 
intervals and lubrication points help keep downtime 
to a minimum. Replaceable, abrasion-resistant cutting 
edges are standard. 

Allied-Gator has introduced the patented 
Stealth Tip, available exclusively for the pat-
ented MT mobile shear. The Stealth Tip has 
been designed to provide increased piercing 
performance while continuing to lower the 
operational and maintenance costs associated 
with mobile shearing.

The Stealth Tip is an assembly, which is 
specifically designed to engage and retain a pair 

of replaceable inserts.  A single bolt secures the 
inserts allowing them to be changed on site in 
less than two minutes.  The inserts are extremely 
affordable and fully weld-maintainable, enabling 
them to be resurfaced and reused multiple times.

Unlike other designs, the Stealth Tip does 
not compromise the integrity of the shear 
knife because it is an independent weld-on 
component that can quickly be replaced should 

damage occur.  This feature also allows users the 
versatility to use the previously standard solid 
weld-on shear tip, which is still available for the 
MT mobile shear.

The patented Allied-Gator Stealth Tip ac-
commodates all new and existing MT shear 
models ranging in sizes from the MT 15 to 
the MT 160.  

 www.alliedgator.com 

Allied-Gator patented shear tip technology 

At Intermat Darda introduced the concrete crusher CC430 as 
an upgrade of the former CC420 model for use on the Brokk 
160 demolition robot or 2.5t to 4.8t mini excavators.

The CC430 weighs 240kg and has a crushing force of up 
to 382kN and an opening width of 431mm. Equipped with 
additional teeth a crushing force of up to 675kN is possible.

Compared to the former model the CC430 has several 
advantages, including approximately 25% higher productiv-
ity rate through new designed cutting tips and optimized 
hydraulics, more stable cover plates and improved protection 
of hydraulic hoses, bigger opening width of the cutters for 
reinforced concrete and higher service life of wear bushings.

The benefits are evident with demanding demolitions and 
will become even simpler and more effective if the Concrete 
Crusher CC430 is used together with an electro-hydraulic 
demolition robot Brokk 160. For several years Darda has 
been a partner of Brokk, the Swedish manufacturer of these 
demolition robots.

www.darda.de 

Darda’s shows new 
concrete crusher 
CC430 at Intermat
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STATUES DOWN 
Downing statues might be 
South African cutting windfall. 
South Africa’s four-century 
colonial past, initially driven 
by its geographical position at 
the southern tip of Africa, and 
later its richness in minerals 
and diamonds in the 16th cen-
tury, could now provide a major 
boost to the country’s cutting 
industry. PDi’s Kevin Mayhew 
reports. 

This past has been commemorated by mainly the white 
minority with hundreds of statues and plaques that cel-
ebrate the coming of the Portuguese, Dutch and English, 
fuelled by the fervour of empirical expansion and com-
mercial necessities of these nations in a scramble for the 
wealth of the world as they forged new shipping lanes.

With the coming of the new post-Apartheid South 
Africa in 1994, this constellation of statues, plaques and 
buildings across the country’s nine provinces has become 
a rallying point, as the new order comes of age within 
the country’s previously disadvantaged black,  mixed 
race and Indian communities.

Emergent political parties and pressure groups 
with a younger constituency or those desiring a more 
Afro-centric emphasis on local history, have declared 
war on these reminders of a legacy they declare should 
be buried on the scrapheap of history.  They want them 
down, out of sight and never seen again, unless by those 
that have some allegiance to, or reverence for, that past.

The trigger for this movement in March this year 
was the English businessman, mining 

magnate and politician in South Af-
rica and ardent colonialist Cecil 

John Rhodes.
R h o d e s’  p e r s o n a l 

sphere of influence reached 
from Durban on South 
Africa’s east coast to the 
Cape Colony, where he 
was the 7th Prime Min-
ister, and to Kimberley, 
which is famed for its 

diamond riches exploited 
by him.  He had his hand 

in the international diamond 
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STATUES DOWN 
monolith De Beers.  He also ventured into what is today 
Zimbabwe, his final 1902 resting place, which, prior to 
independence in 1980, was called Rhodesia in deference 
to his contribution to developing that landlocked land 
and laying a foundation of infrastructure, mining and 
production. 

But the students of the University of Cape Town, 
the nearby University of Stellenbosch, University of 
KwaZulu-Natal in Durban and now Rhodes University in 
Grahamstown, midway between the ports of Durban and 
Cape Town, have revolted and the first statue has toppled.

In April, a giant dominant statue of Rhodes at the 
entrance of UCT was lifted from its plinth where it had 
perched for six decades in appreciation of his donation 
of the land on which the world-renowned learning 
institution is situated.  It has been temporarily housed 
in a secret location until its ultimate fate is determined.

Outright destruction of any of the offending effigies 
is out of the question legally.  They, along with build-
ings of historical significance, are protected either at a 
national or provincial level from any such end.

One heritage insider, who could not be named 
for professional reasons, said that the ultimate end of 
the widening protest and eventual fate of the Rhodes 
statue is difficult to determine, as is the impact on the 
cutting industry.

“The UCT Rhodes statue was a simple crane lift onto 
a flatbed.  Permission for its temporary location was made 
and its eventual fate is being finalised through legislated 
channels,” said the insider. “My experience is that statues 
get attached in various ways so each will have to be dealt 
with separately, as will the complexity of its removal and 
no doubt that will in many cases mean cutting.  We had 
that with the relocation of the Cape Town Cenotaph in 

the city centre to make way for an inner city bus station 
which was handled by professional demolition people 
two years ago which PDi reported on.”    

The statue removal threat has gained traction 
throughout the land.  There was similar vandalism of 
statues of key figures of England, the Dutch and even the 
Mahatma Gandhi. This was a strange choice given that 
Gandi had been incarcerated and fought for Indian rights 
in South Africa as a precursor to his pacifist campaign that 
he led in India against British rule, leading to its 1948 
independence along with the independence of Pakistan.

 In the crosshairs have been the Dutch pioneer to 
the Cape Jan van Riebeeck, later Boer Dutch settler 
farmers who fought against indigenous peoples and 
the British, General Louis Botha, Boer Republic Prime 
Minister Paul Kruger and Britain’s Queen Victoria and 
King George V, and the list is increasing daily.
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Increased productivity with 
new Husqvarna PG 820 RC
Husqvarna’s new remotely controlled floor grinder PG 820 RC 
offers high productivity, powerful performance and eminent 
ergonomics and due to battery power it is also easy to transport 
to and from sites.

“With this new machine, Husqvarna has taken yet another 
progressive step within the floor grinder segment. The remote 
control gives the operator freedom and full manoeuvrability 
of the machine. In turn, this leads to increased productivity,” 
said Husqvarna Construction Products, floor grinding global 
product manager Joakim Leff-Hallstein.

More machine hours per day
The increased productivity derives from more machine hours per 
day, as the operator can correct hoses and power cord, move 
the dust collector, inspect the floor and prepare the next set 
of tools while the machine is still running and doing the job. 
The remote control unit also offers the possibility to optimise 
the grinding parameters and to assure quality for the specific 
application. This control enables consistent operation and 
results, even when changing operator.

Great ergonomics
The PG 820 RC comes with ergonomic advantages, thanks to 
the remote control. The operator is not exposed to vibrations 
and sideway forces of the machine and is not fatigued. Ad-
ditionally, the integrated battery power makes transportation 
effortless. “The remote control simplifies operation and in the 
long run the gain is increased productivity and profit. It’s a 
win-win situation,” said Leff-Hallstein.

Dual Drive Technology
The PG 820 RC comes with the advantages of the existing 

PG 820. With dual drive technology, PG 820 RC is one of the 
market’s most powerful and efficient machines that can be 
optimised for each application. It can be used for concrete 
floor preparation and repair, as well as all wet and dry polishing 
and grinding applications. It is also perfect for the Hiperfloor 
concrete floor polishing system.

Main benefits
• Increased productivity. Higher output as optimum  
 grinding parameters can be maintained over time. More  
 grinding hours per day since one person can operate and  
 prepare the next steps simultaneously.
•  Consistent and better grinding performance with  
 parameter settings.
• Ergonomic operation. Operator is not exposed to  
 vibrations and sideway forces of the machine.
• User friendly. Intuitive display with two-way   
 communication with machine.
•  Effortless transportation and loading/unloading with  
 integrated battery pack.
• Charges batteries from 1 or 3 phase.
• Dual drive technology.

Technical specifications
• Power: 13kW
• Voltage: 400V
• Rated current: 32A
•  Power supply: 3 phase
•  Grinding width: 820mm
•  Grinding pressure: 290kg
•  Grinding disc speed: 250-1100revs/min
•  Weight with support wheel: 536kg

Solo, one of the innovators of the Professional Backpack 
Sprayer, has also been making 2-stroke engines since 
1948. Before entering the construction industry, Solo 
spent more than seven years on research and develop-
ment to overcome technological obstacles currently 
associated with cut-off saws, and now produces power-
ful machines. Once again, Solo brings new innovation 
and world-class performance to the industry, with the 
introduction of its 880/881 concrete cut-off saws. In-
novations found in the 880/881 models include:

• World’s first intelligent lubrication system (iLube).  
 In the Model 881, oil is metered to the         
 fuel by an electronically controlled pump.   
 Never again worry about the fuel mixture.
•  No manual choke to pull and no half-throttle   
 button to push.
•  One-push stop system stops the engine and   
 immediately prepares it for renewed operation.
•  Multi-stage air filter system with patented twin  
 pipe interceptor constantly blows dust away   
 from the machine so that only pre-filtered air   
 reaches the paper segments of the main filter.   
 That results in filter changes only every six months,  
 not after each job.
•  Anti-vibration system with five steel springs and  
 rubber-coated handle for fatigue-free operation.
•   Kevlar-coated reinforced cord for longer life   
 expectancy.
•  81cc Solo German-engineered two-stroke   
 high-performance engine.

Solo’s innovative technology is not limited to its cut-off 
saws. The company has also engineered the top-selling 
compression sprayers on the market today. Solo broke 
into the construction industry with the 407-CI and the 
487-CI models, which were designed specifically for use 
in concrete preparation and treatment. With their rug-
ged polyethylene tanks and unbreakable wands, these 
concrete/ compression sprayers provide outstanding 
performance, efficiency, and durability. They cost a frac-
tion of traditional steel sprayers, and are made in the US.

www.solousa.com

The New Solo 
concrete 
cut-off saws
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New Addition to the   
MOBYDICK FAMILY 

For almost 30 years, the German company Frutiger has been a lead-
ing figure in the global market with its MobyDick wheel washing 

systems. The demucking systems for cleaning soiled construction 
vehicles are also becoming increasingly popular. But the latest addi-

tion is the MobyDick dust control cannon line. 

In parallel with the increasingly stringent regulations 
on air pollution control in many Western countries, 
and new findings about the harmful effects of dust on 
the human body and the environment, the demand for 
effective dust control solutions has also increased. For 
this reason, wheel-washing systems were also increas-
ingly being used for suppressing dust. But this did not 
always solve all the problems caused by dust emissions. 
Therefore, the decision was taken at Frutiger to collabo-
rate with the leading supplier of dust control solutions, 
the Belgian company Savic Engineering, resulting in the 
MobyDick dust control cannon line. 

The modern dust binding systems marketed under 
the MobyDick brand name operate on the principle 
of binding dust using minute water droplets. Unlike 
conventional systems that generate large or different 
size droplets with low-pressure pumps, MobyDick dust 
binding systems use a special 20-25bar pressure pump 
and suitable nozzles to create water mist with a large 
number of minute water droplets. The MD Cannon 50 
creates 50μ to 150μ outdoors and 20μ to 80μ indoors. 

Experts know that smaller water droplets work 
more efficiently because, in addition to being produced 
in greater numbers and in a homogeneous size, they 

also stay in the air longer due to the lower velocity and 
rate of fall. This generates a lower suction effect around 
the droplets, enabling them to bind more frequently 
to dust particles and bring them down to the ground. 
This tried and tested technology also makes it possible 
to use water very efficiently in dust control. Following 
detailed analysis, Frutiger also makes tailored solutions 
for a wide range of applications for indoor and outdoor 
use. Typical areas of application are material handling 
sites, recycling yards, quarries, mines, and steel and 
cement plants. 

www.mobydick.com
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With the implementation of RM RENTAL, RUBBLE MASTER pres-
ents itself as always as a pioneer. The company already began to 
set up a rental fleet ten years ago in Austria. The success shows 
the decision was right: RM rental fleets have become established 
not only in Austria, Switzerland and France but also in other Euro-
pean countries. RM sales partner Thierry Venturini gave an in-
sight into how the French RM hire business is progressing at the 
press meeting. RM RENTAL, like the RM umbrella brand, stands 
for simple and profitable solutions. 

“The success of the RM rental fleet shows that we are reacting 
perfectly in line with the market conditions in France. With 
our RM RENTAL concept we offer our French customers top 
machine quality plus an easy and lucrative way of entering the 
crushing business and making profits,” says Gerald Hanisch, 
RM CEO and founder. Even though there was some concern at 
the beginning that rental could have a negative impact on ma-
chine sales, it has become clear in practice that the opposite is 
the case: “Rental customers grow out of this model every year 
and buy machines. In Austria around 80 per cent of sales stem 
from the rental business, in Germany the figure is in the region 
of 50 per cent,” says Hanisch. Besides RM presenting the new 
sub-brand, there was generally not much news to report at 
INTERMAT Paris: “The interest of visitors in INTERMAT Paris 
has waned considerably. The power of attraction lies clearly 
with BAUMA Munich,” says Gerald Hanisch, commenting on 
the atmosphere at the trade fair and the drop in the numbers 
of visitors (down 8% compared to 2012).

RM LAUNCHES 
new sub-brand in Paris

RM RENTAL comes with know-how from Austria
The interest in rental fleet training at the RM Academy in 
Linz is big. How do you combine RM RENTAL and sales to 
make a profit? How do you acquire new customers through 
rental services and support these companies to become 
buyers? How do you charge for rental and what do you 
have to pay attention to when handing over and taking 
back the RM machines? “Thanks to our years of experience 
we know the answers to these questions. With the service 
we provide through training and the launch of RM RENTAL 
as a sub-brand we assist our sales partners in opening up 
new fields of business and give many users the opportunity 
to become involved in the recycling of construction and 
demolition waste or the crushing of natural stone,” says 
Gerald Hanisch. Newcomers in particular can get a taste of 
the on-site recycling business model easily and without risk 
through machine hire. The entrepreneurs work with their own 
feeding machines and personnel and do not need to raise any 

capital. Something that is lucrative for smaller companies: 
with the mobile impact crushers from RM you can also work 
in rain, at times when other work is hardly possible on the 
site. But even large companies, some of which have several 
RM crushers in operation, hire RM machines from time to 
time to handle their peak periods. RM RENTAL, like its um-
brella brand, stands for simple, profit-making solutions and 
high product and service quality. “With the sub-brand the 
extensive service portfolio of RUBBLE MASTER and its sales 
partners will become even more transparent for customers,” 
says Gerald Hanisch. 

Manageable costs and top advice for customers
If you want to hire a crusher for several weeks from Thierry 
Venturini, Managing Director of BULOC and RM sales partner 
in Alsace, you should call him roughly three weeks in advance. 
Daily hire is also possible at shorter notice. This is where the 
advice begins: What material do you plan to crush? What is 
the end aggregate going to be used for? Venturini and one of 
his employees deliver the RM crusher and set it up: “We stay 
with the customers and show them everything they need to 
know about the RM machines. Thanks to the colour guidance 
system and the RM GO! principle, however, the RM crushers 
are easy and intuitive to operate. Lengthy and elaborate train-
ing, explanations or adjustments are not required for the RM 
GO! machines.” Besides the high throughput and low wear, 
users in France particularly appreciate the fact that the RM 
machines are mobile and inexpensive to transport. “I put the 
crusher onto the low loader in a matter of minutes and the 
transport costs are the same as for an excavator. No drawn-out 
transport permits are required, instead of thousands of euros 
for special transport the delivery of an RM machine only costs 
€90 per hour,” says Venturini.
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The annual meeting of the International Association of Concrete 
Drillers and Sawers in Paris on 23 April resulted in extensive 
changes to the leadership of the organisation. 

CHANGES AT  

IACDS 
IACDS’ first female president, Julie White, from the 
UK concrete cutting company D-Drill, replaced for-
mer president Lars Sandström. Also the secretariat was 
switched to a new company.

The IACDS annual meeting took place at the Hotel 
Ampere in Paris during the day followed by a special 
dinner on a cruise ship on the river Seine in the evening. 
About 30 members of the Swedish concrete sawing and 
drilling association joined the IACDS party for dinner.

Powerful marketing of IACDS new standards
The agenda for the day contained a number of interest-
ing points led by outgoing IACDS president Lars Sand-
ström from Sweden. Sandström started with asking for 
approval of the minutes from the last general assembly 
in June 2014, which was approved and continued with 

the president’s annual report. IACDS’ secretary Daniel 
Trachsel continued with a membership report, which 
followed with a short membership discussion.

Next item was the presentation of the annual 
report and the budget for the new period, which was 
approved, and the accountants discharged the board 
for their work.

The meeting then continued with a long discussion 
about IACDS newly launched standards and guidelines 
for robotic demolition, quartz and dust, HAVS, key 
market indicators and basic description of technologies. 
These standards were decided and released during 2014 
and some of them have been updated. All standards 
are available on the IACDS website www.iacds.org. 
However, some comments were raised suggesting the 
standard for quartz and dust should be considered cur-

rently as a guideline rather then 
a standard. It was also pointed 
out that several national asso-
ciations already have their own 
standards, which will remain as 
they are. However, the IACDS 
standard should serve as a model 
and in some cases missing con-
tents in national standards 
should be implemented from 
the IACDS standards to create 
a common standard as far as it 
is possible.

It was also decided that the 
new standards should be put in 
a new format made more easy 
and popular to read and the 
text mixed with pictures and 
illustrations. Each standard 
will then be published in PDi 

Magazine as a spread in the middle of the magazine 
so it can be taken out and used as a poster or folder. 
The special documentation will also be available to 
download from the IACDS website. A special group 
was formed to carry out this task with presentations 
published from autumn 2015.  It was also discussed 
to set up additional separate standards for handling of 
concrete slurry, noise and a tool connection directive. 
These standards will be set up in co-operation with 
the German member association.

UK training standard presented
Joel Vinsant from the UK presented the UK association’s 
standard for training and their monitoring guidelines. 
Vinsant gave an overview of the standard and described 
the scope of the standard, approval and recognition 
and approval of training providers. He also touched on 
IACDS approved training providers and recognition of 

The IACDS delegates in Paris.
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equivalent training/qualifications. He continued speak-
ing about the actual trading delivery and administration 
guidance as well as course administration. Documents 
from this speech can be requested from the IACDS 
secretariat.

IACDS Diamond Awards 2016
It was decided at the meeting to arrange the popular 
IACDS Diamond Awards at next year’s Bauma exhibi-
tion in April. However this time no seminars will be 
organized. It was also decided that each contestant 
should give a speech with their contribution. A cocktail 
party will be organized in connection to the Diamond 
Awards. The meeting continued with the regular 
country reports. A guideline has been set up to collect 
different country data in order to get a more clear and 
updated picture of the current situation in the differ-
ent member markets and the global concrete cutting 

industry as a whole. PDi will later this year outline the 
current market status. However, what can be said is that 
the US concrete cutting industry has been picking up 
quite dramatically. The US concrete cutting economy 
dipped some years ago, but has gone from US$3bn to 
6bn (€2.7bn to €5.4bn). The total global revenue for the 
concrete cutting industry is now estimated at €10.8bn 
compared to €8.1bn at the last recording.

The executive director for the US association, 
Pat O’Brien, described a new standard that the US 
association has adopted that measures surface texture 
grades related to concrete floor grinding and polishing. 
More information about this standard can be found on 
CSDA’s website www.csda.org. 

Elections
IACDS elections were conducted at the end of the day. 
Lars Sandström has been IACDS president for the last 

two periods. For the first time in IACDS history a 
female president Julie White was unanimously elected. 
She is the head of UK concrete sawing and drilling 
contractor D-Drill and her first editorial is in the issue 
of PDi. Vice presidents were also elected and Norikazu 
Shibuya, head of Shibuya Company, was voted in to 
continue for another term. Swiss association president 
and Diamantbohr chief executive Philippe Wingeier 
was elected as new vice president.

The date for next year’s annual meeting was also 
set for the 17 April 2016 at a location yet to be decided 
in Munich, Germany. The annual meeting will be held 
in conjunction with the Diamond Awards and the 
Bauma exhibition.

IACDS permanent secretary Daniel Trachsel, and 
his assistant secretary and wife Anna, announced that 
they had decided to end their assignment with IACDS 
after 16 years. Daniel has been the secretary since the 
start of the association. Daniel and Anna have been 
an important engine in the organisation, carrying out 
professional work through the years. They have injected 
a very familiar and cosy atmosphere at the meetings 
and in the whole associations. IACDS is thankful for 
everything they have achieved for IACDS and the whole 
concrete cutting industry during their term in office. 
Many of the delegates said that it would be empty at 
future meetings and they both received a standing 
invitation to attend future meetings.

Replacing the Trachsels is the Spanish associa-
tion management company Rabuso, managed by José 
Blanco who is well known in the international concrete 
sawing and drilling industry. Blanco was elected the 
new secretary and together with his staff will manage 
IACDS in the future.

The official part of the 2015 IACDS annual meet-
ing ended with a dinner cruise on the river Seine.

www.iacds.org 

Julie White was elected first female president of IACDS at the annual meeting 
in April held in Paris. From th left to the right, standing Philippe Wingeier, new 
vice president of IACDS, Norikazu Shibuya, vice president, Julie White and Lars 
Sandström, pas IACDS president. Front row from the left Daniel Trachsel, IACDS 
secretary during 16 years since the association was founded. Daniel is now 
handing over the secretariat to José Blanco who is next to Daniel on the photo.
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PDi goes to 

Bollywood    
PDi’s survey of the Indian demolition and concrete sawing and 
drilling market continues. This article covers the construction 
market in India’s second biggest city, Mumbai, also known as 
Bollywood, as this is where India’s film industry is booming. PDi 
visited two contractors and Tyrolit’s sales office and service cen-
tre in Goregaon in the north western region of Mumbai that helps 
the film and construction industry to grow in this region.

Mumbai is India’s Mecca for film production. Wherever 
you travel in the city there are large billboards about 
new film releases. In some parts of the city it seems like 
there is a film production company on every block. 

Strongest region of India
PDi visited Mumbai to assess the concrete cutting and 
demolition activity and to visit Tyrolit’s sales office, 
workshop and service centre. With 12 employees it is 
in the eastern part of Goregaon, a suburb located in 
the north western part of 
Mumbai. Tyrolit has been 
represented with its own 
office in Mumbai since 
2007. Abhijit Acharya is 
the branch head of the 
Mumbai office and Na-
tional Sales Manager for 
Tyrolit in India. As per 
Abhijit, the western region 
of India, which includes 
the states of Maharash-
tra, Gujarat and Goa, is 
the strongest sales area in 
India, representing about 
35% of the total sales for 
Tyrolit in the country. 

In the three western states the construction sector 
is dominant. Tyrolit’s clients are mainly concrete cutting 
and demolition contractors, construction companies 
and government bodies. But the Mumbai region is 
where most of the jobs are and people come from all 
over India to work there. 

But the overall business has changed in this region 
in recent years. In 2008 the construction industry was 
booming with over 12% growth. Currently it is hardly 
1%, but it is believed that with the new government the 

market will start to grow. 
Investment in infrastruc-
ture has started to increase. 

Another benefit is 
that a significant part of 
Tyrolit diamond tools is 
manufactured in Thai-
land, which makes deliv-
eries faster. However, the 
core drilling sector is very 
tough and competition 
is very hard due to many 
local and foreign brands, 
mainly from China. “But 
there are still too many 
breakers around. Holes are 
still made to a big extent 

with handheld breakers or jackhammers in this region, 
even though core drilling is more sophisticated and saves 
a lot of extra work,” said Abhijit. The reason is cheap 
labour and cheap breakers. However, pay has increased 
for construction workers. Three years ago a construction 
worker cost 350 rupees/day and is now at least double 
that. A skilled wire saw operator could currently expect 
to earn 1000 rupees/day. 

A lot of downtown activity
The Mumbai Metro is an important project and cur-
rently Mumbai only has one 11km long line that was 
completed in 2014. Two more Metro lines are planned 
and will be constructed mainly underground in the 
coming 10 years. One will connect with the new 
international airport.

There is a lot of construction activity going on in 
the central area of Mumbai, especially in the finance 
district with a number of new high-rise buildings under 
construction. One big Indian financial player owns a 
big stretch of land in the middle of Mumbai, and that is 
where most of the construction takes place, at present. 

PDi editor-in-chief in the middle 
together with a number of great 
Indian concrete cutting and de-
molition workers on a worksite 
in Mumbai.
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This financial company has several subsidiaries with a 
presence in housing finance, real estate, and securities 
and they are all listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange.

At one of the company’s projects in the finance 
district the demolition and concrete sawing and drilling 
contractor Matte & Associates Engineered Demolitions 

has been hired to carry out some correction work at an 
ongoing construction project. A number of ramps and 
concrete floors for a parking garage are being demol-
ished and in some cases replaced. The ramps are being 
dismantled with wire saws and wall saws. Recently the 
small floor saw, CC1200I has become popular. The saws 

have been developed and manufactured by Tyrolit’s 
U.S.A. subsidiary Diamond Products. At the site Matte 
is also carrying extensive demolition and concrete cut-
ting work in the basement. A large area of the 2m thick 
concrete base slab is being removed with core drilling 
systems and wire saws to lower the level of the floor. 

Taj Mahal, one of the wonders of the world.

From the left Tyrolit India’s head of operations in 
Mumbai, Abhijit Acharya together with the concrete 
cutting and demolition contractor  Matte & Associ-
ates Engineered Demolitions  site manager Deepak 
Sawant.
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Matte’s site manager Deepak Sawant said that this 
project is tricky to navigate as work is going on at several 
floors of the building. In the basement Matte is using a 
TYROLIT SKSD wiresaw with a PPH20S powerpack. 
The wire used is a TYROLIT DWM***C premium and 
an additional SK-SD with an AD-S4RC powerpack is 
also being used at the project site. They are also using 
WZ and FZ-2ST wall saws from Tyrolit on this job. 
Blades used are WSM** with diameters of 825mm and 
1000 mm. Matte is also using a number of drill systems 
from other suppliers like Hilti and Husqvarna, Darda 
splitters and hydraulic bursters from Tyrolit. 

Almost all of the diamond tools Matte use on their 
projects are Tyrolit. “We are very satisfied with TYRO-
LIT’s machines and tools. About 75% of our diamond 
tools are Tyrolit and have very few problems with the 
equipment,˝ said Sawant. Matte also uses tools from 
Solga and Dr Schulze to name a few more.

Training on-site
Abhijit said that it is common that Tyrolit staff is ini-
tially involved in a project to train and to start up. “We 
send our service technicians to set up the equipment 
and they often help out for a number of days. We don’t 
charge anything for this service, but the client covers 
transportation, accommodation and food,” said Abhijit. 
He thinks that this is the way to work and he wants to 
deepen the relationship with clients. “Our products are 
great pieces of equipment and used in the right way we 
can improve our clients efficiency quite a lot and they 
know that too. However, we would like to increase the 
use of Tyrolit equipment in the country and in par-
ticular our diamond tools, that is an important task for 
the future. We also want to continue and increase our 
involvement in larger projects in urban construction, 
power plants, ports and all kinds of process industry.” 

Abhijit also emphasises the new business sector 
with trade products like petrol driven hand cutters, table 
saws, floor saws and drill systems. The target is to get 
to the level where about half of the sales are machines 
and equipment and half is diamond tools. 

Acharya has high hopes for Indian contractors 
starting to use high frequency equipment. But the 
supply of electricity is still a problem. So far, hydraulic 
equipment has been dominant and Tyrolit has a large 
share of the sales of hydraulic equipment. “I believe 
that among medium and big professional concrete 

cutting and demolition contractors 75% to 80% use 
our equipment,” said Abhijit.

But among smaller contractors breaking equipment 
is dominating. An estimated eight out of 10 small con-
tractors still use breaking equipment instead of sawing 
or drilling. “I think it is a question of educating them 
that concrete cutting is far more efficient and economic 
in the long run. This is really our mission for the future. 
If we succeed we will radically increase the number of 
clients. Short term breaking is cheaper, but it takes 

much more time. Sawing is initially more expensive, 
but is made in a third of the time,” said Abhijit

The Indian way for a company to become a con-
crete cutter goes from working with fastening tasks to 
working with core drilling and from there to wall and 
wire sawing. Some stop at the fastening stage and others 
progress to core drilling, but no further, as investments 
are too high. However, Abhijit believes the number of 
professional concrete cutting firms in India is increasing 
by about 10% per year.

The Tyrolit service and work shop 
in Mumbai.

Some of the staff at the Tyrolit Mumbai office.
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CHICAGO 
PNEUMATIC’S  
new 
generators
International construction equipment manufacturer Chicago 
Pneumatic has unveiled its new range of mobile diesel-powered 
generators for the European market. The CE compliant CPDG 
range includes five models available in 9, 14, 20, 30 and 40kVA 
ratings. They are suitable for prime power applications in the 
general construction and rental industry in Europe.

“Our new range of CPDG generators are built to offer 
maximum versatility and a wide range of features to fully 
meet the mobile power requirements of the general construc-
tion and rental industry,” said CP product marketing manager 
Angel Nieto. “Easy to use controls and fast maintenance 
accessibility mean the generators are never idle for long, and 
a high-capacity fuel tank provides for extended run-times 
between refuelling to ensure maximum productivity from 

the generator and those working on site.”
The CPDG range has been designed to be straightforward 

and uncomplicated, with user-friendly controls and gauges 
enabling operators to get the generators up and running 
quickly. Equipped with a Kubota diesel engine and automatic 
voltage regulator, the new CPDG generators provide opera-

tors working on European construction sites with a consistent 
and reliable power source. 

An extra fuel filter with water separator kit is included 
as standard. The emergency stop button, fuel filling point, 
coolant filling point and cable entry are all easy to access 
from the outside of the machine. 
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Knocking down Mumbai’s    
OLD TRAFFIC TOWER 

A large demolition project that Matte & Associates Engineered Demoli-
tions in Mumbai, India has been involved in recently was the dismantling 
of the old air traffic control tower at Mumbai International airport. PDi 

met Matte’s General Manager Anil Manmodey who described the sensitive 
demolition project at the airport. Jan Hermansson reports.

Ram Matte founded Matte & Associates Engineered 
Demolitions, in 1994. Ram Matte is a civil engineer 
and initially the company was mainly involved with 
construction work. “But it did not take long before 
we were asked to carry out all sorts of demolition 
work,” said Matte general manager Anil Manmodey 
who has been with the company since the start and 
was originally a class mate with the owner of the 
company.

From construction to 
demolition and concrete cutting

From 2004 the main work was rehabilitation. The 
company also took on some concrete sawing and drill-
ing services and in the last five years concrete cutting 
has been the dominating service accounting for about 
60% of the work.

Although concrete cutting services dominate, 
Matte has an extensive range of demolition equipment. 
The machine fleet contains three Volvo 290 and three 

Volvo 210 excavators with demolition equipment. In 
addition they have a Hitachi 460 equipped with a 26m 
demolition boom and a Kobelco SR350 with a 22m 
demolition boom. There are also several Atlas Copco 
combi crushers 2500 and Atlas Copco 100 plus a num-
ber of RP23, RP32, CR35 and an AKC300 shear from 
Mantovanibenne. They also have a number of hydraulic 
breakers and bucket crushers from Atlas Copco and MB 
Crusher. Dust suppression equipment from Dustboss is 
also used on the various demolition sites. 

Demolishing the old control tower is part of the 
major modernisation of Mumbai airport, which will 
have new air traffic control towers, terminals and new 
runways. The new Mumbai international airport is a 
private project and owned by the GVK Group. The 
airport will be able to cater for the latest and largest 
aircraft, such as the Airbus 380. Manmodey said that 
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the demolition of the old tower is quite a difficult job 
as it is in a very busy area and close to the new tower. 
There are aircraft and other vehicles constantly moving 
around the tower. The dismantling work needs to be 
carefully monitored so that none of Matte’s machinery 
and demolition debris is in the way. 

The tower is dismantled in pieces using wire and 
wall saws from TYROLIT divided between wire saws 
SKSD and WCH14 and wall saws F24ST and WZ. 
Power packs used are PPH40RRP and PPH25RRP. 
Material less then 500mm is cut with wall saws and 
above 500mm with wire saws. Each concrete block, 
weighing about 4t to 5t is then lowered to the ground 
with a crane. The blocks are then transported to a site 
nearby for the final crushing and breaking. Manmodey 
estimated that the tower contains 12,500m3 of con-
crete and a large amount of rebar. The tower was 62m 
high and Matte used the wire and wall saws for the 
dismantling down to 25m. From there the high reach 
excavators took over. 

During the three months demolition period be-
tween 10 to 12 machines were used, including concrete 
cutting equipment, demolition excavators and wheel 
loaders. Six hydraulic crushers crushed the concrete 
after the dismantling together with several hydraulic 
breakers for breaking concrete pieces. Matte had to 
provide their own electricity and water for the project, 
so diesel generators and water tanks were placed near the 
tower. Water for the wire and wall sawing was pumped 
up to a 200 litre water tank located on top where the 
dismantling work took place. The dismantling of the 
tower started on 19 October 2014 and finished mid 
January this year. 

A tricky part of the work and very time consum-
ing was when the wind changed, or when VIP aircraft 
were landing or if there was an emergency landing. 
“At these situation we had to stop our demolition 
work. We had to lower crane so there would not be 
any risk for collisions and took about an hour each 
time,” said Mr.Manmodey.

Projects countrywide
Matte has been busy with many demolition and con-
crete cutting projects in the Mumbai area. Matte is 
doing demolition and concrete cutting in a 60 floor 
commercial building. In another residential building 
nearby, they are doing concrete cutting for installations. 
The number of floors has been increased on this project 
requiring a lot of extra core drilling.

Matte is one of the biggest contractors in its field 
in India and is taking on jobs all over the country. An 
example of other ongoing projects is the demolition 
of a 120m span bridge over the river Ganges in Patna, 
capital of the state of Bihar in the northeast corner of 
India. Another bridge demolition is ongoing in Cal-
cutta, where the demolition debris is being recycled 
as fill material for a new road project near the bridge.

“We have a very strong position in India today thanks 
to our knowledge in this field. Actually we have very few 

competitors that keep the same technological level as us. 
There are many demolition and concrete cutting contractors 
in India, but most use simple and unsafe methods and equip-
ment. However, their rates are much lower then ours and 
that can cause problems for us sometimes,” said Manmodey.

In India, with a population of 1.2bn, a lot of people 
in the larger cities live in slum areas. In Delhi and Mumbai 
several of these slum areas are in the middle of the cities 
on plots that are now considered to be valuable building 
space. The shacks in these slum areas have no permission 
and are have been built illegally. In order to improve the 
situation for these people and to convert the land for build-
ing commercial and residential buildings the government 
has instituted the Slum Rehabilitation Scheme. The people 
living in the area are offered, free of charge, so called SRS 
accommodation or transit homes somewhere else in the 
city. In some cases the land is owned by the state and is sold 
to a construction company who then demolish the housing 
and construct new buildings. The construction company 
retains ownership of the houses until the construction cost 
and agreed profit has been paid. The land and buildings 
then return to the state. The need for new commercial 
and residential building is extensive all over India, but 
particularly in the big cities. This means that there will be 
a big need of demolition and concrete sawing and drilling 
services for at least the next 10 years. 

www.mattedemolitions.com 
 

General manager Anil Manmodey at Matte & Associates 
Engineered Demolitions.
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DEMOLITION 
MONSTERS  
ON DISPAY AT INTERMAT

The demolition industry featured prominently at this year’s Intermat. With 
the exception of Caterpillar and JCB that were conspicuously absent from 
the show, most other major excavator brands used the Parisian triennial to 

parade their latest machines. Andrei Bushmarin reports

Excavators command a towering presence 
at any construction fair. The beauty and the 
beast in one, they exude power and magne-
tism that draws adults and children alike. 

And demolition models with their sci-fi 
looking attachments are usually the biggest 
eye-catcher of all. Fortunately, there was no 
shortage of those at Intermat this year.
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Komatsu Europe International unveiled its latest addition to the demolition 
range - the PC490LC-10 high reach demolition excavator. Weighing 66t, the 
PC490LC-10 HRD is powered by a Komatsu 270kW EU Stage IIIB-compliant 
engine SAA6D125E-6A. With a maximum reach of 28m, the machine can tackle 
heavy-duty demolition tasks with 5t attachments at a height of up to 17.4m. 

The model comes equipped with a new working range indication system, 
which shows in real time the position of the work tool and the inclination of the 
carrier machine. Featuring the function of tool recognition at start-up, the system 
has memory settings for 15 attachments. 

The cab is built for heavy-duty demolition, with the front and roof windows 
featuring a special protective glass compliant with the EN356 Grade P5A standard. 
The front guard, side hinged for easy window cleaning, complies with ISO10262 
Level 2 falling object test requirements. The cab is mounted on a Komatsu tilting 
mechanism, with the tilt angle being infinitely adjustable between up to 30°. To 
further enhance safety, the machine is equipped with Komatsu’s patented equipment 
management monitoring system, which continuously monitors every critical unit. 

www.komatsu.eu 

With the maximum pin height of 23m and 28m respectively, the latest EC380EHR 
and EC480EHR high reach demolition excavators are designed for the most de-
manding tasks. A frame-mounted falling object guard and safety windows ensure 
safe operation while rear and side-view cameras provide an all-around view. 

Powered by Volvo Tier 4 Final/ Stage IV-compliant engines, the new excavators 
boast a heavy-duty, extendable undercarriage, which can be retracted for transporta-
tion and expanded for increased stability onsite. Both machines are equipped with a 
variety of demolition-specific features to increase durability. A micromesh screen on 
the doors and engine cowl keeps out particles and boosts engine performance while 
full-length track-chain guards prevent sharp objects from lodging in the tracks. A 
guard protects the slewing ring bearing seal and grease piping from damage. 

These machines can be equipped with a dust suppression system with a 30litre/
min hydraulic lifting pump, eliminating the need for a separate solution. Four 
nozzles, two on each side of the arm, provide a fine mist. The system can also be used 
for cleaning the machine with the high-pressure water gun mounted behind the cab. 

An attachment management system stores the settings for up to 20 different 
hydraulic attachments for ease of operation. 

www.volvoce.com

Another Japanese company Kobelco debuted an excavator tailored to car dismantling 
applications. Originally designed to dismantle automobile chassis into recyclable 
parts, the new Kobelco SK210D can also be used on trucks, planes, agricultural 
machinery and white goods. Vehicles’ smaller components, like strands of wiring 
harness, are removed by a fully rotational multifunctional crusher. The driver oper-
ates the crusher using a proportionate control button on the joystick. To hold the 
vehicle firmly in place, the SK210D is equipped with Kobelco’s innovative clamping 
arms with stripping and bending tools on top. 

The cab is fitted with a front and top window cage to ensure operational safety. 
www.kobelco.com 

KOMATSU extends high-reach demolition range      

VOLVO’S high reach excavators       

KOBELCO goes into demolition derby       
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Hitachi’s centrepiece was the first model of Zaxis-6 mid-range excavator. The 
ZX300LC-6 features the new TRIAS II technology, which minimises the loss in 
the excavator’s hydraulic circuit thanks to optimised pump flow control. An auto 
shutdown option prevents fuel wastage and reduces noise and emission levels. Along 
with the TRIAS II technology, a selective catalytic reduction system and an after-
treatment device were built in to meet the stringent EU Stage IV emission regulations. 

Due to an increased number of attachment modes, including rotary tilt and 
tilt, and two additional spools, the ZX300LC-6 is more versatile than its predeces-
sors. It also boasts an improved OPG Level 2 front guard, which can be opened 
to 90° by one-touch operation. The undercarriage was reinforced with additional 
track guards, which provide better protection for track links. A spin-on type fuel 
filter, an electric fuel pump and a cold fuel resistance valve were added to improve 
the engine’s longevity. 

www.hcme.com 

Recognized with a silver award at the pre-Intermat 2015, the Liebherr demolition 
control system ensures the stability of the carrier machine and allows the driver to 
control the position of the demolition tool at all times. Thanks to the angle sensors 
with an automatic recognition of the attachment mounted on the excavator, the 
system informs the operator continuously about the position of the attachment by 
visualizing it in real time on a colour display. To optimize the excavator’s perfor-
mances, an option of extended reach with limited rotation was added.  This helps 
the user expand the working area while using smaller machines.  

www.liebherr.com 

Hidromek, based in Turkey, has been steadily consolidating its position in the 
excavator segment over the last few years. The company has launched an expansion 
project aimed at doubling production capacity of its excavator plant in Ankara. The 
new 1Mm2 facility is expected to be operational this year. 

At Intermat, Hidromek premiered a new member of its GEN Series, the HMK 
490LC HD crawler excavator. Weighing in at 50.8t, the machine comes as standard 
with a 260kW Isuzu engine, a 6.55m boom and 2.7m³ bucket. The hydraulic pump’s 
life and overall performances of the HMK490LC HD have been enhanced thanks 
to the two axial pistons and variable displacement hydraulic pumps from Kawasaki. 

The heavy-duty upper frame and the long undercarriage are designed to with-
stand extreme working conditions. The safety features include the head and front 
guards to protect the cab from falling materials and the undercarriage guards to 
protect the crawler. The ROPS and FOPS certified cab is equipped with the top, 
front and side guards. The standard rear view camera automatically turns on when 
the machine is on the move. 

www.hidromek.com.tr
  

HITACHI premiers the first Zaxis-6 model      

Award-winning demolition control 
system from LIEBHERR      

HIDROMEK strengthens its position in the 
excavator sector      
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FIRST MOBILE CRUSHER 
IN BEIJING’S CITY CENTRE
China has strict requirements for crushers, especially 
when they work in the capital Bejing. For the first time in 
China, a recycling project with impact crusher has been 
allowed in the heart of Beijing. The company Beijing 
Yu Long Environment Protection was contractor and 
started a new era in demolition recycling.

Processing and recycling on site
In Daxing District, in central Beijing, a road needed to 
be repaired. The Beijing City Road and Bridge Con-
struction Group selects its partners for such projects 
within the city very carefully. Because of experience in 
environmentally-conscious processing of asphalt and 
rubble, and Austrian technology, the authority chose 
to work with Beijing Yu Long Environment Protection 
using the Rockster impact crusher R700S. For the first 
time recycled asphalt and concrete were crushed directly 
at the site and reused immediately for road construction.

“The final material produced with the Rockster 
R700S has an excellent quality, the cubic grain can be 
optimally used for road construction or any other build-
ing materials,” said Beijing Yu Long Environment Pro-
tection Mr. Huang. He is proud of his first downtown 
recycling project, processing 5,500t of material. Thanks 
to the immediate reuse of the crushed material for the 
construction of the new road, they could additionally 
save transport costs and avoid exhaust gases.

Compliments for performance 
and additional dust suppression

Rockster’s R700S did a good job and had a very constant 
output of more than 100t/hr to a size of 0/32mm and 
low fuel consumption. Moreover they were impressed 
by the additional dust suppression on the main belt. 
Throughout the recycling process hardly any exhaust 
or dust emissions were produced.

Recycling potential in Beijing
“It is very important for us to recycle construction 
waste. So we can protect the environment and save 
natural resources,” said Beijing City Road and Bridge 
Construction Group project manager Mr Wany. It is 
estimated that only in the city of Beijing, about 40Mt 
of demolition waste could be recycled with a crusher like 
the Rockster R700S and about 90% of this rubble could 
be reused. These figures are 
impressive and show the 
huge potential for recycling 
in China.

On Beijing TV, the 
project is explained in detail 
and the benefits of the con-
struction waste recycling are 
highlighted. Here is the QR 
Code for video: 
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Precision in the field     
The first Volvo EC480D HR high reach demolition excavator  in 
the Benelux countries is battling with a former NATO military 
base in the port of Zeebrugge.

Clearing this former NATO site represents the first 
phase of the Stevin project, which aims at upgrad-
ing the region’s electricity grid. It will include the 
construction of a new, high-voltage substation. The 
work is being done for Elia, Belgium’s high-voltage 
transmission system operating 8,000 km of lines and 
underground cables throughout Belgium.

The demolition contract was awarded to Belgian 
company, Aannemingsbedrijf Princen, a specialist in 
high-voltage schemes. This project includes demol-
ishing two heavily reinforced storage tanks and the 
removal of other structures, buried cables, two buried 
pump stations and some remediation work to remove 
areas of contaminated soil.  

The latest Volvo EC480D HR high reach demo-
lition rig is part of the onsite fleet and is equipped 
with a short, straight boom and arm configuration. 
“With the short boom, I have a pin height of 14m 
and because of the machine’s weight of 63t, additional 
counterweight and 4m track width, I can work with 
a 4.8t crusher with excellent stability,” said operator 
and company owner, Wesley Princen. “I also like 

the hydraulically variable undercarriage and Volvo’s 
hydraulic joint, which makes equipment changes 
quick and easy.”

Levelling the sloping site will involve recycling 
12,000t of concrete and 50,000m3 of earth. The 
ground will have to be prepared for the construction 
of the new substation, which will require covering the 
entire site with a 700mm deep layer of sand.

When fitted with its high reach, 27m boom 
and arm configuration, the Volvo EC480D HR can 
carry an attachment up to 3t. Safety features include 
boom and arm holding valves, forward and rear view 
cameras, as well as roof and front screen protection. 
It also has a total moment indicator that warns the 
operator if the machine approaches the maximum 
safe working load. For enhanced visibility and re-
duced operator fatigue when working at high reach, 
the tilting cab pivots up to 30°. 

When not required for high reach work, the 
machine’s design, including its modular joint, enables 
a switch from demolition equipment to a standard 
digging boom and arm in just 1.5h.
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Tyrolit Hydrostress used the recent Intermat show in Paris, to 
launch the light and compact WSE811*** wall saw with a 
cutting depth of up to 315mm.

The saw head, control unit, and drive are combined into a 
single package, which has a maximum power output of 9kW at 
16A. Due to the integrated design the wall saw, weighing on 
25.4kg, operates with only one power supply and one water 
connection. Perfectly coordinated, weight-optimized system 
components, such as the track and blade guard, allow for easy 
setup and takedown, ensuring simple operation and maximum 
mobility when cutting windows and doors. 

The WSE811*** is driven by a P2 drive. With this high-
frequency technology, integrated permanent magnets reduce 
heat as well as motor speed, take the strain off machine 
components and cut maintenance requirements. 

FEATURES
• Next generation 1-Series scalper
• Class leading total scalping area of 5.5m x  
 1.75m / 5m x 1.75m, allowing for high rate of   
 production
• Capable of being fed by large crushers,   
 yet precise enough to produce accurate   
 aggregates, and tough enough to recycle   
 mixed materials
• Heavy duty crusher-type chassis 
• Global aftermarket support, with standard  
 stock parts to ensure minimum loss of   
 production
• Machine designed for efficient fuel economy,  
 and low operating costs
• Fully tracked for on-site mobility
• Different applications catered for through  
 Sandvik screening media
• Capable of operating in the most hostile   
 environments
• Massive stockpiling capability through   
 integrated hydraulic conveyors
• Easily transported from site to site High performing scalping solution

In response to customers, Sandvik Construction Mobile Crush-
ers and Screens has refreshed the flagship QE440 scalper 
with the QE441 as the latest addition to the Premium range 
of scalping screens.

Key refinements on the QE441 include updates to the 
screenbox, screen drive and screen media, which increases up-

time, performance and versatility. Other improvements include 
upgrades to the apron plate feeder, wear resistant hopper 
and radio remote controls, all of which are fitted as standard. 

To improve the experience for operators, this model now 
includes Sandvik’s easy to use control system and user interface 
with sequential start, whilst two speed tracking will help to 

reduce travel time between sites. The QE441 offers increased 
durability and operator comfort, without sacrificing performance.

The QE441 can accept robust infeed material and is now 
even better suited to large quarrying, mining and recycling 
applications. It can also work as a stand-alone unit feeding 
a primary crusher.

TYROLIT’S LIGHTEST 
WALL SAW
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MOBILE RECYCLING EQUIPMENT, 
evolution step by step

Once, I worked for a company with strict definitions in this field. 
Mobile meant wheels or crawler tracks. Portable meant legs or skids. 
But both categories were of course transportable. In this case let us 
make it simple: if it can be moved with relative ease, manufacturers 

regard it as mobile. David Ehrenstrale reports.

There is no question mobility is the future. Instead of 
being dumped, demolition material can be processed 
on site. In the case of demolition of concrete, reinforce-
ment steel is removed, and recycled as scrap. This leaves 
the concrete free to be processed by mobile units with 
crushers and screens. The aggregates produced, can be 
made to meet stringent demands and can in some cases 
be reused on the spot. If not, the recycled aggregates can 
be sold externally. In any case processing on site elimi-
nates the costs for transporting, dumping and stockpil-
ing the material. However, to demolition contractors, 
the investment in mobile equipment of this kind is of 
interest only when larger amounts of material to be 
processed can be foreseen. So an investment is perhaps 
mostly a question for major demolition contractors. For 
demolition contractors handling smaller quantities of 
demolition concrete, the bucket based technology may 
be an alternative worth considering.

Players in the demolition field are in many cases 
influenced by design engineers, people finding new 
solutions to improve sustainability and developing 
things for the benefit of all. PDi reviews some of the 
major players in this field.

DSB Innocrush
The Austrian company has developed what they call In-
nodrive, a new drive for their range of mobile crushing and 
screening units. It eliminates the need for a coupling. Belt 
tensioning is hydraulically adapted so that the impactor can 
be in an on/off mode although the diesel engine is continu-
ously running. The impactor therefore is driven by the fric-
tion between belt and pulley. So far their smallest unit the 
Innocrush 30 has been furnished with this new drive. The 
experience from that installation indicates that the drive 
is simple, robust and service friendly. The horizontal shaft 

impactor with a 1m rotor diameter is driven directly by an 
186kW Caterpillar diesel over V-belts. Belt tensioning is 
hydraulically controlled to safeguard the impactor, while 
the diesel is continuously running at maximum power and 
torque.  This new drive is readily available for inspection 
and maintenance thanks to the removal of a protective 
grate. Replacement of V-belts is not time consuming. The 
Innocrush 30 has a maximum capacity of 300t/h and a 
weight of just 30t and is easily transportable.

At the Mawev 2015, DSB Innocrush exhibited 
a unit called Innocrush 35, and was pleased with the 
market response for the new clutch-free transmission.

Hartl crusher
Hartl is launching the Hartl HSP 3300 mobile, com-
pact twin deck screening unit. It has been exhibited at 
Mawev and at Intermat. The screening plant is based 
on a compact design and good screening efficiency with 
production up to 90m3/h.

According to Hartl’s chief design engineer Georg 
Haberfellner, the main advantage lies in the screen box’s 
electro-hydraulic drive, which provides more power than 
comparable electric drives and is also more robust and 
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durable. At the same time, with this drive system the 
speed of the screen’s rotation is continuously variable 
and a reversed rotation is also possible. The screen box 
is spring mounted and provides the best power transfer 
for both screen decks. 

The equipment can be used for the classification 
and refinement of recycled materials, as well as for the 
screening of natural stone. The screening unit is also 
ideal for use in road construction and earthworks, as 
well as forest road construction and excavations.

The screening unit is ideal for work together with 
Hartl’s bucket crushers and bucket screens.

When fed by a bucket crusher, up to three fractions 
can be produced. Combined with bucket screen this can 
be increased to four.

Hartl also offers the appropriate conveyor belts 
to provide a discharge height of 2.5m. The folding 
mechanism enables simple belt changing and reduces 
transport dimensions to a minimum.

The screening system, including conveyor belts, has 
an electrical power consumption of only 14kW.

Powerscreen
Powerscreen is part of the Terex Corporation that 
manufactures a broad range of equipment for various 
industries, including the construction, infrastructure, 
manufacturing, shipping, transportation, refining, 
energy, utility, quarrying and mining industries.

At this year’s Intermat, Powerscreen exhibited its 
newest mobile screen, the Powerscreen Warrior 600. 
“We were excited to launch our new Warrior 600 
screen,” said Powerscreen brand leader Colin Clements. 
“We showed some of the machine’s key features, includ-
ing its compact size, which allows it to be transported in 
a shipping container and makes it easy to move between 

sites at minimal cost. This machine demonstrates how 
we can meet the needs of the recycling and aggregates 
segments.”

Powerscreen Warrior 600
The crawler mounted Warrior 600 is the most recent 
addition to the Warrior mobile screening family. The 
most compact heavy-duty mobile screen makes the War-
rior range the widest in the market with six machines of 
varying size. Ease of transport is one of many features 
on this new model. The Warrior 600 is versatile with its 
simple conversion to obtain three or two fractions and 
takes place within minutes. 

The Warrior 600 also features a 2.4m x 1.2m screen 
box capable of 6G of acceleration. The high-strength, 
high amplitude, two-bearing screen box promotes easy 
handling and separation of large items from material 
fines in recycling tasks. User benefits include rapid 
set-up time and ease of operation aided by hydraulic 
folding side conveyors, rigid feed hopper sides and two 
speed tracks.

Rockster
Kormann Rockster Recycler in Austria has launched 
the 28.6t crawler mounted impact crusher R900. The 
mobile unit is based on a fully hydraulic concept and 
will produce a perfect cubic final grain. The unit can be 
used for the recycling of asphalt, concrete and demoli-
tion debris, as well as crushing stone. The design of the 
impact crusher includes two hydraulically adjustable 
swing-beams, as well as variation of the rotor speed. 
This allows the final grain to be optimally influenced. 

The drive system is located at the rear of the 
machine, enclosed in a sound-proofed housing. For 
maintenance and service purposes the casing can be 

opened on all sides. The hydraulic pump for all auxiliary 
drives, as well as the pump for the hydrostat, is driven 
by a distributing gear unit. The hydrostat activates the 
crusher by a V-belt drive. 

Sandvik
Sandvik recently introduced the QA441 mobile double 
screen unit, designed to match the needs of larger 
operators. The double screen technology utilises two 
high-speed screens that operate independently of each 
other. The first screen removes fines, enabling the sec-
ond screen to improve screening efficiency of the final 
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material. The technology enables the screening unit to 
produce large volumes of fractions in accordance with 
strict specifications.

The QA441 is a highly productive 6m x 1.5m 
double deck screen, which incorporates a large feed 
hopper, two independently angled screen boxes and 
extended product conveyors that offer massive stockpil-
ing capabilities. All of this is carried on a durable chassis 
that is designed to withstand the rigours of recycling 
applications. Other models within this range of screens 
include the QA331, and QA451.

Rubble Master
Rubble Master has further developed its rental operation 
in cooperation with Buloc, their sales partner in Alsace, 
Lorraine and Franche-Comté. RM Compact Crushers 
are easy and intuitive to operate and ideal for rental busi-
ness where the contractor renting the machines may need 
to crush 2,000t, which is required for a building site and 
they hire the crusher to do the job. “They then hire it 
again one or two months later and this works really well,” 
said Buloc chief executive Thierry Venturini. “With the 

support of Rubble Master RM machine rental, we’ve 
taken the concept one bit further.”

The key benefit of RM crushers in the rental busi-
ness is usability. Thanks to the Go!-principle, the RM 
Compact Crushers are easy and intuitive to operate. 
Buloc is successful with after-sales service, sales and 
also RM machine rental. When the crisis reached its 
peak in France in 2008 construction machinery sales 
were sluggish. People were enthusiastic about product 
demonstrations and potential customers found the qual-
ity convincing but the problem was financing. “I then 
began to develop my rental fleet with a lot of assistance 
from Rubble Master,” said Venturini.

RM supports its dealers when starting a rental 
service. “We have been using our successful rental fleet 
concept in Austria for a number of years. With this 
know-how we have also been supporting our sales part-
ners, such as Buloc for some time now,” said RM founder 
and chief executive Gerald Hanisch. The rental model 
was exactly in line with the needs of customers in the 
regions served by Buloc. Construction companies do not 
want to build up large warehouses, especially in difficult 
economic times, and building material is purchased in 
the amounts required or produced just-in-time.

RM has been working on the development of 
technical solutions for mobile crushers. RM created a 
market for on-site recycling. The RM Go!-principle is 
another example of innovations from RM. Designed 
especially for newcomers to recycling, a colour-coded 
guidance system emerged, which means the crushers can 
be operated intuitively and easily. Lengthy and elaborate 
training, explanations or adjustments are not required 
for the RM Go!-machines. This gives users the major 
benefit of earning revenue immediately with the RM 
Go!-models.  “This means that all our customers have to 
do is just push the button to get started, “ said Hanisch. 
“What is very practicable especially in the case of rental 
machines, even customers who have never operated a 
crusher produce valuable aggregate right from the start.”

With 115 employees RM offers appropriate solu-
tions for the mobile crushing of recycling material and 
natural stone for newcomers to the business, profession-
als and niche users. Rubble Master has 1,600 compact 
crushers in all continents. Exports account for roughly 
90 % of business.

SBM
SBM has launched the mobile jaw crusher unit Jaw-
max 1006 ECO/MAXI. The newcomer series of SBM 
mineral processing combines the joint know-how of 
the brands SBM and MFL. The crawler-mounted jaw 
crusher unit now includes a screen.

The new unit is ideal for crushing recycling material 
and rock. The unit promises optimised work processes 
and proven manufacturing quality to assure profitable 
and homogeneous final products in a single step.

The single toggle jaw crusher type STE 100.60 
ASV is the centrepiece of the plant. Two innovations 
improve safety. The overload protection system is pre-
vents uncrushable objects from damaging or blocking 
the crusher. The crushing gap is opened by the automatic 
gap adjustment, so the uncrushable object can safely 
leave the crusher and the moveable crusher jaw moves 
back to its pre-defined position. Additionally, direction 
of rotation and speed can be regulated automatically 
by the control.

At a capacity of up to 200t/h STE 100.60 ASV 
masters feed sizes of 950mm x 550mm, which can be 
processed to a final grain size of 0/50mm - 0/200mm. 
Due to the improved pre-screening with conical vi-
brating grizzly bars the material is separated before the 
crushing process has started.

Screen now included
As a first, SBM supplies a compact mobile jaw crusher 
plant plus screen to obtain homogeneous screening 
results in one step. The single-deck circular vibratory 
screening unit with the dimensions 2.5m x 1.2m can 
be provided with various screen linings assuring over-
size free final products suitable for immediate further 
processing.

Easy to transport
Easy to handle transport dimensions and environ-
mental friendliness complete the package of benefits. 
Its transport dimensions of 10m x 2.6m x 3.2m and 
a total weight of 29.7t allow easy and transportation 
on standard flatbed trailers. The diesel-electric drive 
concept and the electric track drive score with improved 
efficiency and reduced oil consumption in comparison 
to hydraulic systems.
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Current C&D waste recycling targets are  

an obstacle to growth    
In 2012 62% of construction, demolition and excavation waste 
in Europe was recycled according to a recent report from Frost & 
Sullivan. CDE Global head of marketing Peter Craven argues that 
rather than demonstrating success, these targets are making wider 
problems in the CD&E waste recycling sector across Europe.

The Waste Framework Directive sets a target for 70% 
recycling of construction, demolition and excavation 
waste across Europe by 2020. According to the latest 
figures available the amount of material recycled was 
61.8%. This would indicate that progress is being made 
and the EU target is achievable. However, closer exami-
nation reveals that there is a huge difference between 
the top performers and those who have not grasped the 
opportunity presented by C&D waste recycling. 

Those member states that are on target have either 
hit the target already or will do so without much more ef-
fort. On the flip side, those states that will miss the target 
are so far behind schedule that it is not even achievable.

Surely the purpose of a target is to drive improve-
ments, increase efficiency, and encourage innovation. 

The 70% recycling target from the WFD does none of 
these things in its current form. By not addressing this 
issue now we will waste the next six years waiting to 
report on a target, when we already know the answer.

The UK, Germany, France, Benelux and the Alpine 
States will all hit the 70% target and some have already 
reached it. The Nordics, Iberia, Italy and the countries 
in central and eastern Europe will all miss the target, 
but will have made some investment in basic processing 
technologies to reach the target.

While the industry focuses its efforts on a mean-
ingless 70% recycling target the volume of CD&E 
waste produced across Europe will rise to over 1.1bnt/
year, a 26% increase on the current level. A recent 
report from Frost & Sullivan stated: “While 95% of 

this C&D waste is reusable, recycling is just not being 
managed properly.” And a EU report from June 2013 
titled ‘Ambitious waste targets and local and regional 
waste management’ stated: “.. best practices in Europe 
show that recycling rates over 80% and 90% are fea-
sible. For those countries that are already achieving 
higher re-use, recycling and recovery rates the WFD 
does not provide an incentive to achieve higher targets. 
In principle, differentiated targets for these member 
states could be set in the WFD or alternatively in their 
national legislation.”

It is clear that there is recognition from industry 
commentators and at EU level that the 70% target from 
the WFD is no longer fit for purpose. However, any 
search for an alternative seems to have a very blinkered 
view and fails to ask two very important questions: Does 
a ‘one size fits all’ approach work? And are the targets 
focused in the right way – will they drive efficiency, 
protect the environment, and encourage innovation?

It is obvious from the latest available figures that 
the targets have created a very clear split between those 
member states that will achieve the target and those 
who will not. To be able to accurately predict this six 
years in advance of the deadline is all the evidence that 
is required that the current targets need to be reviewed 
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Current C&D waste recycling targets are  

an obstacle to growth    
and allowances made for individual market conditions 
within each member state.

Member States, where there are limited volumes of 
virgin materials, are obviously going to perform better 
than states where virgin materials are in abundance. 
Member states with high landfill taxes are incentivising 
the recycling of C&D waste material. There are some 
member states with relatively very low landfill costs so 
the disposing of C&D waste is still the most economi-
cally viable option. While this is not sustainable in the 
long term landfill taxes would need to rise by a huge 
multiple to bring these member states into line with 
others where high landfill charges already exist. This 
is simply not achievable by the 2020 deadline as no 
sitting government is going to stand over an increase 
as dramatic as this.

All of this assumes that simply measuring the 
volume of C&D waste that is recycled is the best way 
to drive improvements and innovation in the sector. So 
are the targets focused in the right way and will they 
drive efficiency, protect the environment, and encour-
age innovation?

The vast majority of CD&E waste in Europe is 
processed using basic processing technologies. The end 
result of this is recycled products that are only suitable 

higher value construction applications, such as concrete, 
we can turn this around. This would encourage the use 
of the advanced processing technologies that exist, which 
will produce recycled sand and aggregates with a much 
broader scope of application.

Increased specification of these higher value materi-
als builds trust in the material and improves the percep-
tion of recycled material, leading to increased demand. 
This in turn creates demand from material producers for 
these advanced processing systems that need to invest in 
this technology in order to stay competitive and meet 
the new demands of their customers.

This in turn forces equipment manufacturers to 
continue to develop new ways of processing this mate-
rial and drive innovation in processing technologies to 
maintain their own competitive advantage.

All of these things combine to change the percep-
tion of recycled material and ensure we are in a position 
to efficiently deal with the 1.1bnt of this material that 
will be generated across Europe by 2020.

Another indirect benefit of being proactive with this 
is that we address the difficulties in recruiting people to 
the construction materials and recycling sectors. We all 
play a part in demonstrating that we are operating in 
a 21st century industry that is prepared to go over and 
above basic adherence to legislation. By demonstrating 
our commitment to sustainability and maximising value 
from recycled materials we make our industry a much 
more attractive proposition as an innovative sector with 
a bright future. This is essential if we are to remain rel-
evant, stay viable and secure the future innovation that 
will keep our sector thriving and strong.

www.cdeglobal.com 

for very low value construction applications. It is also 
clear that backfilling is still the dominant application 
for most of the recycled construction, demolition and 
excavation waste in Europe.

Within the WFD the targets to be achieved by 2020 
are “Preparation for re-use, recycling and backfilling of 
70% construction and demolition waste.” This seems 
to suggest that there is recognition that backfilling does 
not constitute recycling, yet when material is used for 
backfilling it is currently included within the recycling 
rates reported by the member states.

The reason for including backfilling within the 
reported numbers is easy to understand. It makes it 
easy to hit the 70% target by simply introducing the 
most basic processing technologies and producing 
material with little or no commercial value. This is a 
fundamental flaw in the current approach to CD&E 
waste recycling in Europe.

The current targets are aimed at reducing the vol-
ume of CD&E waste that is sent to landfill. This fails 
to recognise the valuable resource that CD&E waste is 
and the potential that exists for the production of higher 
value materials from this waste stream. 

While there is no doubt that there is a requirement 
for materials to be used in low value construction ap-
plications it is not doing anything for the perception 
of recycled aggregates when this is seen by many as the 
only potential use for this material. By introducing the 
advanced processing systems available for the processing 
of CD&E waste we can expand the range of applications 
for this material and change the perception of recycled 
sand and aggregates. It is only by doing this that we will 
achieve the aim of maximising the potential that exists 
from the efficient recycling of construction, demolition 
and excavation waste.

The evidence exists that recycled aggregates are a 
viable alternative to virgin aggregates in concrete, for 
example, yet only a tiny proportion of recycled material 
across Europe is currently used in concrete manufactur-
ing. Australian government guidelines state that up to 
30% of recycled aggregate can be used for structural 
concrete without any noticeable different in workability 
and strength when compared to virgin aggregates.

Many in the virgin aggregates business see recycled 
material as a threat when in fact it is exactly the op-
posite. The exploitation of recycled aggregates to their 
full potential ensures we protect aggregate supply from 
a sustainable source. It prolongs the life of the finite 
resources.

Do the current C&D waste recycling targets drive 
efficiency, protect the environment and encourage in-
novation? The answer is a resounding ‘No’. If we instead 
target the increased use of recycled C&D waste into 
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Barry Maunder and Gareth Fryer from Mulching, 
Crushing and Screening Ltd (MCS), situated in Napier 
/ New Zealand, are firm believers in reaping the rewards 
of sound technology through plenty of research. 

The brand-new Austrian-manufactured Rockster 
R900 impact crusher is currently working the hard yards 
for MCS on contract at Winstone Aggregates Whitehall 
Quarry on the outskirts of Cambridge is the only one 
of its kind in New Zealand. “I did a lot of homework 
on the Rockster before we bought it,” says Maunder. “I 
looked at it from every angle and I was really impressed, 
not only by its basic operating capacities but also by the 
flexibility of the unit’s design.” Maunder says the R900 
stood out because of its potential as a valuable invest-
ment for the company’s future. 

Saving transportation costs 
through this all-in-one machine

“In addition to our work for Winstones, we also com-
plete contract work for the Department of Conservation, 
building access roads, helipads and other infrastructure 
in some pretty remote and difficult-to-get-to terrain. Lo-
gistically this sort of work can prove challenging. We’ve 
had situations in the past where we’ve been crushing 
100mm aggregate into 40mm product and have needed 
to get a jaw, cone and screen into the bush, incurring 
thousands of dollars in transportation fees in the process. 
The R900 is very much an all-in-one unit, so Rockster’s 
technology will help mitigate this level of expense for 
us, as well as the need to tie up a large portion of our 
machine fleet in one location.” 

Numerous adjustment 
possibilities lead to high flexibility

Maunder was immediately impressed by the R900’s abil-
ity to convert from an impact crusher to a jaw inside of 
a few hours. “Change the screen size and the screen box 
and you’re away. This really is a fantastic technology and 
very intuitive to use too,” says Maunder. MCS’s crusher 
operator at the Whitehall Quarry, Brandon Faulkner, 
agrees. “I never had something to do with a Rockster 
plant before, but it’s really easy to set changes with it. I’ve 
come from the old style of crushing where everything 
is done with a spanner; undoing the toggle bolts and 
springs, cranking it forward and then locking it back 
up. Until recently it has been a very manual process, 
but the R900 is all hydraulics-based. It really is as easy 
as pushing a button. You can even adjust the settings 
while the machine is running, which is pretty amazing.” 

The machine features two hydraulically adjustable 
swing-beams and variable rotor speed, meaning the 
operator has precise control over final grain specifica-
tion at all times. 

R900 crusher features
Drive comes courtesy of a 197kW electronically regu-
lated Volvo six-cylinder engine, located at the rear of 
the R900 inside sound-proofed bodywork which can 
be opened up for easy access for service interval checks. 
The impact crusher features an inlet opening measuring 
900mm x 720mm, with an impact circle diameter of 
1020mm. Four rotor hammers provide for a crush-
ing ratio of between 1:10 and 1:50 at speeds of up to 

850rpm. The R900 also boasts a robust Hardox 400 
reinforced feed hopper offering a volume of 4.2 m². The 
machine is relatively compact, with transport dimensions 
registering 9.6 metres in length, 2.5 metres in width 
and 3.2 metres in height. The standard 400mm-wide 
tracks – operated through a two-speed hydraulic drive 
system – make it easy to relocate around the quarry 
and on and off transporter equipment. “We’re running 
another machine with a similar-sized jaw that weighs 45 
tonnes. The R900 weighs not even 30 tonnes including 
screen box and return belt, but it has similar production 
capacities. We produce about 120 tonnes per hour of 
granite - from 200mm to 40mm final grain.”

Spare parts solution
It might be ‘the one and only’ R900 in the country 
for now, but Maunder says he has been very impressed 
with distributor Equip2 Processing Solution’s ability to 
supply wear parts immediately. “Bert and the guys at 
Equip2 Processing Solutions really look to be running 
a tight ship. Parts availability is certainly something you 
need to look at twice if you’re taking on a new entry to 
the market, but I’ve been impressed with the back-up 
they’ve offered so far.” “They have a good stock of wear 
parts and a direct line to the factory in Austria, so I 
have a lot of faith in the service side of their company,” 
he says. MCS has invested over $3m in brand new gear 
during the last year. The Rockster R900 makes up a fair 
proportion of that, but I’m really confident the state-of-
the-art technological advantages and flexibility it offers 
our company make it a worthwhile investment.”

A Future-Proof  
INVESTMENT

Equip2 Processing Solutions has supplied the first 
Rockster R900 in New Zealand to Mulching, Crush-
ing and Screening Ltd. The machine already looks 
set to add speed, precision and flexibility to the 
company’s machine fleet.
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Mist-air classic dust suppression and odour absorption sys-
tems suppress dust, absorb odours and eliminate insects in 
all sizes of buildings without wetting floors, stored materials, 
machines or personnel. Because the mist-air base unit has 
the capacity to produce huge volumes of fog, just one unit 
can supply several areas or buildings simultaneously but 
with precise and independent control over each area. The 
system can easily be expanded or relocated to accommodate 
retrospective changes in operations.

Mist-air offers a unique mobile solution to localised 
dust problems caused by outdoor shredding, crushing and 
screening operations.

The misting screen system uses very little water and 
power and the surrounding area remains relatively dry. The 
ultra-fine fog particles are extremely effective at absorbing 
fine dust particles, thus preventing them from migrating to 
other areas.

A unique   
SUPPLIER OF MIST  

Mist-Air Europe has teamed up with WLP and can now offer 
fog cannons for suppressing airborne dust very effectively in large 

outside areas. These fog cannons produce a heavier water droplet 
compared to the mist-air system. The range of fog cannons can 
be supplied in various sizes mounted on off-road trailers, skids 
for forklift movement or on permanently positioned base plates.

Mistral wheel wash systems are used for preventing site 
traffic from tracking out dirt and contaminants onto public 
roads. All systems are supplied complete with the necessary 
water recycling and sludge management systems. Custom-
ised wash systems for extra-large site vehicles, construction 
machines and military vehicles and tanks can also be supplied.

Mist-Air Europe has its headquarters and production facility 
in the UK and coordinates international operations through 
its office in Germany. The company continues to expand a 
global distribution and service partner network and currently 
has distributors in Switzerland, France, Benelux, Italy, Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Spain, Poland and Australia.

www.mist-air.co.uk
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INDECO’S ‘FOCUS ON’ GUIDEBOOKS
At Intermat, Indeco presented the first issue of the ‘Focus On’ 
series of guidebooks, designed to provide the industry with 
indications on how to use its construction, mining, demolition 
and recycling applications.

The first issue is dedicated to tunnelling, ‘Focus On - Tun-
nels: excavation with hydraulic breakers. A Guide to methods, 
tools and advantages’. Written in conjunction with Bari 
Polytechnic, the guide shows how hydraulic breakers can be 
used when excavating tunnels.

“The idea to share the knowledge and experience we 
have built up over 40 years of business in tunnelling first 
gained ground in early 2013,” said Indeco marketing man-
ager Michele Vitulano. “We’ve realized that the experience 
we’ve gained in that time working here in Italy alongside a 
variety of excavation firms could be a great treasure for de-
molition operators around the world. This is because we have 
had to develop flexible solutions with our hydraulic breakers 
for contractors who have to deal with Italy’s geology.” 

“Using the analytic hierarchy process, we worked with 
the research team to identify a system that would consider 

several different factors when coming up with selection 
criteria,” said Professor Alessandro Reina, who wrote one 
section of the guide.

“AHP can provide project teams with initial assessment 
criteria as to the best excavation method to use,” said 
Indeco engineer Mauro Amato. “When working on inher-
ently complex projects, such as tunnels, decisions need to 
be based on a whole range of tools that together provide 
an overall picture.”

“Whereas the tunnel-boring machine is currently 
regarded as the most efficient and best-known excavation 
method, there are some situations where using a TBM 
would be either impossible or inadvisable, due to its lack 
of flexibility. By contrast, the hydraulic breaker is a versatile, 
economical and efficient method that has proven to be an 
ideal complement for excavating tunnels,” adds Indeco 
engineer Alessandro Ciccolella.

The ‘Focus On: Tunnels’ manual will be available free of 
charge in English, French and Italian from the Indeco site at: 
www.indeco.it

The new Cat pin grabber coupler for hydraulic  fea-
tures a two-stage locking system ensuring work-tool 
engagement and provides audio/visual verification of 
proper attachment for operators. The coupler’s internal 
mechanism then combines with continual hydraulic 
force from the machine and actual digging forces to 
keep the work tool secure. It complies with applicable 
global safety standards and is available in a narrow 
configuration that remains within the width of narrow 
trenching buckets.

The coupler is available for Cat excavator models 
311 through 349 D, E, and F series and is compatible 
with Cat work tools and most competitive buckets. Most 
F Series models have auxiliary hydraulic systems ready 
to operate the coupler.

The pin grabber coupler has a wedge-lock system 
for primary pin retention, as well as a positive secondary 
latch. The system maintains constant hydraulic pressure 
on the wedge. The coupler frame absorbs most of the 
forces involved to help ensure long-term durability. In 
compliance with safety regulations, the coupler main-
tains tool position in the event of hydraulic pressure loss.

Weight reductions, as much as 10% for some 
models compared with conventional couplers, serves to 
enhance machine performance. In addition, the coupler 
incorporates a short-profile configuration that reduces 
tip radius distance from the stick mounting pin to the 
bucket cutting edge for added digging power, greater 
fill ratios, and fuel conservation.

In any application, coupler operation can be ham-
pered by dirt, rock, and debris packing into and around 
the coupler. To substantially reduce this risk, the new 
Cat Pin Grabber Coupler incorporates a debris shield 
that completely covers the top of the coupler, helping 
to ensure proper operation and reducing maintenance 
by eliminating the need for the operator to periodically 
stop the machine and clear obstructing material.

A lifting eye cantered on the back of the coupler 
(matching the stick centreline) assists operators in 
keeping loads aligned and in maintaining more precise 
control when placing items, such as trench boxes. In 
addition, the shape of the eye, similar in design and 
size to those used on buckets, accepts larger shackles 
and enhances shackle stability.

Routine maintenance of the new coupler is simpli-
fied with a central greasing block located on the side of 
the unit and allowing lubrication of all but two grease 
points. This feature saves time and encourages proper 
maintenance.

CATERPILLAR LAUNCHES 
A PIN GRABBER

Power management company Eaton has launched a new 
patent pending GH001 EverCool hose, which features 
nearly zero permeation and potential refrigerant gas loss. 
The unique air conditioning (A/C) hose was developed to 
provide maximum performance for a wide variety of refrig-
erants and refrigerant oils, and is ideal for use in mobile 
A/C and refrigeration applications within buses, trucks and 
other large commercial vehicles.  The core tube consists of a 
dual-extrusion veneer bonded to a second layer, minimising 
effusion while maximising oil and refrigerant compatibility.

“The GH001 EverCool hose meets the high standards 
of equipment manufacturers requiring longer hose life, 
greater temperature resistance and better kink resistance” 
said Johannes Kammerlohr, product manager, Eaton. “By 
virtually eliminating refrigerant loss, the hose demonstrates 
Eaton’s dedication to creating reliable and environmentally 
friendly fluid conveyance solutions.”

Many mobile applications, including within trucks, buses, 
agricultural and construction vehicles, use very long lengths of 
A/C hose on both the pressure and suction side. Utilising long 
hose lengths maximises the value of the GH001 A/C hose, 
helping eliminate refrigerant loss and the ensuing need to top 
off the system over time. This new generation of hose technol-
ogy helps satisfy the collective needs of the global mobile 
equipment market, which utilises a variety of refrigerants to 
meet specific performance requirements. With exceptional 
performance and hose life in mobile A/C and refrigeration 
applications, the GH001 A/C hose answer increasing global 
demand for reduction in emissions of greenhouse gasses. 

Built to withstand temperatures ranging from -40 
degrees Celsius (C) to 140 C, the GH001 A/C hose exceeds 
the SAE-specified maximum rating of 125 C. This hose is 
available with a factory crimp fitting system.  

www.eaton.com/hydraulics  

EATON 
LAUNCHES 
NEW GH001 
EVERCOOL™
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The new Cat MH3022 and MH3024 are the smallest 
models in the line of wheeled material handlers in 
the greater than 20t size class. They feature a new 
engine and hydraulic system that combine to reduce 
fuel consumption by up to 10%. Redesign of the cab 
and cab access, added lighting, and vision-enhancing 
cameras promote safety, comfort, and convenience 
for the operator. A wide choice of dedicated front 
linkages, work tools, guards, and undercarriages 
allow the new purpose-built models to work in 
industrial, scrap-recycling, mill-yard, and waterway 
applications.

The MH3022 and MH3024 use the Cat C7.1 
ACERTTM engine, rated at 126kW and have op-
erating weights of 22.7t and 25.7t, respectively. 
The engine meets US EPA Tier 4 Final/EU Stage IV 
emission standards.

The engine integrates an emissions after treat-
ment system. Emissions technology includes the Cat 
NOx-reduction system, selective catalytic reduction, 
diesel oxidation catalyst, diesel particulate filter, and 
high-pressure/common-rail fuel system. The design 
of the engine and the after treatment system results 
in low fluid consumption for new models.

A new electronically controlled hydraulic system 
combines with new medium-pressure pumps and 
new fan pump to enhance hydraulic response and 
reduce overall load on the engine for greater fuel 
efficiency. 

The MH3022 and MH3024 can be equipped with 
a variable angle boom, one piece boom, or material 
handling boom, as well as a choice of sticks, quick 
coupler, and work tools. As matching work tools with 
the machine is critical for productivity and efficiency, 
a variety of Cat work tools are offered to dig, sort, 
load or strip any kind of material. Machine hydraulic 
pressures and flows can be easily adjusted from 
the in-cab monitor, while the operator can adjust 
the machine behavior to the task and to personal 
preference.

Caterpillar’s new 
materials handlers

Husqvarna has added the DS 900 drill stand for large diameter 
core drilling and matched to the DM 650 core drill, part of the 
Prime range. The DS 900 uses the WS 400 wall saw column 
for demanding applications.

The DS 900 works well with the core drill DM 650. The high 
power output, low weight and setup of the motor, together with 
the high stability and robustness of the stand offers a complete 
setup and is the perfect choice for heavy-duty applications. “It 
is really the perfect match. DS 900 is a very much welcomed 
addition in our drill stand range,” said Husqvarna Construction 
Products global product manager Helena Lindkvist.

Same column design as WS 400 wall saw
In addition, DS 900 is equipped with the proven WS 400 wall 
saw column design, which gives high-strength and a robust, 
sturdy drill stand. Thanks to this design, it also offers flexibility 
for Husqvarna WS 400 series customers, since the column is 
interchangeable between drill stand and wall saw. There will 
be a kit available to buy a stand without column. Husqvarna 
also offers the possibility to buy 2m extra column as spare, for 
increased drill depth. “The synergies when having a DS 900 and 

a WS 400 series wall saw system are extremely advantageous 
for the user. It is also a great investment thanks to its reliability 
and proven design,” said Lindkvist.

Main benefits
• High stability and robust design, for large diameters  
 and tough applications.
• Offers a complete setup for the Husqvarna DM 650  
 core drill.
• The DS 900 design is based on the proven WS 400  
 wall saw series column, bringing robustness to the  
 product and a flexible system for the customer.
• Easy to transport set up and use. DS 900 has an  
 ergonomic design with carry handle on back support,  
 3 spoke handle and an optional wheel kit.

Technical specifications
• Recommended maximum drill diameter: 900 mm
• Travel maximum; 944mm
• Angling: 0-60°
• Weight with carriage: 32kg

New Husqvarna DS 900 drill stand

In the US Genesis Attachments has announced the avail-
ability of GXT 225, GXT 1555 and GXT 2055 straight and 
rotator models.

With the number of models now at 18, the XT Mobile Shear 
line fits 11t to 280t excavators. Shorter in length and height and 
lighter in weight, the XT has a centre of gravity that is closer 
to the excavator, enabling models to mount on excavators 
that previously could only carry smaller, less powerful shears.

The XT also features an apex, where most cutting is done, 
that is closer to the back of the jaws, improving material 
gathering and increasing cutting performance and efficiency 
while reducing maintenance.

Genesis Attachments 
extends range
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At the World of Concrete show Superabrasive unveiled the 
latest Lavina X floor grinding and polishing machines. The 
X series include a full range of models, from 178mm and 
330mm edgers to 813mm self-propelled and 965mm remotely 
controlled propane model. 

The most notable feature of the new X line is the minimized 
machine maintenance. All models 635mm and up feature a 
new window on the machine base, which allows for quick ac-
cess to the planetary drive system and easy belt maintenance. 

Other machine features include improved handle lock 
technology and improved water delivery system with metered 
water flow. The self-propelled Lavina 32M-X on show features 
a 813mm work path capacity, an 18.6kW motor and almost 
450kg of grinding pressure. A second motor propels the ma-
chine forward, requiring little physical effort from the operator 
and guaranteeing a steady floor processing speed. 

The Lavina heavy-duty industrial vacuums complement 
the new grinding and polishing machines. Superabrasive has 
also added a new 686mm propane burnisher LB-27 to the 
Lavina line. 

Superabrasive at WOC

Featuring the patented Doublescreen technology, the 
new QA335 mid-sized unit offers a highly efficient, 
versatile and productive solution.  Based around a 
4m x 1.5m Doublescreen the QA335 includes many 
class leading features for ease of operation and high 
efficiency.  These include a user-friendly electrical control 
system with sequential start up, hydraulic screen separa-
tion to aid screen media changes, and a fuel-efficient 
74.5kW engine. 

The QA335 has been designed with wrap-around 
walkways to provide a safe working platform for service 
and maintenance with these being hydraulically oper-
ated enabling quick set-up times.  The QA335 also 
features radio control for ease of manoeuvrability and 
an oil cooler fitted as standard. 

The Doublescreen technology is one of the most 
adaptable and flexible screening solutions available 
on the market. It consists of two high velocity screen 
boxes featuring independent screen drives with the 
ability to adjust the working angle of each screen 
independently to each other to suit the application. 
This offers greater adjustability, increased accuracy 
and higher screening efficiency, which makes it ideal 
for producing tight specification products, without 
compromising on production. 

SANDVIK’S NEW 
QA335 DOUBLESCREEN

CATERPILLAR LAUNCHES  
313F L GC excavator 
The new Cat313F L GC hydraulic excavator is designed for per-
formance at a low cost/h. It has a Cat C3.4B engine that meets 
US EPA Tier 4 Final/EU Stage IIIB emission standards that is 
light on fuel with no need for diesel exhaust fluid. It has a 
single pump hydraulic system and comes equipped with a long 
undercarriage, a full size Roll Over Protective Structure cab, 
and easy to reach service points.

The 313F L GC has a 52kW engine and a choice of high 
power and economy modes to manage fuel consumption. 
There is also an engine idle shutdown feature that stops 
the engine after a pre-set idling interval.

The machine’s simple hydraulic system delivers ample 
power for digging, lifting, and attachment use. The load 
sensing pump and main control valve calculate work 
demands to deliver the stick and bucket force needed. 
The 313F L GC can also be equipped with high and 
medium pressure hydraulic circuits along with a quick 
coupler to handle a range of Cat buckets and work tools.

The machine’s undercarriage provides a stable work 
platform and a selection of track shoes and blade options 
help tailor the machine to specific applications. Booms 
and sticks are multi-plate fabrications using internal 
baffles and castings and forgings in high-stress areas. 
The 4.65m boom can be used with either the 2.5m or 
3m stick.

The simplicity of the 313F L GC contributes to its 
low owning and operating costs. The machine has a 
pilot manifold in the valve block to eliminate the need 
for a pilot pump, filter, or lines. The fuel system and 
manual priming pump reduce the need for multiple 
filters, and the engine’s diesel particulate filter is 
compact and maintenance free. Wide service doors 
provide access to cooling, pump, and engine compart-
ments, and everyday maintenance points are reachable 
at ground level.

Cat Link technologies are integrated into the ma-
chine’s monitoring system and are designed to improve 
fleet management. Events and diagnostic codes, as well 
as information and capabilities such as hours, fuel con-
sumption, idle time, machine location, and geo-fencing 
are transmitted to a secure web-based application called 
VisionLink, allowing the machine owner and dealer ac-
cess to machine data.



For efficient 
demolition!

• Reduce the number of machines on the site
• No staff around the machine during tool changes

• Increased productivity
• Lightning fast change of hydraulic attachments 

• Reduced transport costs
• Always the right attachment for the job 

• Eliminates oil spills
• Protected hose run

• Increased profitability
• Improved safety

www.oilquick.com
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Komatsu’s 40t articulated dump truck comes to Europe 

CATERPILLAR LAUNCHES E SERIES HAMMERS 

Komatsu Europe International in Belgium has introduced 
the HM400-5 articulated dump truck to the European 
market, following its initial presentation at the last Conexpo 
in 2014.The HM400-5 is powered by a 353kW Komatsu 
SAA6D140E-7 engine that is EU Stage IV emissions certified. 
It has a maximum payload of 40t and a heaped body capacity 
of 24m³. Loading height of the body is 3.164m, and the two 

single-staged body lift cylinders provide a 70° dump angle. 
Selectable working modes allow the operator to choose 

between economy and power modes to tailor machine 
performance to the application or working conditions. The 
truck has Komatsu’s traction control system for automatic 
and optimum traction in soft ground conditions.

www.komatsu.eu

Ten new Cat E-Series hammers for use with mini excava-
tors, skid-steer loaders and backhoe loaders are available 
in silenced and side-plate versions. Four sizes, H35, H45, 
H55 and H65 are offered in two mounting configurations 
for installation on Caterpillar and competitive carriers.

Silenced hammers, identified with ‘S’ in the model 
designation, use a fully enclosed housing to suppress 
noise. Non-silenced, side plate models are available for 
all four sizes.

Flat-top models allow installation on Caterpillar and 
competitive equipment. Pin-on models are available for the 
H55E and H65E in applications that require a dedicated, 
hammer equipped Cat machine.

The hammers match auxiliary flows and pressures 

of the Cat machine with hydraulic ports positioned for 
convenient installation. As soon as the hammer is plugged 
in, it is ready to perform.

The suspension system on the silenced models include 
buffers at the top and bottom to absorb reflective forces 
and isolate them from the machine. A suspension jack 
helps to dampen vibration and sound.  

To protect the hammer from internal stress, an auto-
matic shut-off can be activated. This instantly stops the 
piston when the hammer breaks through material, which 
in turn protects the hammer from blank firing.

The new hammers include 47% fewer parts than their 
D-Series predecessors. There is a single grease point and 
tool changes are made with normal hand tools.

Waste recycling equipment manufacturer Doppstadt, 
has updated its shredder DW 3060 to the DW 3060 
Type D with an enhanced power unit.

“We extended our proven technology, not least in 
view of the exhaust standard Tier 4 final, and decided 
on the Mercedes OM 460, with an MTU unit,” said 
Doppstadt product manager Thomas Diekmann. “At the 
same time the unit increases the torque and reduces 
the consumption values.” In this configuration the 
machine, equipped with a mechanical direct drive and 
a reinforced Bosch-Rexroth planetary gear, can meet 
the Tier 4 final standard limit values and without a 
particulate filter. 

While the exhaust gas values were reduced the ease 
of use for operators has been increased. By means of 
the new, multifunctional display machine data can be 
read or regulated. All relevant machine parameters are 
displayed visually and acoustically on the multi control.

 The use of replacement components enables even 
untrained service personnel to carry out maintenance 
and repairs. Doppstadt has simplified the electrical 
system and noise insulation at the radiator door guar-
antees a balanced noise level. A new automatic comb 
pressure system intensifies the shredding efficiency 
and in case of overload prevents a machine standstill. 
The automatic Doppstadt pressure preselection system 
Variocontrol registers the load conditions during the 
shredding process and adjusts the shredding comb 
pressure accordingly. Thanks to replaceable tools the 
DW 3060 Type D can be adjusted to various shredding 
requirements. 

Doppstadt 
upgrades 
shredder  
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WORLD’S FIRST CONCRETE CUTTING MUSEUM
In May the Swiss Concrete Sawing and 
Drilling Association held their 29th General 
Assembly and at the same time inaugurated 
the world’s first museum for the concrete 
sawing and drilling industry in their new 
premises in Bellach, Switzerland. With a 
participation of 81 delegates, representing 
60% of voting members, the meeting was 
well attended. One of the main items on 
the agenda was the opening of the concrete 
cutting museum called ‘Area of Pioneers’ 
after years of planning and construction.

Easy procedure
The association president Philippe Wingeier 
mastered the General Assembly swiftly with 
many interesting subjects on the agenda. 
The delegation from Germany delivered the 
first stone replica of well drilling from Egyp-
tian times, which was an impressive gift.

The assembly approved the annual 
accounts for 2014 and the board granted 
its discharge. Also the budget in 2015 was 
unconditionally approved. It was approved 
that the membership fee in 2016 was to be 
kept at the same level and a slight change in 
the statutes of the association was agreed. 
In its annual report Wingeier described 
the previous year of the association and 
again education and training was the main 
activity. The assembly ended by thanking a 
number of people for their efforts for the 
association during the past year.

The ‘Area of Pioneers’ was officially 
opened. The new premises where the mu-
seum is allocated will be used on one side 
as a new training room for new apprentices 
and on the other as a historical museum for 
the development of concrete, sawing and 
drilling equipment. The former owner of the 

largest company in this industry in Europe, 
Willy Autenried, gave a presentation about 
the industry’s development and technol-
ogy, complete with amusing statements 
and personal anecdotes. Former director 
of the Swiss association Daniel Lehmann 
made a closing speech where he outlined 
a number of factors that will be influencing 
the development of the Swiss construction 
industry in the next five years. 

The Swiss concrete cutting association 
can be proud to have realized the world’s 
first historical museum in this field. PDi 
would like to congratulate the Swiss con-
crete cutting association’s achievements 
on behalf of the global concrete cutting 
community. A recommendation to other 
concrete cutters and associations around 
the world is to visit the museum in Bellach, 
Switzerland.

CSDA contractor profits up

Dietmar Wirthgen,1944-2015

The results of CSDA’s contractor member survey 
have provided further encouragement to an 
industry that is already experiencing an upturn 
in growth and profits. The survey, compiled from 
a response of 40%, found that the average 
estimated sales volume for respondents’ com-
panies in 2015 is $2,695,906 (€2,361,950) 
up from an average of €2,33,289 from the 
last survey in 2008. Flat sawing accounts 
for 26.3% of total sales with core drilling at 
23.4%. Additional concrete services like selec-
tive demolition, ground penetrating radar and 
polishing represent 14.2% of the total. The di-
rect operating costs had decreased from 2008, 
with an average of €792,558 for operator/
labour costs and €148,371 for diamond tools. 
Selling expenses including salaries, advertising 
and travel expenses averaged €106,862 while 
general and administrative expenses including 
managers, office and dispatch wages averaged 
€486,632. Meanwhile, the average profit 
among all the 2015 respondents combined 
was €291,035, up a staggering 54% from the 
2008 respondents’ average. In short, success-
ful contractors have learned to do more with 
less. There are an average of 22.3 full-time-
equivalent employees at members’ companies 
with 9.7 of these being sawing and drilling 
operators. The hourly operator wage is €21.79 
working 41.7h/week. Dispatchers hourly wage 
is €20.02 and estimators €24.15. A manager 
works an average of 46.7h/week. 97.1% of 
the companies responded they have a written 
safety and environmental health programme, 
with 85.7% having a safety supervisor.

PDi has been informed by the International 
Association of Concrete Drillers and Sawers, 
of the death of Dietmar Wirthgen, a dear 
colleague in the global concrete cutting 
industry. Over the years the industry had the 
opportunity to meet and work with Dietmar 
Wirthgen as a client, supplier or delegate at 
IACDS. He attended many IACDS meetings 
representing Cedima. Dietmar was actively 
involved with our industry, at national and 
international level. He attended many trade 
exhibitions and conferences around the world 
and had many friends in the industry and was 
appreciated as an outstanding professional 
by the global drilling and sawing community.

Members of IACDS had the pleasure 
and the honour to work closely with Dietmar 
and we all valued him as a good colleague. 
On behalf of PDi, IACDS and its new presi-
dent and the whole industry, we would like 
to send our condolences to his family, friends 
and colleagues. IACDS has made a donation 
for the charity of his choice on behalf of this 
specialized industry.  
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IDE’s two new sponsors
In the UK the Institute of Demolition Engi-
neers has signed a 12 month sponsorship 
deal with two of the largest companies in 
the demolition plant and attachment industry, 
Liebherr GB and ECY Haulmark.

“It’s a great privilege to become as-
sociated with the IDE and its members. 
We hope we are able to use our combined 
experience to assist and advise the IDE and 
its members in the correct use, selection and 
maintenance of plant and attachments,” 
said ECY Haulmark managing director 
Richard Yarwood, Liebherr GB national ac-
counts manager Darren Bennet. “Liebherr 

and LaBounty, who are supplied by ECY 
Haulmark, have a reputation for quality and 
innovation around the world and we hope 
we can pass on some of this knowledge 
and technical ability through our association 
with the IDE.”

 “The IDE are very pleased to have two 
prominent, well recognised, and influential 
companies wanting to be associated with 
us and we are certain that both parties will 
bring a lot to the table. We look forward to 
welcoming them into the IDE and kindly 
thank them for their sponsorship,” said IDE 
president Duncan Rudall.

IDE president Duncan Rudall, ECY Haulmark managing director Richard Yarwood, 
Liebherr GB national accounts manager Darren Bennet

In the US the recent Concrete Sawing and 
Drilling Association’s 43rd Annual Convention 
and Tech Fair was a success for the near 200 
visitors at the Renaissance Vinoy Hotel, St. 
Petersburg, Florida.

 A series of ten business sessions com-
menced with Mark Eaton’s message about 
The Four Commitments of a Winning Team. 
Eaton rose from a car mechanic to an NBA 
All-Star. He explained how business owners 
could turn themselves and their employees 
into top performers by applying the same 
concepts that create sports superstars. 

 At the convention, past president of the 
association Ken Barnes received the CSDA 
Lifetime Achievement Award for his years of 
outstanding service to the sawing and drilling 
industry. His company, Concrete Wall Sawing 
in San Leandro, California, is a charter mem-
ber of CSDA. Barnes becomes the seventh 
member of the industry to receive this award 
since its inception in 2005.

 As part of its mission to promote the use 
of professional cutting, polishing, imaging 
and selective demolition contractors and their 
methods, CSDA scheduled certification and 
continuing education sessions as part of the 
convention programme. Industry specifiers 
gathered for a series of three AIA-approved 
sessions focusing on concrete floor prepara-
tion, while a certification class for CSDA-
ST-115 Measuring Concrete Micro Surface 
Texture had 17 graduates.  In addition over 20 
leading industry manufacturers and affiliates 
exhibited at the event. The 44th Annual CSDA 
Convention and Tech Fair will be held 10 to 12 
March 2016 at the JW Marriott Desert Springs 
Resort in Palm Desert, California.

CSDA elects officers and directors
In the US the Concrete Sawing & Drilling As-
sociation has announced new 2015 Officers 
and Board members, who were elected at the 
43rd Annual CSDA Convention and Tech Fair, 
held 31 March to 2 April 2015. 

 Elected to serve a two-year term, as 
president was Kevin Baron, Western Saw, 
Oxnard, California. Jack Sondergard, Central 
Concrete Cutting, Edgar, Wisconsin was elect-
ed as vice president and Mike Orzechowski, 
DITEQ Corporation, Lee’s Summit, Missouri, 
is secretary/treasurer. Judith O’Day, Terra 
Diamond Industrial, Salt Lake City, Utah now 
serves as past president, while Patrick O’Brien 
continues as executive director.

 “Working with Judith as vice president 
for the past two years has been an honour 
and truly my pleasure. During this time I 
have seen CSDA make many exciting and 
significant gains,” said Baron. “As the new 
president, I’m excited about the future of 
CSDA and I’m looking forward to working 
with the Board, committee chairs and the 
wider membership to continue growing and 
improving the association.”

 Six Board members, whose terms 
expire in 2017, were elected. They are Tim 
Beckman, Cutting Edge Services, Batavia, 
Ohio; Matthew Finnigan, National Concrete 
Cutting, Milton, Washington; Dan Foley, 
Cobra Concrete Cutting Services, Arlington 
Heights, Illinois; Greg Lipscomb, Diamond 
Products, Elyria, Ohio; Mike Nelson, K2 
Diamond, Torrance, California and Doug 
Walker, Atlantic Concrete Cutting, Mount 
Holly, New Jersey.

 www.csda.org

Attendance Up for 2015 
CSDA Convention & Tech Fair

EDA’S ANNUAL CONVENTION
The European Demolition Association will 
hold its Annual Convention on 11th to 13th 
June, in Helsinki, Finland with the theme of 
‘Working together’. Contractors, manufac-
turers and associations from the European 
demolition industry will meet with the aim of 
protecting its interests around the continent. 

The EDA is an active part of this global 
movement, and is aiming to go one step 
further, with the next goal of working towards 
international standards on the training of 
workers and the accreditation of companies.

In view of these aims, the Annual Conven-
tion 2015 will include activities to present, 
debate and define a roadmap for these 
international standards, as a conferences, 
presentations about new developments, case 
stories or round tables discussion.

Conference and networking
The Annual Convention is a multilingual 
conference where the most important 
and relevant topics will be approached by 
professional experts. The event will have 
an important technical part, with a full day 
conference about new developments, case 
stories and round table discussions. 

These activities would provide an op-
portunity to meet professionals involved with 
the demolition industry.

Activities
The Annual Convention offers a joint event 
where all the related industries could work 

together towards their mutual goal. The event 
offers an important technical programme, 
with a full day conference about new de-
velopments, case stories and round table 
discussions. With recognised experts and 
practitioners as speakers, the programme 
will include the latest developments and in-
novations in the area of selective demolition, 
among others.

On Friday, the professional attendants 
will enjoy several conferences with speakers 
coming from all over the world to open the 
debate about the industries that join into the 
demolition area.

At the same time, there will be a leisure 
programme, which will include an opportunity 
to discover the amazing city of Helsinki, with 
diverse activities organized as the Welcome 
Cocktail, the Gala Dinner and visits to the 
most emblematic places of the Finnish capital.

During the three days, contractors, 
suppliers, associations’ representatives and 
other related professionals will have the 
opportunity to network. 

Leisure programme
The Annual Convention will offer a leisure 
programme for the delegates to enjoy their 
stay in Helsinki and make the best of the time 
during the meeting.

To open the three days of activities, the 
Annual Convention will start with a Welcome 
Cocktail at the Scandic Grand Marina Hotel, 
on Thursday, 11 June.

On Friday, for the companions of partici-
pants, there will be a trip to Suomenlinna, a  
World Heritage site of UNESCO, and a tour of  
Helsinki. In the evening participants will enjoy 
a gala dinner in the Katajanokan Kasino.



Are you the world’s  
most productive operator?
Then this is for you: The new remote-controlled, self-propelled Husqvarna PG 820 RC.  
A truly unique machine, enabling new levels of performance and work result. As always, 
our Dual Drive Technology™ provides you with unsurpassed productivity and unlimited 
control of the process. And now, the wireless remote control releases you to work even more 
efficiently, maximising your daily turnover. For more information, visit our website  
or contact your Husqvarna representative today!

HUSQVARNA PG 820 RC
Power output 13 kW / 17.4 hp
Rated current 28 A
Grinding width 820 mm / 32"
Grinding disc 270 mm / 10.5"
Grinding pressure total 290 kg / 639 lbs
Weight 536 kg / 1182 lbs

www.husqvarnacp.com
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